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OFFICERS OF THE TOWN OF WAYLAND
Term Expires
MODERATOR
Warren L. Bishop 1934
TOWN CLERK
M. Alice Neale 1934
SELECTMEN
Pierpoint Blair 1934
Willard C. Hunting 1934
John W. Leavitt 1934
TREASURER
Frank G. MacKenna 1934
TAX COLLECTOR
Theodore H. Harrington 1934
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
Mabel T. S. Small 1935
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Martin A. Holmes 1934
Thomas W. Frost (Deceased) 1935
Harry Moyse (App. to fill vacancy) 1934
Ronald S. Campbell 1936
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Dorothy C. Stone 1934
Llewellyn Mills 1935
Cornelius J. Maguire 1936
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Term Expires
ASSESSORS
Daniel Brackett 1934
Clarence S. Williams 1935
Sidney Loker 1936
WATER COMMISSIONERS
Francis K. Erwin 1934
Walter S. Bigwood 1935
Alfred C. Damon 1936
TRUSTEES OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Richard Ames 1934
James R. Martin 1934
Alfred W. Cutting 1935
J. Sidney Stone 1935
Nellie R. Fiske 1936
Amos I. Hadley 1936
CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
Howard W. Parmenter (Deceased) 1934
Paul B. Davis (App. to fill vacancy) 1934
William Read ' 1935
James M. Bent / 1936
TREE WARDEN
Charles L . Fullick 1934
HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
Arthur Heard Dudley 1934
BOARD OF HEALTH
Waldo L. Lawrence 1934
Ernest H. Damon 1935
John J. Linnehan 1936
PARK COMMISSIONERS
Camile Perodeau 1934
Francis R. Gladu 1935
John E. Linnehan 1936
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PLANNING BOARD
Term Expires
Otto H. Kohler
Howard S. Russell
Frank I. Cooper (Deceased)
James C. McKay
James Bolton
Gilbert Small
1934
1934
1935V
1935'
1936
’
1936
CONSTABLES
George A. Gelorier 1934
Wilfred L. Celorier 1934
Harry W. Craig 1934
Ernest H. Damon . 1934
Charles F. Dusseault 1934
John E. Einnehan 1934
Frank C. Moore
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1934
COMMISSIONERS OF TRUST FUNDS
J. Sidney Stone 1934
Albert F. Flint 1935
John H. Knapp 1936
TRUSTEES OF THE ALLEN FUND
John Connelly 1934
Isaac Damon 1934
Howard W. Parmenter (Deceased) 1934
FENCE VIEWERS
Selectmen 1934
Constables
FIELD DRIVERS
1934
SURVEYORS OF LUMBER
Howard Haynes
Melville Loker
William S. Lovell
Israel A. Lupien
Arthur F. Marston
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
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Term Expires
MEASURERS OF WOOD AND BARK
Arthur W. Atwood 1934
Joseph Decatur 1934
William S. Lovell 1934
Israel A. Lupien 1934
Arthur F. Marston 1934
MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE
Civil War Veterans
Thomas W. Frost (Deceased) 1934
George B. Howe 1934
Spanish War Veterans
William Hardy, Sr. 1934
Frank C. Moore 1934
Thomas Murray 1934
John Wright 1934
William F.McCafferty 1934
World War Veterans
George Earl Barry 1934
Frank A. Burke 1934
Ernest H. Damon 1934
Arthur H. Dudley 1934
August Dath 1934
Parker H. Groton 1934
Cornelius J. Maguire 1934
Joseph Perodeau 1934
Percy H. Steele - 1934
DOG OFFICER
Harry W. Craig 1934
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
Frank J. Bigwood 1934
DISTRICT NURSE
Mary E. McNeil 1934
SUPERINTENDENT OF GYPSY AND BROWN-TAIL MOTHS
Daniel J. Graham 1934
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Term Expires
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Albert Marchand 1934
FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Theodore H. Harrington 1934
CHIEF OF POLICE
Harry W. Craig 1934
PUBLIC WEIGHERS
Arthur W. Atwood 1934
Howard W. Parmenter (Deceased) 1934
Donald Collins 1934
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Arthur W. Bradshaw 1934
John B. Holt 1935
William J. Scotland 1935
William S. Lovell 1936
Elmer Matthews 1936
INSPECTOR OF SLAUGHTERING
Warren Lawrence 1934
BURIAL AGENT
John W. Leavitt 1934
REGISTRARS OF VOTERS
M. Alice Neale, Rep. 1934
Joseph Zimmerman, Dem. 1934
Edward F. Lee, Rep. 1935
Meddie H. Rasciot, Dem. 1936
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Term Expires
ENGINEERS OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
Theodore H. Harrington, Chief 1934
Ernest H. Damon, Clerk 1934
Albert J. Keach, Engineer 1934
ELECTION OFFICERS
Precinct 1
George F. Dickey, Warden 1934
Myrta L. Wight, Clerk 1934
Thomas F. Maynard, Inspector 1934
Charles R. Harrington, Inspector 1934
James J. Bolton, Deputy Warden 1934
Mary E. Tubs, Deputy Clerk 1934
Thomas E. Maynard, Deputy Inspector 1934
Gregory Cooper, Deputy Inspector 1934
Precinct 2
Albert Marchand, Warden 1934
Mary Derrick, Clerk 1934
Alvin B. Neale, Inspector 1934
Joe Perodeau, Inspector 1934
Parker H. Groton, Deputy Warden 1934
Arthur C. Wallace, Deputy Clerk 1934
Alfred LaCroix, Deputy Inspector 1934
Arthur E. Peck, Deputy Inspector 1934
WARRANT FOR ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
MIDDLESEX, ss.
To any of the Constables of the Town of Wayland, in said
County:
Greetings :
In the name of the Commonwealth you are required to
notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town qualified to vote
in town elections to meet at their respective polling places on
MONDAY, MARCH 5, 1934
at six o’clock in the forenoon, there and then to bring in their
ballots for a Moderator, Town Clerk, three Selectmen, a Treas-
urer, a Collector of Taxes, a Surveyor of Highways, a Tree
Warden, and seven Constables, one member of the Board of
Public Welfare, and one member of the Planning Board, all for
one year.
One member of the School Committee, one Cemetery Com-
missioner, one Commissioner of Trust Funds, two Trustees of
Public Library, one member of the Board of Public Welfare,
one Assessor, one member of the Board of Health, one Water
Commissioner, one Park Commissioner, and two members of
the Planning Board, all for three years.
Also to bring in your “yes” or “no” on the following ques-
tions :
1. Shall licenses be granted in this Town for the sale
therein of all alcoholic beverages (whisky, rum, gin, malt bever-
ages, wines and all other alcoholic beverages) ?
2. Shall licenses be granted in this Town for the sale
therein of wines and malt beverages (wines and beer, ale and
all other malt beverages) ?
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All the foregoing to be voted on the official ballot. The
polls will be open at 6.15 in the forenoon and will remain open
continuously until four in the afternoon, when they shall be
closed.
And you are required to notify and warn the inhabitants of
said Town qualified to vote in town affairs to meet at the Town
Hall on
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 1934
at 7.45 P. M., then and there to act on the following articles
:
Article 1. To hear reports of the Town Officers, Agents
and Committees and act thereon.
Article 2. To choose all necessary Town Officers, Agents
and Committees not elected by the official ballot.
Article 3. To grant money for necessary Town purposes.
See the Finance Committee’s Report.
Article 4. To see if the Town will authorize the Treas-
urer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money
from to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year
beginning January 1, 1934, and to issue a note or notes therefor,
payable within one year, and to renew such note or notes as may
be given for a period of less than a year in accordance with
Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws, any debt or debts in-
curred under this article to be paid from the revenue of the
financial year beginning January 1, 1934.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 5. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
the sum of $1,655.59 to pay the following 1931, 1932, and 1933
bills which were presented for payment after the Town books
were closed, or do or act.
Sealer of Weights and Measures
Diamond Union Stamp Works
Public Welfare
City of Waltham $30.50
Town of Framingham 76.00
City of Boston 183.00
First National Stores, Somerville 23.70
E. L. Angell 10.00
James C. McKay 15.00
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Framingham-Union Hospital 82.00
City of Cambridge 13.00
Grace A. Hardy 3.00
Hillside Dairy Co. 8.58
Newton Ice Co. 8.40
Palmer’s 2.15
Town of Holliston, Mothers’ Aid 468.71
I. A. Lupien 15.00
Earle F. Prior, M. D. 2.00
Old Age Assistance
Town of Natick $306.00
Town of Watertown 90.00
Soldiers’ Benefits
Earle F. Prior, M. D. $19.00
City of Quincy 281.80
Saxonville Coal & Trucking Ci. 4.00
941.04
396.00
304.80
$1,655.59
The Finance Committee recommends that these
bills be paid.
Article 6. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift
:
$100.00 received from Mary A. Metcalfe and Rose G.
Shaw to establish the “Metcalfe Fund,” income from which to
be used for perpetual care of lot No. 16, Section F, Lake View
Cemetery.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 7. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift : $100.00 received from Christine Anderson to establish the
“Solomon Anderson Fund,” income from which to be used for
perpetual care of Lot No. 3, Extension Lake View Cemetery.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 8. To see if the Town will accept the following-
bequest : $100.00 from the Estate of Louise E. Hayden to estab-
lish the “Louise E. Hayden Fund,” income from which to be
used for the perpetual care of Lot. No. 42, Section E, Lake
View Cemetery.
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The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 9. To see if the Town will accept the .following-
gift : $100.00 received from Mrs. C. W. Chadwick to estabish
the “C. W. Chadwick Fund/’ income from which to be used
for perpetual care of Lot No. 10, Section G, Lake View Ceme-
tery.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 10. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift: $100.00 received from Harriet C. Porter to establish the
“George C. Robbins Fund,” income from which to be used for
perpetual care of Lot No. 15, Section D, Lake View Cemetery.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to accept, during
1934, gifts for welfare purposes, same to be expended by the
Board of Public Welfare, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 12. To see if the Town will appropriate $175.00
for general improvement in any of the Cemeteries, same to be
taken from money in the Town Treasury received from the sale
of Burial Lots in 1933, in accordance with Chapterll4, Section
15, of the General Laws, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 13. To see if the Town will appropriate for
“Water Department Maintenance” the sum of $5,921.54 to be
taken from “Water Receipts Reserved for Appropriation” in
1933, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 14. To see if the Town will appropriate for pay-
ment of Water Main Extension Notes maturing in 1934 the
sum of $2,000.00, to be taken from “Water Receipts Reserved
for Appropriation” in 1933, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
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Article 15. To see if the Town will appropriate for pay
ment of interest due in 1934 on Water Main Extension Notes
the sum of $1,915.00, same to be taken from “Water Receipts
Reserved for Appropriation” in 1933, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 16. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
sufficient to pay the County of Middlesex as required by law on
account of assessments levied on the Town for its share of the
principal of the Middlesex County Tuberculosis Hospital Fund-
ing Loan, Act of 1932, bonds maturing in 1934, issued in com-
pliance with Chapter 10, Acts of 1932, also for any other in-
debtedness incurred and outstanding under said Chapter 10, also
for the Town’s share of the cost and interest on said bonds due
in 1934, also for the Town’s share of the expense incurred
under the provisions of Chapter 331 of the Acts of 1933 which
provided for the settlement of certain claims of the Common-
wealth against the Middlesex County Tuberculosis Hospital
District, also for the care, maintenance, and repair of said hos-
pital for 1933, and including interest on temporary notes issued
therefor, in accordance with sections of Chapter III of the
General Laws applicable thereto, and for all other expenses in
connection therewith, determine how much money shall be
raised, or in any way act thereon. $2,179.47.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article, as this is compulsory. The amount
is $2,179.47.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money
for general municipal purposes under authority of and in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 49 of the Acts of
1933, or take any action thereto.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article, as requested by the Treasurer.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess a sum of money not to exceed $6,000.00 for the
relocation and reconstruction of a portion of Concord Road
according to plans to be recommended by the County Engineers.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article in view of the amount of work
available to the townspeople, and in consideration
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that $12,000.00 is available from county and State.
It is further recommended that the work proceed
in the same manner as the extension on this road
last year under Chapter 90, General Laws.
Article 19. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
a sum of money to be expended in connection with Civil Works
Administration projects.
The Finance Committee recommends that a sum
not exceeding $3,500.00 be appropriated and
assessed under this article. This appropriation is
for that part of the expense of the projects not
paid for by the government.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to provide a
drainage system for the village of Cochituate or any portion
thereof
;
make provision to carry out the work in such a manner
as may relieve unemployment or as may otherwise serve the
best interests of the Town
;
authorize the taking of any neces-
sary land or easements
;
and make appropriation therefor, or do
or act.
The Finance Committee recommends that the sum
of $3,000.00 be appropriated to pay for material
and easements and the work proceed provided the
labor hours are supplied under Civil Works
Appropriation.
Article 21. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
a certain sum of money for the purpose of replacing wooden
mains now in use along Old Connecticut Path and Sycamore
Road, also for installation of valves and hydrants, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends that a sum
of $3,000.00 be appropriated and assessed and
$1,000.00 additional be taken from general main-
tenance of water department to purchase pipe and
materials, and that the work proceed provided
Civil Works Appropriation labor can be obtained.
Article 22. To’ receive a report of the Zoning Committee
appointed in accordance with a vote of the Town at the Annual
Meeting of 1933, and to see if the Town will adopt zoning
by-laws in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 40 of the
General Laws and amendments thereto, or take any action rela-
tive thereto.
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The Finance Committee recommends the adoption
of zoning laws.
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to direct the
Selectmen to appoint a committee of three or more citizens to
co-operate with the Mass. Forest and Park Association in the
detection and eradication of the Dutch Elm Disease.
The Finance Committee recommends a committee
be appointed.
Article 24. To see if the Town will appoint a committee
of three to study the needs of installing a vault in the Town
Hall, and to study the need of employing a clerk to assemble
town records, et als.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to choose a com-
mittee of three for the purpose of ascertaining if any arrange-
ment can be made whereby a part of the interest income of the
Parmenter Hospital Fund could be made available for the pay-
ment of hospital bills incurred by any needy or worthy citizen
of the Town at any hospital that may be required, or take any
action relative thereto.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article, and that the committee be the
Selectmen empowered to take any necessary action
to obtain sufficient funds to cover hospitalization
of the needy.
Article 26. To see if the Town will authorize the Engin-
eers of the Fire Department to sell all junk of the Fire Depart-
ment, from time to time, with the approval of the Selectmen.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 27. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
seven thousand dollars ($7,000.00) for the purchase of certain
fire apparatus to replace existing apparatus, and to borrow a
portion thereof, such portion thereof as may be deemed desir-
able, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends that one
piece of apparatus be purchased this year and that
a sum not exceeding $3,000.00 be appropriated.
The aim of the Finance Committee is to keep the
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Town expenditures within reason and to do so all
the apparatus requested cannot be purchased this
year. It is possible to carry on with one new
truck at this time. It is further recommended that
the Board of Fire Engineers and the Board of
Selectmen be the committee to purchase the
apparatus.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to extend a six
inch water main with necessary fire hydrants, gates and fittings,
from Concord Road on Ox Bow Road about 1500 feet, as far
as the residence of George N. Sherman and others, or take any
action relative thereto.
The Finance Committee recommends that this
article be referred to the Water Board regarding
cost of extension and that no extension be made
unless it is self-supporting.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to extend a six
inch water main with fire hydrants, gates and fittings, along
Waltham Road; from Concord Road to the residence of Leslie
B. Reid, a distance of 500 feet more or less, and raise and
appropriate money therefor, or do or act.
Same recommendation as Article 28.
Article 30. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum of
money to extend a six inch water main from Old Connecticut
Path along Hawthorne Road, a distance of 1,000 feet, or do
or act.
Same recommendation as Article 28.
Article 31. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
a certain sum of money for a six inch water main, with neces-
sary hydrants and valves running from Old Connecticut Path
along Stone Bridge Road, to Riverview Terrace and including
Overlook Road, Riverview Circle and Shore Drive, or do or act.
Same recommendation as Article 28.
Article 32. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
a sum of money to install a street light on Commonwealth Road
(East) in front of Commonwealth Road Filling Station, or do
or act.
The Finance Committee recommends that this
matter be referred to the Selectmen.
Article 33. To see if the Town will vote to purchase a
16
5small delivery truck for use of the Highway Department and
to appropriate a sum of money to pay for the same, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends that if the
Town buys a new fire truck that the old fire truck
be turned over to the Highway Department for
use as a delivery truck. Should the Fire Depart-
ment wish to retain the old truck then the Com-
mittee recommends that a sum not exceeding
$200.00 be taken from the Highway Appropria-
tion to purchase a light truck for the Highway
Department.
Article 34. To see if the Town will authorize the High-
way Surveyor, with the approval of the Selectmen to sell, trade,
or otherwise dispose of the Four Wheel Drive three-ton truck,
or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 35. To see if the Town will authorize the High-
way Surveyor, with the approval of the Selectmen, to sell, trade,
or otherwise dispose of the gravel loading machine, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 36. To see if the Town will authorize the High-
way Surveyor, with the approval of the Selectmen, to sell, trade,
or otherwise dispose of the Fordson Tractor, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the approval
of this article.
Article 37. To see if the Town will vote to purchase a
truck or trucks for the Highway Department and to appro-
priate, grant, borrow or otherwise provide a sum of money to
pay for the same, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends the sum of
$950.00 be assessed and appropriated for the pur-
chase of one new truck, and that the Selectmen
and Highway Surveyor be a committee to pur-
chase the truck.
Article 38. To see if the Town will vote to construct a
sidewalk on West Plain Street on the southerly side from Lake
Road to Ridgefield Road, or do or act.
The Finance Committee recommends that this
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article be acted on in accordance with the provis-
ions of Chapter 80 of the General Laws and the
amendments thereto. This is known as the Bet-
terment Act.
Article 39. To see if the Town will vote to accept Maiden
Lane and Park Lane as the same have been laid out and filed
by the Selectmen, work to be done under the Betterment Act,
to take by right of domain such land as may be necessary for
doing said work
;
appropriate or borrow money to pay for the
same, or otherwise act thereon.
The Finance Committee recommends that action
on this article be indefinitely postponed.
Article 40. To see whether the Town will vote to exclude
all married women from the present teaching staff in the public
schools of the Town of Wayland
;
to exclude the hiring of any
married women in the future, and take any further action
thereon.
The Finance Committee recommends that this
matter be referred to the School Committee.
Article 41. To see what sum, if any, the Town will vote
to transfer from available funds to meet any of the appropria-
tions made under the foregoing articles.
The Finance Committee recommends such action
as may be suggested by the Town Treasurer.
And you are required to serve this Warrant by posting
copies thereof, attested by you, at the Town Hall, at each Post
Office in Town, and in the Legion Hall at Cochituate, seven
days, at least, before the time of holding said election.
Hereof fail not and make due return of this Warrant with
your doings thereon to the Town Clerk on or before March 5,
1934.
Given under our hands and seal this fifteenth day of Janu-
ary in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-four.
WILLARD C. HUNTING,
JOHN W. LEAVITT,
PIERPOINT BLAIR,
Selectmen of the Town of Wayland .
A true copy, attest
:
Constable of the Town of Wayland.
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REPORT OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
FOR THE YEAR 1934
The Finance Committee believes that the limit of taxation
is the ability of the taxpayer to earn enough money to pay his
taxes. This limit unquestionably must be closely reached in
Wayland. The Treasurer’s report showing $117,000.00 in back
taxes, 78 tax titles taken in 1932 and over $7,000.00 out in
un-paid water bills, is evidence that many citizens are already
over burdened.
The Committee, therefore, has based the recommendation
this year by alloting $158,855.56 as the total amount of money
that the Town should spend.
A tax rate not exceeding $25.00 per thousand the aim of
the committee.
The way you vote will determine your approval of this
proposition. This method will prove to be more fair to all
departments and to sponors of articles in as much as there will
be only a definite amount to be expended on the various Town
enterprises, and the taxpayer may control his tax rate by approv-
ing the warrant as recommended.
The Finance Committee also wishes to respectfully call
attention to the necessity of the denizens of this Town to take
an interest in Town affairs, it being of such financial import
to each property owner, also if the department services are not
as desired, remember, that the man elected to office is the one
who will spend the money appropriated and the efficiency of
this expenditure depends on the ability and good faith of the
incumbent. It has been said that a public official is as economi-
cal and efficient as the voters demand or will allow him to be.
Free handed spending and extravagance by a department may
be of benefit to a few voters, but it places an unnecessary bur-
den on the much larger number of tax payers.
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The Finance Committee further believes that the tax rate
on the present valuation of real estate should not be increased,
ever, over a reasonable amount that a taxpayer shrould be
expected to bear.
A $25.00 tax rate means 2j4% of the valuation of property
and this rate is the limit anyone should be forced to pay with
the possible exception of some unusual exigency.
The people of this Town by their vote on money appropria-
tion should control the total amount to be expended so that the
tax rate will ever remain normal or as near a fixed rate as possi-
ble. By so doing our departments and public ventures will grow
only with the Town and prove to be the benefits they are sup-
posed to be. If expenditures exceed the growth of the Town
then disaster confronts the Town and the benefits are lost.
The Finance Committee is unanimously of the opinion
that as soon as possible all expenses of the Town including
those for repairs, replacements, and additions, should be con-
fined within current receipts i. e. or “a pay as you go” basis,
and that only major projects should be financed over a term of
years. In general terms a borrowing of $16,000.00 increases
the tax rate $100.00 for interest each year.
This Committee believes that greater harmony and co-
operation among the members of the Board of Public Welfare
would result in greater efficiency and economy in the adminis-
tration of that department. Even with the greatest efficiency,
that department will continue for some time to be a heavy and
costly tax burden. It is urged that any citizen having knowl-
edge of fraud on the part of recipients report such facts to the
Board of Public Welfare.
Your Committee respectfully calls your attention to the
fact that the total of this year’s budget is $136,170.50 a decrease
of $3,767.40 from last year’s recommendations.
The amount of uncollected taxes as of January 1, 1934
was $117,883.50, as compared with $99,625.73 of January 1.
1933, and of uncollected water bills was $7,988.78 as compared
with $5,611.34.
Outstanding tax titles December 31. 1933 were $15,850.88
as compared with outstanding tax titles of December 31, 1932,
of $11,799.58.
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Expense
1,080.00
978.51
101.49
1,080.00
Fire
Department
2,500.00
2,500.00
From
Reserve
2.37
2,502.37
Moth
Extermination
1,350.00
1,349.41
.59
900.00
Tree
Warden
900.00
899.50
.50
450.00
Sealer
of
Weights
&
Measures
:
Salary
135.00
135.00
100.00
Expense
60.00
59.29
.41
25.00
Game
Warden
45.00
No
appointment
Board
of
Health:
Salaries
157.50
157.50
157.50
Expense
1,200.00
638.87
561.13
600.00
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Soldiers’
Benefits
3,400.00
2,800.00
From
Reserve
521.37
3,921.37
Agent’s
Salary
100.00
Schools
46,500.00
45,000.00
Donation
Fund
8.00
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For
Hydrants
3,000.00
3,000.00
From
Water
Receipts
of
1932
6,350.33
9,213.42
136.91
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We recommend that the unexpended balances in the follow-
ing accounts be transferred to “Excess and Deficiency” account.
Cochituate Rd. Reconstruction (Legion
Sq. north toward Wayland) $418.29
Castle Gate South Construction 57.51
$475.80
1. The Finance Committee recommends that $1,620.00
be the full year’s salary for the Board of Assessors, one-half
payable when the rate is made and the balance payable at close
of fiscal year.
2. The Finance Committee recommends that the wages
of Town labor as required by the Statutes be fixed by the
department heads not in excess of the rate by the State.
3. The Finance Committee recommends that the income
from the dog taxes be given to the following; one half to the
School Education Fund and one half to the Library Fund.
The tax rate is based on the revenue assessed and received
from all sources in the year 1933 and will be approximately
$25.50 per thousand.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
ARTHUR W. BRADSHAW,
WILLIAM J. SCOTLAND,
JOHN B. HOLT,
ELMER F. MATHEWS,
Finance Committee\ Tomn of Wayland.
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VOTES ENACTED AT THE SPECIAL TOWN
MEETING, JANUARY 11, 1933
Town Clerk’s Office
Wayland, Massachusetts
January 11, 1933
Pierpoint Blair, Moderator
:
Pursuant to the following warrant the inhabitants of the
Town of Wayland met this day and did the following business
:
Article 1. To hear the reports of Town Officers, agents
and committees, and act thereon.
Mr. J. Fred Wheeler stated a Report of Progress by the
Committee on an Elementary School.
Mr. Howard S. Russell read a report from the Planning
Board concerning a plan for the unemployed and stated more
details would be given later.
Article 2. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
a sum of money for notices of meetings, or do or act.
Voted that the Town appropriate and assess the sum of
$52.50 for Notices of Meetings.
Article 3. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
a sum of money to pay the overdrafts and unpaid bills for Old
Age Assistance, and Public Welfare of 1932, or do or act.
Voted that the Town appropriate and assess the following
sums: $1,705.02 to pay the following 1932 unpaid bills of the
Department of Public Welfare and Old Age Assistance.
Public Welfare Bills Unpaid Dec. 31, 1932
Otto H. Kohler
Benson’s Store
Peck & Davieau
N. Perodeau
$55.27
96.41
33.62
26.29
28
Mrs. Kenrick’s Store 8.37
The A. & P. Stores 66.55
L. Collins 11.70
H. Nisbet 29.65
The First National Stores 47.00
Tillson Farm 10.08
Provisions
Florence Randolph $12.00
Paul Courville 21.60
Mrs. E. M. Hersey 40.00
I. A. Lupien 40.00
R. C. Dean 20.00
Waltham Co-operative Bank 17.00
James E. Tobin 20.00
Mrs. Janet Young 40.00
Rents
Earl F. Prior $ 3.00
Leonard Morse Hospital 17.00
Benj. W. Johnson, Jr. 2.50
Medical Attendance, etc.
Com. of Mass., State Farm $183.00
Town of Natick 280.00
Town of Plymouth 120.00
Town of Marblehead 135.30
Outside Aid
Hobbs & Warren $ 3.00
Martin A. Holmes 30.77
Stationery, postage, etc.
The First National Stores $89.00
A. W. Atwood 52.50
Robinson & Jones 35.40
S. J. McDonnell 3.00
Metropolitan Ice Co. 8.00
Frank Piper 12.00
James Lamont 15.00
Margaret Morrell 16.00
$384.94
210.60
22.50
718.30
33.77
29
Dr. E. E. Sparks 7.00
Dr. John J. Cochrane 3.00
Kerwin Shoe Store 6.41
Additional Unpaid Bills 247.31
Old Age Assistance Bills Unpaid Dec. 31, 1932
Loker Funeral Service $60.00
Ronald S. Campbell 27.60
Postage, Tel., Stationery, etc. 87.60
$1,705.02
and $2,658.29 to pay the 1932 overdrafts incurred by the
Department of Public Welfare and Old Age Assistance, list of
which is held bv the Town Accountant.
Public Welfare Overdraft itemised
Bills paid October 17, 1932
Peck & Davieau $85.50
Mrs. Higgins 10.00
N. Perodeau 48.57
H. Nisbet 64.82
R. C. Dean 20.00
$228.89
Balance of Appropriation
Bills paid November 7, 1932
88.85
$140.04
N. Perodeau $65.24
H. Nisbet 13.30
L. Collins 26.00
Peck & Davieau 59.75
A. & P. Stores 52.87
Kerwin Shoe Co. 1.98
Palmer’s 2.45
Diamond Oil Co. 4.00
Mrs. E. M. Hersey 20.00
R. C. Dean 20.00
James F. Tobin 40.00
Maxham Nash 17.00
I. A. Lupien 40.00
Cash to Sundry Persons 262.50
First National Stores 79.00
30
Florence Randolph
Mrs. Janet Young
12.00
20.00
736.09
Bills paid November 21, 1932
First National Stores $83.00
Dr. E. E. Sparks 11.00
Maynard & Acton Oil Co. 4.00
A. W. Atwood 27.50
Mrs. Janet Young 20.00
L. Collins 15.26
Mrs. Margaret Morrell 16.00
N. Perodeau 14.57
H. Nisbet 10.97
Cash to Sundry Persons 10.00
Penalty for late filing 2.00
Bills paid December 5, 1932
First National Stores $92.00
Better Coal Co. 10.00
Frank Piper 24.00
Natick Bulletin 5.00
James F. Tobin 40.00
R. C. Dean 20.00
Diamond Oil Co. 4.00
A. W. Atwood 21.00
H. Nisbet 13.74
N. Perodeau 21.52
Cash to Sundry Persons 349.85
Dr. E. E. Sparks 11.00
A. & P. Stores 101.50
Peck & Davieau 80.68
Leonard Morse Hospital 61.00
Bills paid December 19, 1932
J. L. Twohig $13.00
H. Nisbet 14.00
N. Perodeau 61.09
L. Collins 25.41
Peck & Davieau 48.70
Otto H. Kohler 21.97
Florence Randolph 12.00
Mrs. Margaret Morrell 16.00
214.30
855.29
31
James Lamont
The A. & P. Stores
15.00
5.00
232.17
Old Age Assistance Overdraft Itemized
Bills paid November 7, 1932
Cash to Sundry Persons
Balance of Appropriation
$459.00
421.90
37.10
Bills paid December 5, 1932
Cash to Sundry Persons 443.30
Article 4. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
an additional sum of money to complete the reconsruction of
Main Street and Cochituate Road, as performed under Chapter
90 of the General Laws, or do or act.
Voted that the Town raise and appropriate the additional
sum of $5,557.00 to complete the reconstruction of Main Street
and Cochituate Road as performed under Chapter 90 of the
General Laws.
Vote: Yes 76 No 27
Voted to dissolve the meeting at 8.45 P. M.
A true copy. Attest
:
M. ALICE NEALE,
Clerk of the Tozvn of Wayland.
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VOTES ENACTED AT THE ANNUAL TOWN
MEETING, MARCH 8, 1933
Warren L. Bishop, Moderator :
Pursuant to the following
Town of Wayland met this day
Town Clerk’s Office
Wayland, Massachusetts
March 8, 1933.
warrant the inhabitants of the
and did the following business :
Article 1. To hear the reports of Town Officers, Agents
and Committees, and act thereon.
A report of progress was given by Mr. Charles H. Hobbs,
Secretary of the Committee to study the Adoption of a Zoning
Ordinance. Voted unanimously that a Committee of Five be
appointed by the Selectmen to further study zoning and present
an ordinance to the Town for adoption.
A report of the Committee appointed to look into the needs
of the Wayland Fire Department was read by Mr. William
Read. The recommendation of this Committee was unani-
mously voted that a Committee be appointed to submit estimates
on the installation of a new Fire Alarm System and report their
recommendations at the next Annual Town Meeting.
A report of progress was read by Mr. J. Fred Wheeler of
the School Building Committee and it was voted that the same
Committee be retained and make a report later.
Article 2. To choose all necessary Town Officers, Agents
and Committees not elected by the official ballot.
Voted that John Connelly, Isaac Damon and Howard Par-
menter act as Trustees of the Allen Fund.
Voted that the Selectmen act as Fence Viewers.
Voted that the Constables act as Field Drivers.
Howard Haynes, Melville Loker, William S. Lovell, Israel
33
A. Lupien and Arthur F. Marston were elected Surveyors of
Lumber.
Arthur W. Atwood, Joseph Decatur, William S. Lovell,
Israel A. Lupien and Arthur F. Marston were elected Meas-
urers of Wood and Bark.
The following were elected members of the Memorial Day
Committee
:
Civil War Veterans
Thomas W. Frost and George B. Howe
Spanish War Veterans
William Hardy, Sr.
;
Frank C. Moore, Thomas Murray, John
Wright and William F. McCafferty
W orld War Veterans
George Earl Barry, Frank A. Burke, Ernest H. Damon, Arthur
H. Dudley, August Dath, Parker H. Groton, Cornelius
J. Maguire, Joseph Perodeau and Percy H. Steele
Voted to return to Article 1.
Article 1. Voted to accept the Finance Committee’s Report.
Voted to accept the following recommendations concerning
Water Department contained in the Finance Committee’s Re-
port.
I. That there be a more strict enforcement of payment of
water bills.
2. That in future a more careful investigation of proposed
extensions be made in regard to expense and sure income.
3. That the W ater Department be put on a self-sustaining-
basis as to cost of extensions, replacements, retirement of bonds,
payment of interest and all other expenses of the Department.
Article 3. To grant money for necessary Town purposes.
Voted unanimously to appropriate and assess the sums of
money enumerated in the Finance Commitee’s Report with an
addition of $100 Collector’s Expense, $173.60 Elections, Offi-
cers and $,1000 Snow Removal and to adopt the following rec-
ommendations therein contained.
Voted that the unexpended balances of the following ac-
counts
Millbrook Road Bridge Construction $ .05
Improvement of Recreational Facilities at Bald-
win’s Pond 2.07
Addition to Wayland Pumping Station .74
$2.86
be transferred to “Excess and Deficiency” Account.
Voted that the Town appropriate and assess the sum of five
hundred and eighty-nine dollars and eighty-one cents ($589.81)
to meet the overdraft in the “Interest” Account.
1. Voted that the publication of the Town Valuation List
be omitted this year which will cause a saving to the Town of
$500.00.
2. Voted that a salary of $500.00 be paid to the Town
Accountant as there has been a large increase of work in this
department.
3. Voted that the Assessors’ per diem wage rate be re-
duced 10%.
4. Voted that the Chief of Police salary be $1,620.00 per
year and that he assumes the duties as Dog Officer.
6. Voted that the wages of Town labor as required by the
Statutes be fixed by the various department heads not in excess
of the rate paid by the State.
7. Voted that the income from the dog taxes be given
to the following—one-half to the School Educational Fund
and one-half to the Library Fund.
The following is the Finance Committee’s Report as above
amended :
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Town
Clerk,
Salary
180.00
180.00
180.00
Expense
175.00
150.00
From
Reserve
Fund
7.51
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Elections,
Officers
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Registrars
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75.00
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Reserve
Fund
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of
Notes
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25.00
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Claims
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Planning
Board
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Antitoxin
Test
100.00
80.00
20.00
Expense
1,000.00
1,200.00
From
Reserve
Fund
150.00
1,118.83
31.17
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State
Aid
1,200.00
1,200.00
1,080.00
Soldiers’
Benefits
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Overdraft
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Overdraft
Article 4. To see if the Town will authorize the Treas-
urer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from
time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year
beginning January 1, 1933, and to issue a note or notes there-
for, payable within one year, and to renew such note or notes
as may be given for a period of less than one year in accordance
with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws, any debt or debts
incurred under this Article to be paid from the revenue of the
financial year beginning January 1, 1933.
Voted unanimously that the Town Treasurer, with the ap-
proval of the Selectmen, be and hereby is authorized to borrow
money from time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the
financial year beginning January 1, 1933, and to issue a note or
notes therefor, payable within one year, and to renew such note
or notes as may be given for a period of less than one year in
accordance with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws, any
debt or debts incurred under this Article to be paid from the
revenue of the financial year beginning January 1, 1933.
Article 5. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
the sum of $2,019.16 to pay the following 1930, 1931 and 1932
bills which were presented for payment after the Town books
were closed, or do or act.
Assessors’ Department
Daniel Brackett $84.00
Fire Department
Rent of Tower of the Methodist Church in
Cochituate for 1930 50.00
Rent of the Tower of the Methodist Church in
Cochituate for 1931 50.00
Moth Extermination
Daniel Graham 21.45
Board of Health
City of Quincy, Memorial Hospital Bills 858.00
Public Welfare
Town of Marblehead ^ 48.00
Town of Holliston 258.97
« State Infirmary 92.00
Town of Plymouth 201.00
Town of Marblehead 4.00
Dana H. Elkins 20.00
Soldiers’ Relief
City of Quincy 92.00
41
Vocational Tuition
City of Boston 46.32
City of Newton 193.42
$2,019.16
Voted unanimously that the Town appropriate and assess
the sum of $2,019.16 to pay 1930, 1931 and 1932 bills presented
for payment after the Town books were closed.
Assessors’ Department
Daniel Brackett $84.00
Fire Department
Rent of Tower of the Methodist Church in
Cochituate for 1930 50.00
Rent of the Tower of the Methodist Church in
Cochituate for 1931 50.00
Moth Extermination
Daniel Graham 21.45
Board of Health
City of Quincy, Memorial Hospital Bills 858.00
Public Welfare
Town of Marblehead 48.00
Town of Holliston 258.97
State Infirmary 92.00
Town of Plymouth 201.00
Town of Marblehead 4.00
Dana H. Elkins 20.00
Soldiers’ Relief
City of Quincy 92.00
Vocational Tuition
City of Boston 46.32
City of Newton 193.42
$2,019.16
Article 6. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift: $100.00 received from Elsie S. Bull to establish the
“Elsie S. Bull Fund” income from which to be used for per-
petual care of Lots No. 52 and 53, Section F, Lakeview
Cemetery.
Voted unanimously to accept the foregoing bequest.
Article 7. To see if the Town will accept the following
gift: $100.00 received from Alice C. Maude to establish the
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“Alice C. Maude Fund” income from which to be used for per-
petual care of Lot No. 12, Section G, Lakeview Cemetery.
Voted unanimously to accept the foregoing bequest.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to accept, during
1933, gifts for welfare purposes, same to be expended by the
Board of Public Welfare or do or act.
Voted unanimously that the Town authorize the Treasurer
to accept gifts for welfare purposes during 1933, same to be
entered as gift funds on the Town books and to be expended by
the Board of Public Welfare.
Article 9. To see if the Town will appropriate $260.00
for general improvement in any of the Cemeteries, same to be
taken from money in the Town Treasury received from the sale
of Burial Lots in 1932, in accordance with Chapter 114, Section
15, of the General Laws, or do or act.
Voted unanimously that the Town appropriate $260.00
for general improvement in any of the Cemeteries, same to be
taken from money in the Town Treasury received from the sale
of Burial Lots in 1932 in accordance with Chapter 114, Section
15, of the General Laws.
Article 10. To see if the Town will appropriate for
“Water Department Maintenance” the sum of $6,350.33 to be
taken from Water Department receipts reserved for appro-
priation in 1932, or do or act.
Voted unanimously that the Town appropriate the sum of
$6,350.33 for Water Department purposes as follows
:
$4,000.33
for general maintenance
;
$1,000.00 for driving three new wells ;
$700.00 for overhauling engine and pumps
;
$650.00 for paint-
ing inside of standpipe and installing cleanout door, said sum to
be transferred from Water Department 1932 receipts reserved
for appropriation in 1933.
Article 11. To see if the Town will appropriate for pay-
ment of Water Department Extension Notes maturing in 1933
the sum of $1,890.00 to be taken from Water Department
receipts reserved for appropriation in 1932, or do or act.
Voted unanimously that the sum of $1,890.00 be appro-
priated for the payment of Water Department Main Extension
Notes of that amount maturing in 1933, said sum to be trans-
ferred from Water Department receipts reserved for appropria-
tion in 1932.
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Article 12. To see if the Town will appropriate for pay-
ment of interest due in 1933 on Water Department Extension
Notes the sum of $2,050.60 same to be taken from Water De-
partment receipts reserved for appropriation in 1932, or do or
act.
Voted unanimously that the sum of $2,050.60 be appro-
priated for payment of interest due in 1933 on Water Depart-
ment, Main Extension Notes, said sum to be transferred from
Water Department receipts reserved for appropriation in 1932.
Article 13. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
sufficient to pay the County of Middlesex as required by law
on account of assessments levied on the Town for its share of
the principal of the Middlesex County Tuberculosis Hospital
Funding Loan, Act of 1932, bonds maturing in 1933 issued in
compliance with Chapter 10, Acts of 1932 ; also for any other
indebtedness, incurred and outstanding under said Chapter 10;
also for the Town’s share of interest on said bonds due in 1933
;
also for the care and treatment of tubercular patients under
Acts of 1928, Chapter 385, as amended by Acts of 1932, Chapter
60; also for care, maintenance and repair of said Hospital for
1932 including interest on temporary notes issued therefor in
accordance with General Laws, Chapter 111, sections 85 and
85A, and for all other expenses in connection therewith, deter-
mine how the money shall be raised, or in any way act thereon.
Voted unanimously that the sum of $1,000.00, this being
the Town’s share of the principal of the Middlesex County
Tuberculosis Hospital Funding Loan, Acts of 1932 bonds
maturing in 1933, be and the same is hereby appropriated and
that a further sum of $524.81 be and hereby is appropriated on
account of interest and other charges on account thereof. That
a further sum of $803.91 be and hereby is appropriated for the
Town’s share of the net cost of care, maintenance, and repairs
of the Middlesex County Hospital including interest on tempor-
ary notes issued therefor and including the Town’s share of the
cost of care and treatment of tubercular patients up to June 30,
1932, cared for under Acts of 1928, Chapter 385, as amended.
Article 14. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
the required amount of money and arrange for notes to pay the
balance to build an elementary school in Wayland Center as per
plans submitted by the building committee, and add two rooms
to the Cochituate School, or do or act.
Voted unanimously to pass over the Article.
Article 15. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
sufficient money to build a High School and arrange for notes
to pay the balance as per plans submitted by this committee, or
do or act.
Voted unanimously to pass over the Article.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess the sum of $500.00 to be used by the Wayland Water
Board to build and install toilet facilities and dressing rooms for
bathers at Baldwin’s Pond Reservation, as recommended by
the Massachusetts Department of Public Health.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Article 17. To see if the Town will accept the gift of the
land substantially triangular in shape bounded approximately
as follows : Southerly by the State Road, Northwesterly by
Pelham Island Road, Easterly and Northerly by land formerly
of Mellen, more recently of Bennett, and Easterly again by
Main Street, said land being situated directly West across Main
Street from the new Town Hall Lot, formerly the Wayland Inn
property, and being sometimes known as the Heater Piece, to
be used for a Public Park, and will authorize the acceptance
thereof by the Board of Selectmen, or do or act.
Voted unanimously that the Town hereby authorize the
Board of Park Commissioners and the Board of Selectmen to
accept on behalf of the Town the gift of the following described
land to be used for a Public Park
;
A certain parcel of land substantially triangular in shape
bounded Southerly by the State Road, Northwesterly by Pelham
Island Road, Easterly and Northerly by land formerly of Mel-
len, more recently of Bennett, and Easterly again by Main
Street, said land being situated directly West across Main Street
from the new Town Hall Lot, formerly the Wayland Inn prop-
erty, and being sometimes known as the Heater Piece.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to extend a six
inch water main with the fire hydrants, gates and fittings along
Waltham Road from Concord Road to the residence of Leslie
B. Reid, a distance of about 400 feet, or do or act.
Voted to refer the matter to the Water Board for a Report
at the next Town Meeting.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to extend the
water system down Oxbow Road a distance of about 1500 feet,
or do or act.
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Voted to refer the matter to the Water Board for a Report
at the next Town Meeting.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
the necessary sum of money to extend a six inch water main
in Hawthorn Road.
Voted to refer the matter to the Water Board for a Report
at the next Town Meeting.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to accept Castle
Gate South as the same has been laid out and filed by the Select-
men, work to be done under the Betterment Act, to take by
right of Domain such land as may be necessary for doing said
work
;
appropriate or borrow money to pay for the same, or
otherwise act thereon.
Voted unanimously that the report of the Selectmen laying
out Castlegate Road, sometimes known as Castle Gate South as
a public town way under the Betterment Act in that part of the
Town of Wayland called Cochituate from West Plain Street
easterly substantially 580 feet as shown on a plan on file in the
Town Clerk’s Office entitled “Plan of Proposed Taking under
the Betterment Act of Castle Gate South in Wayland, Mass.”
dated February 1933, Barnes & Beal, C. E.’s, be accepted and
that said Castlegate Road, sometimes known - as Castle Gate
South, as so laid out extending from West Plain Street, a dis-
tance of substantially 580 feet easterly as thereby established,
be approved and allowed, and that the sum of Eleven Hundred
Dollars ($1100.00) be and it hereby is appropriated and assessed
to pay for the same.
Article 22. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
a certain sum of money for six inch water main, with necessary
hydrants and valves, running from Old Connecticut Path along
Stone Bridge Road, to Riverview Terrace and including Over-
look Road, Riverview Circle and Shore Drive, or do or act.
Voted to refer the matter to the Water Board for a Report
at the next Town Meeting.
Article 23. To see if the Town will authorize the School
Committee or some other Committee to sell the motor and pump
in the Center School Building and to dispose of such other
appurtenances connected with the old water system, or do or act.
Voted unanimously that the School Committee be author-
ized to sell the motor, pump and other appurtenances connected
with the old water system in the Center School Building.
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Article 24. To see if the Town will assess and appropriate
a sum of money for support of athletics as now carried on for
the boys in connection with the high school, or do or act.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Article 25. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
the sum of $525.25 to reimburse Arthur D. Dooley for expenses
incurred
;
due to an accident to Mary A. Dooley in the Way-
land High School Building, or do or act.
Voted to instruct the Selectmen to seek Legislative author-
ity to reimburse Arthur D. Dooley in the sum of $525.25 for
injuries sustained by his daughter, Mary A. Dooley, in Wayland
High School.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to provide a
drainage system for the village of Cochituate or any portion
thereof
;
make provision to carry out the work in such manner
as may relieve unemployment or as may otherwise serve the best
interests of the Town
;
authorize the acquirement of any neces-
sary land or easements
;
and make an appropriation therefor,
or do or act.
Voted not to act under this Article.
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to improve the
junction of Millbrook Road, Plain Road, and Glen Road,
authorize the acquirement of any necessary land by purchase
or otherwise, and make an appropriation therefor or do or act.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess a sum of money for the relocation and reconstruc-
tion of Cochituate Road from Five Paths, so called, south to
the residence of Samuel MacKenna, according to plans to be
recommended by the county engineers, or do or act.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
and assess a sum of money for the relocation and reconstruction
of Concord Road from the end of the present Chapter 90 road
north, according to plans to be recommended by the county
engineers, or do or act.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Article 30. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
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and assess a sum of money for the relocation and reconstruc-
tion of Concord Road at Clay Pit Hill, according to plans to be
recommended by the county engineers, or do or act.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Article 31. To see what sum, if any, the Town will vote
to transfer from available funds to meet any of the appropria-
tions made under the foregoing articles.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Voted to dissolve the meeting at 10.40 P. M.
A true copy. Attest
:
M. ALICE NEALE,
Clerk of the Toimi of Wayland.
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VOTES ENACTED AT THE SPECIAL TOWN
MEETING, JULY 17, 1933
Town Clerk’s Office
Wayland, Massachusetts
July 17, 1933.
Warren L. Bishop, Moderator :
Pursuant to the following warrant the inhabitants of the
Town of Wayland met this day and did the following business
:
Article 1. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
assess a sum of money not to exceed $12,000 for the relocation
and reconstruction of a portion of Cochituate Road or Concord
Road or both according to plans to be recommended by the
County Engineers.
Voted unanimously that the Town appropriate and assess
the sum of $6,000.00 to be expended under the direction of tht
Selectmen for the purpose of relocating and reconstructing a
portion of Cochituate Road from Five Paths in a southerly di-
rection and a portion of Concord Road, both according to plans
to be recommended by the County Engineers, said sum to be
in co-operation with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and
the County of Middlesex in accordance with the provisions of
he General Laws.
Article 2. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
an additional sum of money for the Welfare Department.
Voed unanimously that the Town appropriate and assess
the additional sum of $8,000 for the Welfare Department.
Article 3. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
an additional sum of money for Soldiers’ Relief.
Voted unanimously that the Town appropriate and assess
the additional sum of $1,200 for Soldiers’ Relief.
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Article 4. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
an additional sum of money for Interest on Town Notes.
Voted unanimously that the Town appropriate and assess
the additional sum of $750 for payment of interest on Town
Notes.
Article 5. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
a sum of money not to exceed $100 for the expense of this
Town Meeting, or do or act.
Voted unanimously that the Town appropriate and assess
the sum of $100 for the expense of this Town Meeting.
Article 6. To see if the Town will appropriate and assess
the sum of $449.50 to pay the following unpaid bills of 1932,
of the Welfare Department
:
Town of Natick $306.50
Dr. L. B. Rowe 50.00
Leonard Morse Hospital 93.00
$449.50
Voted unanimously that the Town appropriate and assess
the sum of $449.50 to pay the following unpaid bills of 1932, of
the Welfare Department
:
Town of Natick $306.50
Dr. L. B. Rowe 50.00
Leonard Morse Hospital 93.00
$449.50
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to borrow outside
the debt limit with the approval of the Selectmen and of the
Emergency Finance Board from the Commonwealth a sum of
money on account of Public Welfare and Soldiers’ Benefits as
authorized by statute and to authorize the Treasurer to petition
for such a loan and to issue bonds or notes therefor to mature
in not more than five years and to appropriate said funds for
any of the purposes permitted by the statute relating to such
loans, or do or act.
Voted that the Treasurer, with the approval of the Select-
men, be and hereby is authorized to borrow under authority of
and in accordance with the Provisions of Chapter 307, Acts of
1933, the sum of $5,500, and to issue a note or notes of the
Town therefor, said note or notes to be paid in not more than
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five years or at such times as may be directed by the Emergency
Finance Board named in Chapter 49, Acts of 1933. The pro-
ceeds of the loan shall be applied to meeting the appropriations
made for welfare, soldiers’ benefits, or maturing debt. The
Assessors are authorized to use the amount received as avail-
able funds in fixing the tax rate.
Vote: Yes 83, No 3.
A true copy. Attest
:
M. ALICE NEALE,
Clerk of the Town of Wayland.
(
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VOTES ENACTED AT THE SPECIAL TOWN
MEETING, NOVEMBER 20, 1933
Town Clerk’s Office
Wayland, Massachusetts
November 20, 1933.
Warren L. Bishop, Moderator:
Pursuant to the following warrant the inhabitants of the
Town of Wayland met this day and did the following business
:
A Report of the School Building Committee was read by
Mr. J. Fred Wheeler. No action was taken and the report was
filed with the Town Clerk.
Article 1. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money for the construction and equipping
of a High School Building and authorize the Selectmen to
petition the Federal Government for a grant of money under
the Industrial Recovery Act and accept such grant, and to pro-
vide by borrowing or otherwise, any sum of money that is
required to be raised by the Town for completing said project,
or take any action relative thereto.
Voted not to raise and appropriate a sum of money for the
construction of a high school.
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money for the purchase of a tract of land
to be used as a site for a High School Building, or take any
action relative thereto.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to appoint a com-
mittee for the purpose of building a High School Building and
to authorize said committee to purchase land for a .site for a
High School Building, to employ an architect for the purpose
of drawing plans for same, and to authorize said committee to
make contracts for the building and equipping of said High
School Building, or take any action relative thereto.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Article 4. To see what action the Town will take, if any
r
on the question of amending the by-laws of the Town, or
authorizing the appointment of a committee to consider the
advisability of amending the present by-laws, or the adoption
of one or more new by-laws, or a new set of by-laws, or do or
act.
Voted that the Board of Selectmen be and it hereby is author-
ized to appoint a committee to investigate the present by-laws
and to consider what changes or additions they deem desirable,
such committee to report at the next annual Town Meeting.
Article 5. To consider and act upon the question of
authorizing the Treasurer, with the approval of the Board of
Selectmen, to sell from time to time real estate acquired by the
Town by foreclosure of tax titles, or do or act.
Voted that the Selectmen and their successors in office be
and the same hereby are authorized to sell at public or private
sale any of the property which the Town may have acquired or
may hereafter acquire through proceedings based upon non-pay-
ment of taxes or under proceedings for the sale of lands of low
value, to impose upon the property so sold such restrictions,
reservations or conditions as shall be deemed expedient and to
execute and deliver in the name and under the seal of the Town
quitclaim deeds or other instruments therefor.
Article 6. To consider and act upon the question of
authorizing the Board of Public Welfare to appoint a member
of the Board as paid investigator
;
to fix the salary of said
investigator at $600 per annum and to ratify and approve any
appointment heretofore made of any member of the Board as
such investigator and the payment of any portion of the salary
paid at any time during the year 1933 to any member of the
Board as such investigator, or do or act.
Voted unanimously that the Town authorize the Board of
Public Welfare to appoint a member of the Board as paid in-
vestigator, whose duty it shall be to investigate properly and
thoroughly all applications, to follow up systematically all cases,
to keep proper records, and to make necessary reports of the
department, salary of said investigator to be $600.00 per
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annum
;
and that the Town ratify and approve the appointment
of Ronald S. Campbell, heretofore made, as such investigator
and the payment of any portion of the salary made to him at
any time in the year 1933.
Article 7
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money to be used for repairs on so-called
Chapter 90 roads, said sum to be used with sum allotted by the
State according to plans to be recommended by the engineers
of the State Department of Public Works, or do or act.
Voted to pass over the Article.
Voted not to return to Article 3.
Voted to dissolve the meeting 10.25 P. M.
A true copy. Attest
:
M. ALICE NEALE,
Clerk of the Town of Wayland.
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VOTES ENACTED AT THE SPECIAL TOWN
MEETING, DECEMBER 27, 1933
Town Clerk’s Office
Wayland, Massachusetts
December 27
,
1933.
Warren L. Bishop, Moderator
:
Pursuant to the following warrant the inhabitants of the
Town of Wayland met this day and did the following business :
Article 1. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum of money for the acquisition of a site for and the
construction and equipping of a High School Building and
authorize the Selectmen to petition the Federal Government for
a grant of money under the Industrial Recovery Act and accept
such grant, and to provide by borrowing or otherwise, any sum
of money that is required to he raised by the Town for complet-
ing said project, or take any action relative thereto.
Voted not to adjourn the meeting.
1. Voted that there be raised and appropriated the sum of
$100,000 for the construction and original equipment and furn-
ishings of a High School Building, including architect’s fees,
grading and any and all other expenses incident to the comple-
tion of said building ready for occupancy subject to obtaining a
Federal Grant under the National Industrial Recovery Act.
Vote : Yes 71
,
No 24.
2. Voted unanimously that the Board of Selectmen be and
they hereby are authorized to petition the Federal Government
for a grant of money under the National Industrial Recovery
Act and to accept such grant to help to finance the construction
and original equipment for a High School Building and that all
money received from the Federal Government under the Na-
tional Industrial Recovery Act on account of such project shall
be applied to meet the appropriation made for said purpose at
this meeting.
3. Voted unanimously that the Town Treasurer, with the
approval of the Selectmen, be and he hereby is authorized to
borrow not to exceed $100,00 for the construction and original
equipment, as heretofore voted, of a High School Building,
from the most advantageous source, either from the Federal
Government, or elsewhere, in accordance with Chapter 366 of
the Acts of 1933 and Chapter 44 of the General Laws, and to
issue notes or bonds therefor to be payable in accordance with
the National Industrial Recovery Act, or otherwise, the whole
loan to be paid in not more than twenty years, or at such period
as may be determined by the Emergency Finance Board referred
to in said Chapter 366 of the Acts of 1933.
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to appoint a com-
mittee for the purpose of acquiring a site for and the construc-
tion and equipping of a High School Building and to authorize
said committee to purchase land for a site for a High School
Building, to employ an architect to draw plans for same, and
supervise said construction, and to authorize said committee to
make contracts for the building and equipping of said High
School Building, or take any action relative thereto.
1. Voted that a special building committee of seven per-
sons be established to build a new High School Building. Said
committee shall be appointed by the Moderator and shall include
one member of the school committee, and one member of the
finance committee. Said committee is hereby authorized to build
a new High School, including the original equipment and fur-
nishing thereof, to be built upon the Town playground, near
the present High School Building, the exact location to be
selected by the committee. The building committee is autho-
rized to employ an architect to prepare plans for the new build-
ing, including plans for the future expansion thereof, and engin-
eers or other experts to assist it in the performance of its duties
hereunder, and is authorized to employ a contractor or contrac-
tors, to execute a contract with said contractor or contractors in
the name and behalf of the Town for the construction and
equipment and furnishing of said buildings, and to expend the
sum of $100,000 therefor, in accordance with the votes hereto-
fore passed at this meeting.
Committee : Willard C. Hunting, Clarence S. Williams,
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William J. Scotland, Llewellyn Mills, Cornelius J. Maguire,
Mrs. J. Sidney Stone, and Paul Davis.
2. Voted that the Board of Selectmen be and it hereby
is authorized to petition the General Court for legislation per-
mitting the use of such portion of the playground adjoining the
present High School as may be necessary for the erection of a
new High School Building, and the appurtenances necessary
thereto, upon such conditions and with such specific provisions
of law relating thereto as to the General Court may seem
desirable or necessary.
Article 3. To see if the Town will authorize or instruct
the Board of Selectmen to petition the General Court for legis-
lation permitting, for drainage and health purposes, the im-
provement of brooks and watercourses in various manners, and
the taking, by eminent domain or otherwise, of the necessary
rights, easements or other property rights, with or without the
right to assess betterments and with such other authority or
provisions of law as to the General Court may seem desirable or
necessary in connection with any such legislation, or do or act.
Voted that the Board of Selectmen he and it hereby is
authorized to petition the General Court for legislation per-
mitting, for drainage and health purposes, the improvement of
brooks and water courses, and the taking by eminent domain
or otherwise of the necessary rights, easements, or other prop-
erty rights with or without the rights to assess betterments,
and with such other rights or provisions of law as to the
General Court may seem desirable or necessary.
Voted to Dissolve the Meeting 10:15 P. M.
A true copy. Attest :
M. ALICE NEALE,
Clerk of the Town of Wayland.
RESULTS OF TOWN ELECTION
March 6, 1933
Moderator
Warren L. Bishop, Nom. Papers
John B. Holt
Town Clerk
M. Alice Neale, Nom. Papers
Selectmen
Pierpoint Blair, Nom. Papers
Harry W. Crooker, Nom. Papers
Willard C. Hunting, Nom. Papers
John W. Leavitt, Nom. Papers
J. Fred Wheeler, Nom. Papers
William S. Lovell
Treasurer
Frank G. MacKenna, Nom. Papers
Collector of Taxes
Theodore.H. Harrington, Nom. Papers
Board of Public Welfare
John P. Butler, Nom. Papers
Ronald S. Campbell, Nom. Papers
Edwin L. Hutchings, Nom. Papers
Assessor
Sidney Loker, Nom. Papers
Cecil L. Yeuell, Nom. Papers
School Committee
Cornelius J. Maguire, Nom. Papers
Edward F. McGee, Nom. Papers
Prec.l Prec. 2 ''Total
329 547 876
1 U 1
326 534 860
227 287 514
78 307 385
212 384 596
176 359 535
218 274 492
1 0 1
334 511 845
329 518 847
30 126 156
278 416 694
31 43 74
296 413 709
48 189 237
161 382 543
142 186 328
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Prec.l Prec.2 Total
Water Commissioner
Alfred C. Damon, Nom. Papers 299 491 790
William B. Quigley 0 13 13
Llewellyn Mills 1 0 1
Trustees of Library
Nellie R. Fiske, Nom. Papers 300 471 771
Amos I. Hadley, Nom. Papers 304 351 655
Board of Health
Philip Burbank, Nom. Papers 186 143 329
John J. Linnehan, Nom. Papers 144 284 428
Annie Pearson Fullick 21 104 125
John E. Linnehan 1 0 1
Park Commissioner
Herman Allen 0 2 2
Philip Burbank 1 0 1
Charles L. Fullick 1 0 1
William Hardy 0 1 1
Chester Hobbs 0 1 1
John J. Linnehan 1 0 1
John E. Linnehan - 114 20 134
Israel Lupien 0 1 1
Litchfield 1 0 1
Frank C. Moore 1 0 1
William Read 1 0 1
Gilbert Small 1 0 1
Albert Smith • 0 ’ 74 74
John B. Wight 8 22 30
Surveyor of Highways
Arthur Heard Dudley, Nom. Papers 300 475 775
John Phylis, Nom. Papers 48 126 174
Cemetery Commissioner
James M. Bent, Nom. Papers 281 448 729
Commissioner of Trust Funds
John H. Knapp, Nom. Papers 302 411 713
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Prec.l Prec.2 Total
Planning Board
James Bolton, Nom. Papers 288 342 630
Thomas F. Murray, Nom. Papers 92 306 398
Gilbert Small, Nom. Papers 219 254 473
Lyons 1 0 1
Tree Warden
Charles L. Fullick, Nom. Papers 295 494 789
Annie Pearson Fullick 1 0 1
Constables
George A. Celorier, Nom. Papers 78 319 397
Wilfred L. Celorier, Nom. Papers 146 379 525
Harry W. Craig, Nom. Papers 206 428 634
Ernest H. Damon, Nom. Papers 223 326 549
William A. Dunsford, Nom. Papers 81 156 237
Arthur C. Dusseault, Nom. Papers 68 318 386
Charles F. Dusseault, Nom. Papers 152 374 526
Parker H. Groton, Nom. Papers 82 279 361
Edward M. Leonard, Nom. Papers 150 108 258
John E. Linnehan, Nom. Papers 255 329 584
Frank C. Moore, Nom. Papers 295 338 633
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RESULTS OF SPECIAL PRIMARY
March 7, 1933
Prec.l Prec.2 Total
DEMOCRATIC
Representative in General Court
Thirteenth Middlesex District (to fill vacancy)
Kennan Damon 0 5 5
REPUBLICAN
Representative in General Court
Thirteenth Middlesex District (to fill vacancy)
Francis J. Ahern of Concord 0 0 0
Kennan Damon of Concord 20 23 43
Harvey N. Fairbank of Sudbury 25 9 34
Gladys E. H. Hosmer of Concord 27 3 30
George G. Tarbell of Lincoln 70 50 120
RESULTS OF SPECIAL ELECTION
March 21, 1933
Representative in General Court
Thirteenth Middlesex District (to fill vacancy)
George G. Tarbell of Lincoln, Republican 23
Edward M. Stone of Concord 1
24 47
0 1
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DISTRICT VOTE FOR REPRESENTATIVE
Concord, Massachusetts.
March 25, 1933.
The Clerks of the Towns comprising the 13th Middlesex
Representative District met this day at Concord, Massachusetts,
and counted and tabulated the votes cast for representative in
said District on March 21, 1933, as follows:
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George G. Tarbell,
of Lincoln 142 259 50 148 47 646
Edward M. Stone,
of Concord 1 1
Francis J. Ahern,
of Concord 1 1
Harvey N. Fairbank,
of Sudbury 1 1
Blanks 1 0 0 2 1 4
Total Vote 143 259 52 150 49 653
Mr. George G. Tarbell was declared elected.
William D. Cross, Town Clerk of Concord.
William H. Davis, Town Clerk of Lincoln.
Frank F. Gerry, Town Clerk of Sudbury.
Brenton H. Dickson, Jr., Town Clerk of Weston.
M. Alice Neale, Tozvn Clerk of Wayland.
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RESULTS OF SPECIAL ELECTION
June 13, 1933
Election of Delegates to a Constitutional Convention called
to Ratify or Reject the Following Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, proposed by Joint
Resolution of Congress
Text of the Proposed Amendment
“Section 1. The eighteenth article of amendment to the
Constitution of the United States is hereby repealed.
“Sec. 2. The transportation or importation into any State,
Territory, or possession of the United States for delivery or
use therein of intoxicating liquors, in violation of the laws
thereof, is hereby prohibited.
“Sec. 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall
have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by con-
ventions in the several States, as provided in the Constitution,
within seven years from the date of the submission hereof to the
States by the Congress.”
Prec.l Prec.2 Total
Third Congressional District
Delegates Opposed to Ratification (Against Repeal)
Flora M. Caldwell of Southbridge 38 52 90
Sadie M. Moulton of Clinton 38 52 90
Lucian D. Stedman of Gardner 36 52 88
Delegates Favoring Ratification (For Repeal)
David E. Hobson of Southbridge 181 210 391
J. Lovell Johnson of Fitchburg 180 207 387
Albert J. Lamoureux of Gardner 178 210 388
Question No. 1
“Shall licenses be granted in this town for the sale therein
of wines and malt beverages?”
Prec. .1 Prec.2 Total
Yes 157 219 376
No 61 57 118
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BIRTHS
Registered in the Town of Wayland for the year 1933
Date Name of Child Name of Parents
January
2 Phyllis Shirley Collins Donald R., Rebecca E.
6 Garvey Thomas J., Christine E.
17 Dorothy Lorey Murphy Pierce W., Maud E.
20 Alice Frances Quitt Robert, Clare
February
9 Betty Lou Spencer
Roland David Travis
Albert H., Bessie
27 Howard B., Eva M.
12
March
Barbara Ann Travizian Frank, Barbara
21 Donald Joseph Kohler Joseph A., Alma L.
21 Jean Eleanor Meritt Lester F., Florence M.
23 Marjorie Mae Teal Milton, Nellie
25 Judith Piper Richard F., Dorothy
25 Shirley Arilda Richard Cyrus, Margaret
5
April
Shirley Ann Rogers Oliver K., Fannie E.
8 Marie Kathryn Curley William F., Kathryn A.
20 Casey Walter J., Catherine T.
26 Elizabeth Damon Edwin B., Dorothy
2
May
Eilene Marie Costello Thomas P., Anna R.
17 Robert Spreadbury James W., Jennie H.
18 Helen Mary Frances Brock William F., Catherine A.
26 Donald Edward Daggett Alfred D., Ethel
30 Sally Bamforth
Thomas Joseph Lupien
Charles S., Ethel
31 Alphonse, Ellen M.
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Date Name of Child Name of Parents
June:
3 Mary Edith Jenkins Robert W., Mary E.
11 Robert Jones Frank P., Rebecca M.
12 Harry Richard Butler John, Josephine
12 Hopkins Clifford E., Ruth E.
15 Richard Lloyd Hewitt Lloyd W., Sigrid
Juuy
2 Leo Matthew Coffey Leo M., Elizabeth A.
13 Dorothy Louise Kohler Otto H., Dorothy L.
15 Ralph Porter Stoddard, Jr. Ralph P., Edna
16 Spalding Dexter E., Mary S.
17 Thomas George McEnroy Thomas, Catherine
22 Peter Hartford Dunlop Alan F., Helen H.
25 John William Phylis John, Edna M.
27 Halgren Elmer L., Elizabeth
27 Donald Wilbur Hobbs Warren H., Alice M.
August
1 Marjorie Ruth Hawes Elvin E., Winifred T.
20 Martha Morgan Robert M., Theone H.
27 Norma Gertrude Payne Gordon S., Elizabeth S.
31 Roberta MacMeeken Robert, Mabel
September
2 Wilbur Edward Pettigrew Louis A., Elizabeth A.
11 Herbert Donald Place John A. S., Blanche
12 Charles Winthrop Snow Harry W., Margaret A
27 Peterson George W., Jessie F.
October
10 Cynthia Augusta Eaton Wayne E., Augusta
11 Carolyn Taylor Harold W., Hazel B.
13 Beverly Joan Grant Gerald, Lillian R.
14 Irene Elsie Muhlberg Kurt F., Clara M.
25 Laurence Earl French, Jr. Laurence E., Catherine
November
27 Richard Blake Scotland Carlisle, Eleanor
December
9 Janet Rose Perodeau Amedee, Anna G.
15 Ruth Malloy John J., Pearl J. C.
17 Joan Marguerite Marie Rodier Joseph F., Mary A.
21 Elizabeth Ann Linnehan John J., Bridget T.
31 Stanley Forward Nelson Stanley V., Laura
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MARRIAGES
Registered in the Town of Wayland for the year 1933
January
1 Charles Herbert Loker, Rose Ann Pentes at Natick, by
Rev. Thomas E. Sweeney.
17 John Anzivino, Donna Louise Snow, at Natick, by Rev.
Alfred W. Birks.
23 Roscoe Dean Dusseault, Blanche Adelaide Hartson, at
Natick, by Rev. Alfred W. Birks.
March
26 Stanley Lloyd Toombs, Ruth Adelaide Keene, at Cohasset,
by Rev. Fred V. Stanley.
Aprii,
18 Jan Roelants, Anne Dwight, at Wayland, by Rev. Payson
Miller.
May
6 Alfred Anzivino, Josephine Agatha Carlone, at Needham,
by Rev. Hugh M. Smith.
10 John Francis English, Mary Margaret Keefe, at Wayland,
by M. Alice Neale, Town Clerk and Justice of the
Peace.
28 Christopher Harold Bullock, Gertrude Mae Ferguson, at
Wayland, by Rev. Payson Miller.
Junk
4 Leo Joseph Berg, Audrey Pearl Tapley, at Wayland, by
Rev. George H. Chaput.
26 Thomas Francis Linnehan, Rose Alma Norton, at Hudson,
by Rev. Llewellyn D. Chadbourne.
Jui/Y
1 Willabey Putnam Lyford, Drusilla Goodwin, at Townsend,
by Rev. Sherman Goodwin.
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12
12
1
8
23
4
5
12
20
21
17
18
30
24
Robert E. Travis, Lydia Tupper, at Natick, by Rev. Alvin
C. Bacon.
Gustav T. Winroth, Daisy E. Sawyer, at Wayland, by Rev.
Albert S. Anderson.
September
Edward Francis Powers, Helen Emma Sleeper, at Way-
land, by Rev. Felix Tessier.
Mario Caturani, Alice Wellington Mills, at Wayland, by
Rev. Payson Miller.
George Willian Butler, Anges Dorothea O’Donnell, at Mil-
ford, N. H., by Rev. H. E. Lennon.
October
Winston Franklin Williams, Beulah Mae Howe, at Way-
land, by Rev. Albert S. Anderson.
Edward F. Foley, Olive L. Hatch, at Wayland, by Rev.
George H. Chaput.
Albert M. Otto, Jr., Hazel I. Macdonald, at Wayland, by
Rev. Gardner D. Cottle.
Thomas Russell Kerr, Elizabeth DeLaVergn Pitman, at
Wayland, by Rev. George H. Chaput.
Arthur Endicott Brown, Marion Elizabeth Broadfoot, at
Amherst, by Rev. John A. Hawley.
November
Carl V. Lunberg, Helen E. Snyder, at Marlboro, by Rev.
Francis A. McNeil.
William Herbert Morrow, Ruth Elizabeth Binns, at Arl-
ington, by Rev. Thomas E. Barker.
Albert Judson Keach, Harriet Lindsay, at Wayland, by
Rev. Payson Miller.
December
Robert Morton Turner, Bessie L. McLearn, at Natick, by
Rev. William J. Kelly.
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DEATHS
Registered in the Town of Wayland for the year 1933
Date Name Y M D
January
1 Mary E. Atwood 90 6 21
1 Jane Connell 61
4 Susan E. Dowey 66
6 Garvey 11 hrs.
8 Elva A. Dunham 55
19 Irene O. Levitre 44 11 1
20 Cyrus W. Chadwick 81 11 28
23 James I. Bryden 86
29 Lorraine Butler 7 4
February
9 Margaret Dolan 94
13 Harry C. Rideout 65
18 Charles Eliot Cook 61 5
23 Frank H. Genthner 53 2 10
March
2 Edgar C. Hawkins 74 11
16 Mary B. Dean 86 10
Aprie
10 Thomas W. Frost 87 9 6
10 George Lewis Killmer 63 8 10
18 Harriet A. Dudley 95 4 9
22 Lena M. Garvey 70
27 William Melvin Snow 90 10 26
May
27 Harriet Elizabeth Clapp 73 6 20
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Date Name
June
Y M D
4 Louis S. Tulis 46 1 25
6 Howard W. Parmenter 61 1
27 Frank Edward Soloman Anderson 65 2 25
July
3 Mary J. MacMeeken 73 11 12
20 Annie H. Ward 81 11 19
24 Alice Sumpter 52 5 7
27 Napoleon Gladu 72 6 10
August
2 Michael Ward 85
13 Emma C. Bogren 72 6 30
15 Elsie L. Sanderson 52 13
26 Belle Fisher Ricker 83 1 29
September
4 Mary L. MoncriefT 84 2 27
October
2 Flora Ellen Woodman 64 11 23
17 Ella F. Bigwood 74 7
23 Frank I. Cooper 66
23 Charles Armond Fish 84 11 18
November
9 Roscoe Dean 73 7 12
17 Lena Lavoice 47 7 28
20 Marjorie Teal 8
December
1 Margaret W. Ide 87
3 Louise B. Havener 52 11 14
6 Daniel D. Griffin 88 3 20
15 Clarence W. Frost 62 3 8
22 Angelina Perodeau 72
26 Hiram L. Thurston 75
27 Alfred T. Dean 57 4 11
30 Mary F. Bates 40
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DOGS LICENSED 1933
Males 232 @ $3.00 $464.00
Females 55 @ 5.00 275.00
Females Spayed 30 @ 2.00 60.00
Kennel 1 @ 25.00 25.00
Total
Fees Deducted 318 @ .20
$824.00
63.60
$760.40
JURY LIST
TOWN OF WAYLAND
1933
A. W. Atwood, Milbrook Road, Ice and Coal Dealer
Lewis M. Atwell, Pleasant Street, Farmer
Harrington Barlow, Tower Hill, Architect
Philip Burbank, Sudbury Road, Advertising
James Fox, Sherman Bridge Road, Farmer
Lewis W. Grant, State Road West, Carpenter
Howard Haines, Milbrook Pond, Carpenter
Alexander W. Holmes, Pond Street, Farmer
Henry H. Holmes, Cochituate Road, Retired
Waldo L. Lawrence, School Street, Farmer
Edward F. Lee, State Road East, Farmer
Albert B. Marchand, Plain Street, Grocer
Arthur F. Marston, Harrison Street, Carpenter
James C. McKay, Main Street, Blacksmith
Wesley L. MacKenna, Cochituate Road, Farmer
Alvin B. Neale, Main Street, Street Car Conductor
Peter Ploss, Plain Street, Tag Maker
Everett W. Small, Concord Road, Builder
John Connelly, Commonwealth Road, Salesman
Warren Lawrence, Old Connecticut Path, Farmer
George Sherman, Ox Bow Road, Farmer
William S. Lovell, Main Street, Farmer
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Howard Russell, Bow Road, Clerk
Alfred T. Dean, Main Street, Retired
Earl Barry, Shawmut Avenue Extension, Carpenter
Madison Bent, Commonwealth Road, Shopworker
Albert Cheltra, Salesman
Fred Fiske, Damon Street, Grocer
Arthur Russell, Concord Road, Farmer
James H. Whithead, Lake Road, Gardener
Keneth Morrill, Main Street, Salesman
Harry A. Clark, East Plain Street, R. R. Flagman
Harry W. Crooker, Old Connecticut Path, Retired
Harold W. Taylor, East Plain Street, Electrician
Thomas F. Maynard, Carpenter
Lester R. Thompson, Salesman
George C. Lewis, Office Manager
Walter D. Leary, Carpenter
STATE AUDIT
To the Board of Selectmen,
Mr. Willard C. Hunting, Chairman
,
Wayland, Massachusetts.
Gentlemen
:
October 2, 1933.
I submit herewith my report of an audit of the accounts
of the Town of Wayland for the period from January 1, 1932
to June 24, 1933, made in accordance with the provisions of
Chapter 44, General Laws. This is in the form of a report
made to me by Mr. Edward H. Fenton, Chief Accountant
of this Division.
Very truly yours,
THEODORE N. WADDELL,
Director of Accounts.
Mr. Theodore N. Waddell
Director of Accounts
Department of Corporations and Taxation
State House, Boston
Sir:
As directed by you, I have made an audit of the books and
accounts of the town of Wayland for the period from January
1, 1932 to June 24, 1933, and submit the following report
thereon
:
The financial transactions of the town, as recorded on the
books of the several departments receiving or disbursing money
for the town, were examined and checked with the books of the
town accountant.
The books and accounts of the town accountant were
examined and checked. The appropriations and transfers, as
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entered in the ledger, were checked to the town clerk’s records
of appropriations and transfers authorized by the town. The
receipts, as shown on the accountant’s books, were checked with
the records of the treasurer, and the payments were compared
with the warrants authorizing the treasurer to disburse town
funds.
Appended to this report is a balance sheet showing the
financial condition of the town as of June 24, 1933.
In checking the vouchers and pay-rolls on file, it was noted
that payments have been made for premiums for liability
insurance and for the registration fee on a privately-owned
school bus, a purpose for which public funds may not legally
be paid.
It was noted that the assessors are being paid on a per diem
basis, in which connection it is recommended that the compensa-
tion of all elective officials be fixed by town vote, as required by
Section 108, Chapter 41, General Laws.
The books and accounts of the town treasurer were exam-
ined and checked. The recorded receipts were analyzed and
compared with the records in the several departments collecting
money for the town and with other sources from which money
was paid into the town treasury, while the payments were com-
pared with the treasury warrants and with the accountant’s
books.
The cash book balance as of June 24, 1933, was verified by
a reconciliation of statements furnished by the bank in which
town funds are deposited and by an actual count of the cash
in the office.
The savings bank books and securities representing the
investment of the various trust funds in the custody of the town
treasurer were personally examined and listed.
The books and accounts of the collector of taxes were
examined. The commitment books were footed, the abatements
were checked to the assessors’ record of abatements granted,
and the payments to the treasurer were checked to the treas-
urer’s cash book.
The outstanding accounts were listed and proved to the
accountant’s ledger, and were verified by mailing notices to a
number of persons whose names appeared on the books as
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owing money to the town, the replies thereto indicating that the
accounts, as listed, are correct.
The tax title deeds held by the town were examined and
listed, being reconciled with the town accountant’s ledger.
The town clerk’s record of town licenses, together with the
records of sporting and of dog licenses, were examined, the
payments to the town treasurer being compared with the treas-
urer’s cash book and the payments to the State and county,
respectively, being verified with the receipts on file.
The accounts of the water department were analyzed and
checked. The collections were compared with the payments to
the treasurer, the abatements were checked, and the outstanding
accounts were listed and reconciled with the town accountant’s
ledger. The cash balance as of July 19, 1933, was reconciled
with a statement furnished by the bank and by an actual count
of the cash in the office.
It is recommended that the registrar make his payments
to the treasurer at least once a week.
The accounts of all other departments collecting money for
the town were examined and reconciled with the treasurer’s and
the accountant’s books.
The surety bond of the treasurer, tax collector, and town
clerk were examined and found to be in proper form.
Appended to this report, in addition to the balance sheet,
are tables showing a reconciliation of the treasurer’s cash, sum-
maries of the tax, assessment and water accounts, as tables
showing the trust fund transactions.
For the courtesies extended and the assistance rendered by
the various town officials during the progress of the audit, I
wish, on behalf of my assistants and for myself, to express
appreciation.
Respectfully submitted,
EDW. H. FENTON,
Chief Accountant.
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RECONCILIATION OF TREASURER S CASH
Balance January 1, 1932
Receipts 1932
$ 13,146.57
346,487.91
$359,634.48
Payments 1932
Balance December 31, 1932
$348,103.63
11,530.85
$359,634.48
Balance January 1, 1933 $ 11,530.85
Receipts January 1 to June 24, 1933 131,500.74
$143,031.59
Payments January 1 to June 24, 1933 $141,483.45
Balance June 24, 1933, per cash book 1,548.14
-$143,031.59
Balance June 24, 1933, per cash book
Interest on deposits not previously
entered
$1,548.14
2.61
$1,550.75
Balance June 24, 1933 :
Natick Trust Company
General account
Tax account
Cash in office, verified
$336.74
49.30
$ 386.04
1,164.71
$1,550.75
Natick Trust Company
General Account
Balance June 24, 1933, per statement $2,950.04
Balance June 24, 1933, per check register $ 334.55
Interest on deposits not previously
entered, 2.19
Outstanding checks June 24, 1933, per list 2,613.30
$2,950.04
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$49.30
Tax Account
Balance June 24, 1933, per statement
Balance June 24, 1933, per check book $48.88
Interest on deposits not previously
reported .42
$49.30
TAXES—1926
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Recommitment August 15, 1932 $75.90
Outstanding December 31, 1932 and
June 24, 1933, per list $75.90
—
TAXES—1927
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Recommitment August 15, 1932 $28.73
Outstanding December 31, 1932 $28.73
Outstanding January 1, 1933 $28.73
Tax titles disclaimed 4.42
Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933 $ 4.42
$33.15
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 28.73
—
$33.15
TAXES—1928
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Recommitment August 15, 1932 $727.76
Outstanding December 31, 1932 $727.76
Outstanding January 1, 1933 $727.76
Tax titles disclaimed 98.70
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$826.46
$ 21.00
169.05
636.41
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933
Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list
$826.46
TAXES—1929
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Recommitment August 15, 1932 $261.20
Payments to treasurer August 15 to
December 31, 1932
Outstanding December 31, 1932
$ 14.00
247.20
$261.20
Outstanding January 1, 1933
Tax titles disclaimed
$247.20
90.65
$337.85
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933
Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list
$ 9.80
137.48
190.57
$337.85
TAXES—1930
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Outstanding January 1, 1932
Tax title disclaimed
Error in transfer to tax titles
Payments to treasurer
Abatements
Transferred to tax titles
Outstanding December 31, 1932
$16,892.39
59.40
2.00
- $16,953.79
$13,608.20
608.30
1,723.50
1,013.79
$16,953.79
Outstanding January 1, 1933
Overpayment refunded
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$1,013.79
24.20
6.50
Moth assessment 1931 reported as taxes
1931
Tax title on moth assessments 1930
reported as taxes 3.50
Tax titles disclaimed 81.40
Abatements reported in error 59.40
Error in transfer to tax titles 2.20
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933
Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933 :
$491.95
Reported 229.79
Not reported 4.40
Taxes 1930 reported as taxes 1931 8.80
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 456.05
$1,190.99
TAXES—1931
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Outstanding January 1, 1932 $69,227.69
Additional commitment 18.00
Abatements after payments refunded 112.75
Overpayments to treasurer refunded
Interest, taxes 1931, refunded as
2.00
taxes 1931 1.69
Tax titles disclaimed 85.25
Error in transfer to tax titles 2.00
Abatements reported in error 27.50
$69,476.88
$33,022.10
571.41
1.69
2,155.50
33,726.18
$69,476.88
Outstanding January 1, 1933 $33,726.18
Overpayment to treasurer refunded 71.50
Tax titles disclaimed 101.75
Taxes 1930 reported as taxes 1931 8.80
Payments to treasurer
Abatements
Interest, taxes 1931, refunded as
taxes 1931
Transferred to tax titles
Outstanding December 31, 1932
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Interest, taxes 1931, reported as
taxes 1931
Tax title on moth assessments 1931
reported as taxes 1931
Moth assessment 1931 reported as taxes
1931
Abatements reported in error
1.25
1.50
2.00
22.00
$33,934.98
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933 $14,782.30
Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933 330.00
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 18,635.18
Cash balance June 24, 1933 187.50
$33,934.98
TAXES—1932
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Commitment per warrant
Additional commitment
Abatements after payments, refunded
Overpayment to treasurer refunded
Error in transfer to tax titles
Payments to treasurer
Abatements
Transferred to tax titles
Outstanding December 31, 1932
$138,078.10
148.33
11.75
2.00
6.50
$138,246.68
$76,590.35
551.66
3,417.52
57,687.15
$138,246.68
Outstanding January 1, 1933
Additional commitment
Abatements after payments, refunded
Overpayment to treasurer, refunded
Tax titles disclaimed
Error in reporting abatements
Moth assessments 1932 reported as
taxes 1932
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933
$57,687.15
14.00
86.60
4.70
86.95
2.00
3.00
$57,884.40
$14,229.83
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Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933
Warrant in excess of commitment list
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list
Cash balance June 24, 1933
320.30
.01
43,130.51
203.75
$57,884.40
TAXES—1933 (Poll)
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Commitment per warrant $1,958.00
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list $1,958.00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE TAXES—1931
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Outstanding January 1, 1932 $288.00
Additional commitment 9.00
Overpayment to treasurer refunded 1.00
Payments to treasurer $215.00
Outstanding December 31, 1932 83.00
$298.00
$298.00
Outstanding January 1, 1933
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list
$83.00
$13.00
70.00
$83.00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE TAXES—1932
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Commitment per warrant $966.00
Additional commitment 17.00
$983.00
Payments to treasurer $635.00
Outstanding December 31, 1932 348.00
$983.00
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Outstanding January 1, 1933 $348.00
Additional commitment 7.00
$355.00
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933 $60.00
Warrant in excess of commitment list 1.00
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 292.00
Cash balance June 24, 1933 2.00
$355.00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE TAXES—1933
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Commitment per warrant $991.00
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list $991.00
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAXES—1929
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Recommitment August 15, 1932 $156.63
Payments to treasurer August 15 to
December 31, 1932 $90.43
Outstanding December 31, 1932 66.20
$156.63
Outstanding January 1, 1933 $66.20
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933 $23.21
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 42.99
$66.20
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAXES—1930
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Outstanding January 1, 1932 $1,565.42
Abatements after payment, refunded 2.62
$1,568.04
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Payments to treasurer $844.45
Abatements 46.11
Outstanding December 31, 1932 677.48
Outstanding January 1, 1933 $677.48
Interest reported as motor vehicle excise
taxes 1930 .02
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933 $ 46.07
Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933 385.89
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 245.54
$1,568.04
$677.50
$677.50
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAXES—1931
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Outstanding January 1, 1932 $3,414.02
Motor vehicle excise taxes 1932,
reported as 1931 4.49
Abatements after payment, refunded 6.53
$3,425.04
Payments to treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding December 31, 1932
$1,667.46
37.83
1,719.75
$3,425.04
Outstanding January 1, 1933 $1,719.75
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933 $ 133.36
Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933 23.17
Motor vehicle excise taxes 1931
reported as interest .75
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 1,560.13
Cash balance June 24, 1933 2.34
$1,719.75
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MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAXES—1932
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Commitment per warrant $8,484.97
Commitment list in excess of warrant .26
Abatements after payment, refunded 91.77
$8,577.00
Payments to treasurer $5,155.81
Abatements
Motor vehicle excise taxes 1932
468.59
reported as 1931 4.49
Outstanding December 31, 1932 2,948.11
$8,577.00
Outstanding January 1, 1933 $2,948.11
Error in reporting abatements 18.72
Abatements after payment, refunded
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
3.20
$2,970.03
June 24, 1933 $1,004.01
Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933 23.30
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 1,906.29
Cash balance June 24, 1933 36.43
$2,970.03
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAXES—1933
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Commitment per warrant $5,161.97
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933 $682.83
Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933 50.90
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 3,920.71
Cash balance June 24, 1933 507.53
$5,161.97
MOTH ASSESSMENTS--1929
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Recommitment August 15, 1932 $5.00
Outstanding December 31, 1932 and June 24, 1933 $5.00
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MOTH ASSESSMENTS—1930
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Outstanding January 1, 1932
Payments to treasurer $34.50
Transferred to tax titles 7.00
Outstanding December 31, 1932 13.00
$54.50
$54.50
Outstanding January 1, 1933 $13.00
Abatements January 1 to June 24, 1933 $1.25
Tax title on moth assessments reported
as taxes 1930 3.50
Moth assessments 1931 reported as
taxes 1931 6.50
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 1.75
$13.00
MOTH ASSESSMENTS—1931
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Outstanding January 1, 1932 $140.50
Payments to treasurer $62.50
Transferred to tax titles 7.00
Outstanding December 31, 1932 71.00
$140.50
Outstanding January 1, 1933 $71.00
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933
Tax title on moth assessments 1931
$31.25
reported as taxes 1931
Moth assessments 1931 reported as
1.50
taxes 1931 2.00
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list 36.25
$71.00
MOTH ASSESSMENTS—1932
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Commitment per warrant $332.75
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Payments to treasurer
Transferred to tax titles
Outstanding December 31, 1932
$200.25
6.50
126.00
$332.75
Outstanding January 1, 1933
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933
Moth assessments 1932 reported as
taxes 1932
Outstanding June 24, 1933, per list
$126.00
$27.75
3.00
95.25
$126.00
RECONCILIATION OF COLLECTOR S CASH
Theodore H. Harrington, Collector
Balances June 24, 1933 :
Taxes
:
1931 $187.50
1932 203.75
Motor vehicle excise taxes
:
1931 2.34
1932 36.43
1933 507.53
Interest
:
Taxes 1931 15.37
Taxes 1932 8.58
Motor vehicle excise taxes 1931 .27
Motor vehicle excise taxes 1932 1.78
Old age assistance taxes 1932 2.00
Costs 2.10
Balance June 24, 1933 :
Cash in office, verified $ 76.19
Natick Trust Company 891.46
Natick Trust Company
Balance June 24, 1933, per statement
Balance June 24, 1933 $ 891.46
Outstanding checks June 24, 1933, per list 1,121.71
Cash over June 24, 1933 3.68
$967.65
$967.65
$2,016.85
$2,016.85
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WATER ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Outstanding January 1, 1932
Charges
Adjustment of 1931 charges
$ 5,242.34
11,078.38
8.55
Payments to treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding December 31, 1932
$10,290.93
427.00
5,611.34
Outstanding January 1, 1933
Charges January 1 to June 24, 1933
Adjustment of 1932 charges
Adjustment of 1933 charges
Excess cash per previous audit, adjusted
$5,611.34
4,222.36
141.69
497.83
53.01
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
June 24, 1933
Outstanding June 24, 1933
$2,913.37
7,612.86
Outstanding June 25, 1933
Charges June 25 to July 19, 1933
$7,612.86
6,823.66
Payments to treasurer June 25 to
July 19, 1933
Outstanding July 19, 1933, per list
$ 970.97
12,701.00
$16,329.27
$10,526.23
$10,526.23
$14,436.52
Cash balance July 19, 1933 :
Natick Trust Company $632.59
Cash in office, verified 131.51
Cash variation .45
764.55
$14,436.52
DONATION CHARITY FUND
On hand at beginning of year 1932
On hand at end of year 1932
On hand June 24, 1933
Securities
Par Value Total
$1,300.00 $1,300.00
1,300.00 1,300.00
1,300.00 1,300.00
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Receipts Payments
1932
Income $55.25 Transferred to town $55.25
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Income $27.62 Transferred to town $27.62
ALLEN CHARITY FUND
Securities
Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
On hand at end of year 1932 1,000.00 1,000.00
On hand June 24, 1933 1,000.00 1,000.00
Receipts Payments
1932
Income $40.00 Transferred to town $40.00
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Income $40.00 Transferred to town $40.00
LOKER CHARITY FUND
Securities
Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $2,000.00 $2,000.00
On hand at end of year 1932 2,000.00 2,000.00
On hand June 24, 1933 2,000.00 2,000.00
Receipts Payments
1932
Income $80.00 Transferred to town $80.00
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Income $20.00 Transferred to town $20.00
JAMES AND ELLA E. DRAPER LIBRARY FUND
Securities
Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
On hand at end of year 1932 1,000.00 1,000.00
On hand June 24, 1933 1,000.00 1,000.00
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Receipts Payments
1932
Income $45.00 Transferred to town $45.00
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Income $22.50 Transferred to town $22.50
JAMES SUMNER DRAPER LIBRARY FUND
Securities
Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
On hand at end of year 1932 5,000.00 5,000.00
On hand June 24, 1933 5,000.00 5,000.00
Receipts Payments
1932
Income $220.00 Transferred to town $220.00
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Sale of securities $1,000.00 Purchase of securities $1,000.00
Income 110.00 Transferred to town 110.00
$1,110.00 $1,110.00
GRACE CAMPBELL DRAPER LIBRARY FUND
Securities
Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
On hand at end of year 1932 1,000.00 1,000.00
On hand June 24, 1933 1,000.00 1,000.00
Receipts Payments
1932
Income $40.00 Transferred to town $40.00
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Income $20.00 Transferred to town $20.00
SARAH WEBSTER HEARD LIBRARY FUND
Savings Securities
Deposits Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $1,100.00 $2,000.00 $3,100.00
On hand at end of year 1932 1,100.00 2,000.00 3,100.00
On hand June 24, 1933 1,100.00 2,000.00 3,100.00
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Receipts Payments
1932
Income $101.32 Transferred to town $101.32
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Sale of securities $2,000.00 Purchase of securities $2,000.00
Income 40.00 Transferred to town 40.00
$2,040.00 $2,040.00
JONATHAN M. PARMENTER LIBRARY FUND
Securities
Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $10,000.00 $10,000.00
On hand at end of year 1932 10,000.00 10,000.00
On hand June 24, 1933 10,000.00 10,000.00
Receipts
1932
Payments
Income $465.00 Transferred to town $465.00
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Income $187.50 Transferred to town $187.50
ADA H. WELLINGTON LIBRARY FUND
Securities
Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $500.00 $500.00
On hand at end of year 1932 500.00 500.00
On hand June 24, 1933 500.00 500.00
Receipts
1932
Payments
Income $21.25 Transferred to town $21.25
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Income $10.60 Transferred to town $10.60
1SSAC C. DAMON LIBRARY FUND
Securities
Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932
On hand at end of year 1932 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
On hand June 24, 1933 1,000.00 1,000.00
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Receipts
1932
Payments
Bequest $1,000.00 Deposited in savings bank $1,000.00
CYNTHIA G. ROBY LIBRARY FUND
Savings Securities
Deposits Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $200.00 $3,000.00 $3,200.00
On hand at end of year !L932 200.00 3,000.00 3,200.00
On hand June 24, 1933 200.00 3,000.00 3,200.00
Receipts
1932
Payments
Income $157.50 Transferred to town $157.50
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Income $75.00 Transferred to town $75.00
LYDIA MARIA CHILD LIBRARY FUND
Savings
Deposits Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $100.00 $100.00
On hand at end of year '1932 100.00 100.00
On hand June 24, 1933 100.00 100.00
Receipts
1932
Payments
Income $3.75 Transferred to town $3.75
HARRIET COBURN DAMON LIBRARY FUND
Securities
Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $3,000.00 $3,000.00
On hand at end of year 1932 3,000.00 3,000.00
On hand June 24, 1933 3,000.00 3,000.00
Receipts
1932
Payments
Income $135.00 Transferred to town $135.00
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Income $67.50 Transferred to town $67.50
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JONATHAN M. PARMENTER CEMETERY FUND
Securities
Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of year 1932 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
On hand at end of year 1932 5,000.00 5,000.00
On hand June 24, 1933 5,000.00 5,000.00
Receipts Payments
1932
Income $225.00 Transferred to town $225.00
January 1 to June 24, 1933
Income $67.50 Transferred to town $67.50
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS
Cash in
General Savings Securities
Treasury Deposits Par Value Total
On hand at beginning of
year 1932 $400.00 $12,100.00 $12,500.00
On hand at end of yeaT 1932 800.00 12,100.00 12,900.00
On hand June 24, 1933 $100.00 800.00 12,100.00 13,000.00
Receipts
Income
Payments
1932
$547.24 Transferred to town $547.24
Income
Request
January 1 to June 24, 1933
$204.59 Transferred to town $204.59
100.00 Cash on hand June 24, ’33 100.00
$304.59 $304.59
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Motor
Vehicle
Excise
Taxes
:
Unexpended
Appropriation
Levy
of
1929
$42.99
Balances
74,034.67
Levy
of
1930
245.54
Water
Available
Surplus
3,255.22
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Overlay
Deficits
:
Levy
of
1924
$3.76
Levy
of
1925
4.42
Levy
of
1926
5.06
Levy
of
1927
4.42
Levy
of
1928
77.49
Levy
of
1930
115.04
Levy
of
1931
458.66
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Trust
Funds,
Cash
and
Securities
$50,100.00
Charity
Funds:
Donation
Fund
$1,300.00
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SELECTMEN’S REPORT
All regular appointments have been made as required by
law. They appear in list of Town Officers and Committees.
In accordance with a vote at a Special Town Meeting held
in July, we, acting as the contractors, have completed the recon-
struction of Cochituate Road and another portion of the Con-
cord Road. Approximately eleven thousand hours of labor were
furnished to citizens of the Town. The project was completed
within the amount allotted by the Town, State and County, and
this fact substantiates our belief that all such projects should be
carried on under similar arrangements. We suggest that the
Town, co-operating with the State and County, construct a sec-
tion of Route 27 yearly and that succeeding Boards of Select-
men, if possible, employ residents on these projects.
Acting in our capacity as licensing authorities, the Town
has received in fees for licenses granted for sale of malt and
alcoholic beverages approximately $3,500. An overwhelming
vote of the townspeople for the repeal of the Eighteenth
Amendment of the Constitution indicated that licenses should
be granted under the General Chapters.
In November the Town was allotted about $8,000 by the
Civil Work Administration. After consultation with various
Town officials, we recommended to the State Board of the C.
W. A. those projects which we believed would furnish the max-
imum number of hours of work to those unemployed and in
need of relief, and also only those projects which would benefit
the Town generally.
The State Board finally approved projects totalling about
$11,000 for the Town of Wayland and work started soon there-
after under the direction of the local administrator who was ap-
pointed by them. We are advised that the payroll exceeded
$1,000 weekly in December.
We wish to thank the officers of the Town for their co-op-
eration during the year.
WILLARD C. HUNTING,
JOHN W. LEAVITT,
PIERPOINT BLAIR.
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REPORT OF BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
OF TRUST FUNDS
January 18, 1934.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Wayland:
The Board of Commissioners of Trust Funds respectfully
report as follows
:
During the past year the following additional trust funds
have been added to those under our management
:
The following is a statement of the trust funds now under
our jurisdiction in the custody of the Town Treasurer:
$500 Fourth Liberty Loan 4Y\°/o
bonds due October 15, 1938 $500.00
$1,000 City of Boston Sewerage
Loan 4% due July 1, 1937 1,000.00
$3,000 New York Tel. Co. 4
First and General Mortgage
bonds due November 1, 1939 3,000.00
$1,000 New York Central Railroad
Refunding and Improvement
Mortgage 4j4% bonds due
October 1, 2013, Series A 1,000.00
$2,000 Pennsylvania Railroad Co.
General Mortgage 4 l/2%
bonds due June 1, 1965 2,000.00
$2,000 Union Pacific Railroad Co.
4 t/2% bonds due July 1, 1967 2,000.00
Cemetery Trust Funds
Louise E. Hayden
Solomon Anderson
Metcalfe
$100
100
100
Library Trust Funds
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$2,000 New York Central Railroad
Refunding and Improvement
Mortgage 5s, due October 1,
2013 2,000.00
$2,000 Northern Pacific Railroad
Refunding and Improvement
Mortgage 5s, due July 1, 2047 2,000.00
$2,000 Southern California Edison
Co. Refunding Mortgage 5%
bonds due Sept. 1, 1952 2,000.00
$3,000 New England Tel. & Tel.
Co. First Mortgage 4y2 °/o
bonds due May 1, 1961 3,000.00
Deposit in Provident Institution for
Savings 1,200.00
$19,700.00
Poor Trust Funds
$1,300 Fourth Liberty Loan 4j4%
bonds due October 15, 1938 $1,300.00
$1,000 Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy Railroad Co. General
Mortgage 4% bonds due
March 1, 1958 1,000.00
$2,000 Boston & Albany Railroad
Co. 4% bonds due May 1, 1934 2,000.00
$4,300.00
Cemetery Trust Funds
$2,400 First Liberty Loan Conv.
434% bonds due June 15, 1947 $2,400.00
$2,700 Fourth Liberty Loan 4*4%
bonds due October 15, 1938 2,700.00
$2,000 Pacific Gas & Elec. Co.
First and Refunding 4L>%
bonds due June 1, 1957 2,000.00
$1,000 Boston Elevated Railway
Co. debenture 4 bond
due October 1, 1937 1,000.00
$2,000 New England Tel. & Tel.
Co. First Mortgage 4j4%
bonds due May 1, 1961 2,000.00
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500.00
$500 New England Tel. & Tel.
Co. First Mortgage, Series A
5% bond due June 1, 1952
$2,000 Chicago & Northwestern
Railroad Co. First Refunding-
Mortgage 5% bonds due May
1, 2037 2,000.00
$2,000 Boston & Albany Railroad
Co. Improvement 4% bonds
due May 1, 1934 2,000.00
$2,500 New York Central Railroad
Refunding and Improvement
Mortgage 4J4% bonds due
October 1, 2013, Series A 2,500.00
Deposit in Provident Institution for
Savings 1,100.00
$18,200.00
Total Trust Funds $42,200.00
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN H. KNAPP, Chairman
,
J. SIDNEY STONE,
ALBERT F. FLINT, Clerk,
Board of Commissioners of Trust Funds.
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REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
1933
Jan.
Cash Statement
Cash Balance
Total Receipts
Total Payments
$11,530.85
321,586.42
$333,117.27
331,339.1
7
Dec. 31 Cash Balance $1,778.10
Tax Notes Borrowed in Anticipation of Taxes
1933
Jan. 1 Notes Outstanding
:
No. 190 due 2-15-’33 $10,000.00
No. 192 due 4-8-’33 15,000.00
No. 194 due 8-20-’33 10,000.00
No. 196 due 12-7-’33 10,000.00
No. 199 due 7-30-’33 5,000.00
No. 197 due 3-23-’33 10,000.00
Borrowed 1933 :
Jan. 20 No. 200 Natick Trust Co.
SV4% due 11-20-1933 10,000.00
Feb. 8 No. 201 J. S. Stone, Trustee
5% due 10-23-1933 10,000.00
Mar. 23 No. 202 Natick Trust Co.
5^4% due 11-23-1933 10,000.00
Mar. 23 No. 203 Natick Five Cents
Savings Bank 5^4% due
11-23-1933 10,000.00
Apr. 5 No. 204 Natick Five Cents
Savings Bank 5^4% due
3-5-1934 10,000.00
Apr. 5 No. 205 Natick Trust Co.
5^4% due 4-5-1934 5,000.00
Apr. 27 No. 206 Natick Five Cents
Savings Bank S J/2% due
1-27-1934 10,000.00
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May 15 No. 207 Town of Wayland
Library Funds 5% due 5-15-
1934 3,000.00
June 1 No. 208 Natick Trust Co.
5y4% due 6-1-1934 10,000.00
June 28 No. 210 Natick Five Cents
Savings Bank 5^4% due
6-28-1934 10,000.00
Aug. 2 No. 211 Natick Five Cefits
Savings Bank 5j4% due
8-2-1934 5,000.00
Dec. 14 No. 214 Natick Five Cents
Savings Bank 5% due
11-14-1934 8,000.00
-$161,000.00
Tax Notes Paid 1933
1933
$ 10 ,000.00
10,000.00
15.000.
00
5,000.00
.
00
10
,
000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10
,
000.00
10,000.00
$100,000.00
Tax Notes Outstanding
Dec. 31 No. 204 due 3-5-34 $10,000.00
No. 205 due 4-5-34 5,000.00
No. 206 due 1-27-34 10,000.00
No. 207 due 5-15-34 3,000.00
No. 208 due 6-1-34 10,000.00
No. 210 due 6-28-34 10,000.00
No. 211 due 8-2-34 5,000.00
No. 214 due 11-14-34 8,000.00
Feb. 15 No. 190 due 2-15-33
Mar. 23 No. 197 due 3-23-33
Apr. 8 No. 192 due 4-8-33
July 30 No. 199 due 7-30-33
Aug. 21 No. 194 due 8-20-33
Dec. 18 No. 196 due 12-7-33
Nov. 20 No. 200 due 11-20-33
Nov. 23 No. 202 due 11-23-33
Nov. 23 No. 203 due 11-23-33
Nov. 27 No. 201 due 10-23-33
61,000.00
Total Paid and Outstanding $161,000.00
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Notes Borrowed in Anticipation of Reimbursement
June 14 No. 209 Natick Trust Co.
5 due ll-30-’33 $6,000.00
Sept. 27 No. 212 Natick Trust Co.
5% due 12-27-’33 6,000.00
Dec. 14 No. 213 J. S. Stone, Trustee,
4% due l-25-’34 3,000.00
Reimbursement Notes Paid
$15,000.00
Dec. 5 No. 209 due 11-30-33 $6,000.00
Dec. 27 No. 212 due 12-27-33 6,000.00
Reimbursement Notes Outstanding
$12,000.00
Dec. 31 No. 213 due 1-25-34 3,000.00
Total Paid and Outstanding $15,000.00
Serial Notes and Bonds Outstanding
3 School Notes 4% due annually $2,000.00 $6,000.00
16 Water Main Extension Notes of 1929
4 due annually 1,000.00 16,000.00
1 Water Main Extension Note of 1929
4y2% due 7-1-1942 1,000.00
8 Water Main Extension Notes of 1931
4% due annually 2,500.00 20,000.00
5 Water Main Extension Notes of 1931
4% due 1942 to 1946 10,000.00
Due in 1934 $6,500.00
Total Outstanding $53,000.00
Interest Accounts
Appropriation $5,000.00
Additional Appropriation July 750.00
From 1932 Water Receipts for Interest on Water
Notes 2,050.60
Payments
:
School House Notes $320.00
Water Main Extension Notes 2,140.60
Tax Notes Discount 4,616.40
1932 Notes Interest at Maturity 376.67
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Interest Account Past Due Notes 79.14
Reimbursements Notes 231.21
To Trust Funds 25.00
$7,789.02
Balance 11.58
$7,800.60 $7,800.60
Insurance Account
Appropriation $2,100.00
Payments
:
Highway Dept. Equipment
Highway Employers’ Liability 1932
$393.00
106.65
Pumping Station 56.25
Fire Dept. Equipment 66.90
Paymaster Insurance, Treasurer 10.00
Tax Collector Insurance 31.26
Town Buildings 871.50
Wayland School Boilers 259.50
Standard Weights and Measures 62.63
Balance
$1,857.69
242.31
$2,100.00 $2,100.00
Surety Bonds
Appropriation $400.00
Payments
:
Treasurer’s Bond $120.50
Tax Collector’s Bond 241.00
Town Clerk’s Bond, $1,000 5.00
Water Clerk’s Bond, $1,000 5.00
$371.50
Balance 28.50
$400.00 $400.00
Trust Funds
Investment of Trust Funds
Poor Funds
Loker Fund
:
2 Boston & Albany Railroad 4% 5-1-•1934 $2,000.00
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Allen Fund
:
1 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 4% 3-1-1958
1 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 4% 3-1-1958
Donation Fund
:
1 Fourth Liberty Loan Bond 4)4% 10-15-1938
Third Liberty Loan Bonds 4*4% 10-15-1938
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
300.00
$4,300.00
Cemetery Funds
T. M. Parmenter Fund :
2 Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. A l/2% 6-1-1957
1 Boston Elevated Railroad 10-1-1937
2 N. E. Tel. & Tel. 4y2% 5-1-1961
$2,000.00
1,000.00
2,000.00
Other Funds
:
1st Liberty Loan Bonds 4)4% 1947
4th Liberty Loan Bonds 4*4% 1938
1 N. E. Tel. & Tel. 5% 1952
2 Boston & Albany R. R. 4% 1934
2 Chicago & Northwestern R. R. Co. 5% 2037
2New York Central R. R. 4)4% 2013
1 New York Central R. R. 4)4% 2013
Provident Institution for Savings
$5,000.00
$2,400.00
2.700.00
500.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
500.00
1.100.00
$18,200.00
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds Received in 1933
and Included Above
Louise E. Hayden Fund
Solomon Anderson Fund
Metcalfe Fund
$100.00
100.00
100.00
Library Funds
J. M. Parmenter Fund
2 Pennsylvania Ry. 4*4% 6-1-1965
2 Union Pacific Ry. 4)4% 7-1-1967
2 Southern California Edison 5% 9-1-1952
3 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 4)4% 5-1-1961
1 N. Y. Central Ry. 5% 10-1-2013
Grace Campbell Draper Fund
1 City of Boston 4% 10-15-1937
$2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
3.000.00
1.000.00
1,000.00
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Ada H. Wellington Fund
4th Liberty Loan Bonds 4^% 10-15-1938 500.00
Cynthia G. Roby Fund
1 N. Y. Central Ry. 5% 10-1-2013 1,000.00
2 Northern Pacific Ry. 5% 7-1-2047 2,000.00
Provident Institution for Savings 200.00
Harriet Coburn Damon Fund
3 N. Y. Tel. Co. 4*4% 11-1-1939 3,000.00
James Draper Fund
Ella E. Draper Fund
1 N. Y. Central Ry. 4*4% 10-1-2013 1,000.00
Sarah Webster Heard Fund
Provident Institution for Savings 1,100.00
Town of Wayland Note 5% 5-15-1934 2,000.00
James Sumner Draper Fund
Town of Wayland Note 5% 5-15-1934 1,000.00
1 Delaware & Hudson 4% 5-1-1943 1,000.00
1 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 4% 3-1-1958 1,000.00
1 B. & M. & Fitchburg 5% 5-1-1940 1,000.00
1 B. & M. 4-5% 9-1-1941 1,000.00
Lydia Maria Child Fund
Provident Institution for Savings 100.00
Isaac C. Damon Fund
Provident Institution for Savings 1,000.00
Total $27,900.00
All Trust Funds are under control of the Trust Funds’
Commissioners with the exception of the Sarah Webster
Heard, Lydia Maria Child, and James Sumner Draper
Library Funds, these three, by terms of bequests, being
under control of the Library Trustees.
Funds Income
Poor Funds Income
From Investments $175.25
Distributed $175.25
1933
Jan.
Library Funds Income
$175.25 $175.25
$ 36.63
1,274.87
Balance
From Investments
Payments
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$1,266.58
Dec. 31 Balance 44.92
Cemetery Funds Income
Jan. 1 Balance
From Investments
Payments
Dec. 31 Balance
$1,311.50 $1,311.50
$855.36
785.46
$664.05
976.77
1933
Jan.
$1,640.82 $1,640.82
Tax Titles
Taken in 1926 for 1924 Taxes
Balance $46.20
Charged Back to Collector $41.36
Charged to Excess & Deficiency 4.84
Jan.
$46.20 $46.20
Taken in 1928 for 1926 Taxes
Balance $108.82
Property Sold $ 1.00
Charged to Excess & Deficiency 107.82
$108.82 $108.82
Taken in 1929 for 1927 Taxes
Jan. 1 Balance $394.45
Paid in 1933 $233.77
Property Sold 3.00
Charged to Excess & Deficiency 157.68
$394.45 $394.45
Taken in 1930 for 1928 Taxes
Jan. 1 Balance $2,080.51
Paid in 1933 $700.07
Property Sold 5.00
Charged to Excess & Deficiency 175.37
Charged Back to Collector 435.75
Charged to Excess & Deficiency 25.32
Dec. 31 Balance 739.00
$2,080.51 $2,080.51
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Taken in 1931 for 1929 Taxes
Ian. 1 Balance $4,366.77
Paid in 1933 $1,295.47
Dec. 31 Balance 3,071.30
$4,366.77 $4,366.77
Taken in 1932 for 1930 Taxes
Jan. 1 Balance $4,802.83
Paid in 1933 $1,174.72
Dec. 31 Balance 3,628.11
$4,802.83 $4,802.83
Taken in 1933 for 1931 Taxes
Taxes 1931 $3,734.38
Recording Tax Title deeds 122.60
Costs of taking 367.40
Interest to Deed date 515.26
1932 Taxes 3,611.03
1932 Moth Tax 7.25
1928 Tax 31.50
1929 Tax 12.25
1930 Tax 11.00
Dec. 31 Balance $8,412.67
$8,412.67 $8,412.67
Total Outstanding
1928 $ 739.00
1929 3,071.30
1930 3,628.11
1931 8,412.67
$15,851.08
Partial payment on Tax Titles under 1933 Law
on deposit
Deposit account Tax Titles
Number of Tax Titles Outstanding
1928 3
1929 14
1930 32
1931 79
Under the Laws of 1933 the 1933 Taxes on Tax Titles are not
charged to Tax Title accounts until September 1st, 1934.
FRANK G. MacKENNA, Town Treasurer.
$349.67
$300.00
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
for year ending December 31, 1933
Tax Title Void
Abated
Tax Title Void
Abated
Balance
Tax Title Void
Abated
Balance
Tax Title Void
Collections
Abated
TAXES OF 1924
$3.76
TAXES OF 1925
$4.42
TAXES OF 1926
$80.96
TAXES OF 1927
$28.73
4.42
TAXES OF 1929
$3.76 $3.76
$3.76
$4.42 $4.42
$4.42
$75.90
5.06 $80.96
$80.96
$28.73
4.42 $33.15
$33.15
$727.76
98.70 $826.46
$826.46
$249.35
90.65 $340.00
TAXES OF 1928
Balance
Tax Title Void
Collections $625.91
Tax Title Credit 31.50
Abated 169.05
Poll, Personal and Real Estate
Balance
Tax Title Void
Collections $96.82
Tax Title Credit 12.25
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Abated 146.40 255.47
Balance $84.53
Excise
Balance $66.20 $66.20
Collections $40.40
Abated 25.80 $66.20
TAXES OF 1930
Poll
Balance $28.00 $28.00
Collections $18.00
Abated 10.00 $28.00
Real Estate and Personal
Balance $1,045.19
Tax Title Void 81.40
Refund 24.20
Credited to Moth 10.75 $1,161.54
Collections $903.15
Abated 234.19
Tax Title Credit 11.00
Credit from 1931 Taxes 8.80 1,157.14
Balance $4.40
Moth
Balance $13.00 $13.00
Collections $1.00
Credit from Real Estate 10.75
Abated 1.25 13.00
Excise
Balance $677.46 $677.46
Collections $129.44
Abated 496.61 626.05
Balance
Poll
Balance
Collections
Abated
TAXES OF 1931
$92.00
84.00
$51.41
$222.00 $222.00
176.00
Balance $46.00
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Old Age Assistance
Balance $83.00 $83.00
Collected $45.00
Abated 19.00 64.00
Balance $19.00
Real Estate and Personal
Balance $33,505.68
Tax Title Void 101.75
Refunds 112.75
Credited to Moth 2.00
Abatements Void 22.00
Taxes 1930 plus Interest 10.05 $33,754.23
Collections $28,479.14
Tax Title Credits 3,734.38
Abated 946.19 33,159.71
Balance $594.52
Moth
Balance $69.50 $69.50
Collections $58.00
1931 Real Estate to Moth 2.00 60.00
Balance $9.50
Excise
Balance $1,704.59 $1,704.59
Collections $723.77
Abated 569.39
Excise 1930 .02 1,293.18
Balance $411.41
TAXES OF 1932
Poll
Balance $682.00
To Poll 1929 2.00
Commitment 14.00 $698.00
Collections $352.00
Abated 6.00 358.00
Balance $340.00
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Old Age Assistance
Balance
Commitment
Collections
Commitment Credit
Cash from State
$173.00
1.00
16.00
$348.00
7.00 $355.00
190.00
Balance $165.00
Real Estate and Personal
Balance
Refunds
Tax Title Void
Credited to Moth
Collections $27,925.86
Abatements 351.20
Tax Title Credits 3,611.03
$56,993.04
124.55
86.95
3.00 $57,207.54
31,888.09
Balance $25,319.45
Moth
Balance
Collections
Credit from Real Estate
Tax Title Credit
$49.25
3.00
7.25
$126.00 $126.00
59.50
Balance $66.50
Excise
Balance
Refunds
Collections
Abated
$1,314.76
23.30
$2,966.83
3.20 $2,970.03
1,338.06
Balance $1,631.97
TAXES OF 1933
Poll
Commitment
Collections
Abated
$1,054.00
4.00
$1,958.00 $1,958.00
1,058.00
Balance $900.00
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Old Age Assistance
Commitment
Collections $535.00
$991.00 $991.00
535.00
Balance $456.00
Real Estate and Personal
Commitment
Commitment
Refunds
Collections
Abated
$154,876.27
219.51
4.74$155, 100.52
$70,357.64
340.78 70,698.42
Balance $84,402.10
Moth
Commitment
Collections $146.25
$324.75 $324.75
146.25
Balance $178.50
Excise
Commitment
Commitment
Commitment
Refunds
Collections
Abated
$3,651.65
267.48
$5,161.97
1,718.13
197.35
21.06 $7,098.51
3,919.13
Balance $3,179.38
Betterment Assessment
Street
No Collections
$582.00 $582.00
Total Balance $118,441.67
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REPORT OF THE TOWN ACCOUNTANT
FOR THE YEAR 1933
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
:
In compliance with the provisions of Chapter 41 of the
General Laws and Amendments, I herewith submit the follow-
ing report of the Accountant’s Department.
Cash Balance Jan. 1, 1933 $11,530.85
Receipts 1933 321.586.42
$333,117.27
Expenditures 1933
Cash Balance Dec. 31. 1933
$331,339.17
1,778.10
Taxes 1927
1928
1929 Personal and
Real Estate $94.82
Poll 2.00
Motor Excise 62.64
1930 Personal and
Real Estate $903.15
Poll 18.00
Motor Excise 129.44
Moth 1.00
1931 Personal and
Real Estate $28,479.14
Poll 92.00
.
Old Age Assistance 66.00
Motor Excise 723.77
Moth 58.00
-$333,117.27
Receipts Itemized
General Revenue
Real Estate
Personal and Real Estate
$ 28.73
634.41
159.46
1,051.59
29,418.91
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1932 Personal and
Real Estate $27,925.86
Poll 352.00
Old Age Assistance 173.00
Motor Excise 1,314.76
Moth 49.25
29,814.87
1933 Personal and
Real Estate $70,357.64
Poll 1,054.00
Old Age Assistance 535.00
Motor Excise
Moth
Tax Titles
Tax Title Deposits
Tax Title Partial Payments
Dog License Receipts
Collector’s Fees
Treasurer’s Fees
U. S. Government. Federal
Unemployment Relief
Com. of Mass. Income, Corp.
& Bank Taxes, etc.
Grants for Highway
Maintenance
Grants for Highway
Construction
Middlesex County
From Dog Licenses
For Highway Maintenance
Licenses and Permits
Victualler’s and Inn Holders
Milk
Slaughtering
Dance & Picnic
Sunday Permits
3,651.65
146.25
75,744.54
$136,852.51
$2,782.98
593.32
163.26
3,539.56
760.40
$379.45
21.00
400.45
$4,358.06
11,575.87
2.990.61
5,668.57
$24,593.11
$ 701.87
2.990.62
3,692.49
28,285.60
’ $85.00
13.00
1.00
7.00
7.00
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Alcohol 11.00
Gasolene 5.00
Junk & Pedlar 10.00
Bus 10.00
Gun Permits 22.10
Sale of Used Cars 12.50
Beer & Liquor 3,525.00
Third Class 1.00
$3,709.60
Court Fines $365.00
County Sheriff Fines 42.00
407.00
Departmental Revenue
Collector. Adv. Fees $ 31.75
Town Hall. Rent 160.00
Police Dept. Tel. tolls refund 9.95
Moth Dept. Sale of lead 10.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures. Inspection 38.53
District Nurse. Collections $41.60
Tel. refund 17.45
59.05
Board of Health.
Reimbursement from State Treas. 210.00
Highways. Tel. refund $5.40
Cash refund 7.76
13.16
Public Welfare
Gifts from Individuals $150.28
Reimbursements
Town of Wellesley 989.65
Town of Sudbury 902.35
City of Gloucester 120.00
City of Worcester 317.60
Commonwealth of Mass. 3,559.42
Commonwealth of Mass. 40.00
Cash Refunds 76.75
6,156.05
Old Age Assistance
Reimbursements
Commonwealth of Mass. $2,208.58
Cash Refunds 38.50
2,247.08
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State Aid. Reimbursement
Commonwealth of Mass. 1,200.00
Soldiers’ Benefits
. Commonwealth of Mass.
Veterans’ Exemptions $82.19
Cash Refunds 44.00
126.19
School Department
Reimbursement. Tuition and
Transportation of Wards $598.33
Com. of Mass. Reimburse-
ment. Vocational Tuition 342.47
Cash refund 1.56
Tel. tolls, refund 4.50
Sale of Pump 20.00
From Donation Fund Income 8.00
974.86
Library. Fines
Main Library $53.17
Cochituate Reading Room 16.11
69.28
Water Dept. Water Rates $8,933.16
Connection Fees 300.00
Installations 116.52
“On and Off” 2.00
Insurance refund 6.10
Telephone 3.00
9,360.78
Cemeteries. Sale of Lots and Graves 175.00
Interest
Taxes 1928 $233.24
1929 24.93
1930 174.90
1931 2,839.83
1932 1,061.73
1933 108.06
$4,442.69
Tax Titles 417.83
Treasurer’s Deposits 34.20
Trust Funds’ Income
Poor Funds $175.25
20,841.68
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Library Funds
Cemetery Funds
1,274.87
785.46
2,235.58
7,130.30
Bequests and Investment
$3,000.00
300.00
3,300.00
Loans
Notes. Anticipation of Revenue $101,000.00
Anticipation of Reimbursement 15,000.00
116,000.00
Unclassified
Refunds. Tel. rates reduction
Court. Taxable Costs
Insurance
County (Dogs killed)
Taxes on Gasoline, from State
Old Age Assistance, from State
Checks not cashed
Balance, Collector’s Checking Account
359.32
$40.41
15.00
26.25
7.00
35.91
16.00
20.03
198.72
Library Funds
Cemetery Funds
Total Receipts $321,586.42
Expenditures Itemized
General Government
Moderator $ 9.00
Selectmen
:
Salaries $450.00
Printing, postage, etc. 24.50
Association dues, etc. 13.50
Typing, telephone, expense
Soldiers’ Benefits-Agent, etc. 67.00
555.00
Accountant
:
Salary $500.00
Equipment 37.42
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Departmental supplies,
postage, printing, etc. 76.68
Telephone 4.05
Treasurer
:
Salary $675.00
618.15
Books and printing 43.41
Postage and envelopes 144.44
Rent of Safety Deposit
Boxes, telephone, etc. 27.50
Tax Title Sales Expense 162.73
Treasurer’s Fees
1,053.08
24.00
Collector’s Fees 378.75
Collector :
Salary $1,417.57
Equipment 85.60
Advertising and Recording 516.92
Books, stationery, printing 73.96
Postage and telephone 178.87
Clerical aid 19.50
Assessors
:
Salaries $1,620.00
2,292.42
Expense of Association 13.80
Printing, stationery, postage 133.07
Auto hire and care fares 118.60
Registration of Deeds 32.50
Town Clerk
:
Salary $180.00
1,917.97
Recording, oaths of office,
statistical returns 97.50
Printing, stationery, postage
and telephone 42.33
319.83
Elections and Registrations
:
Registrars $ 90.00o
Election Officers
Printing, buses, preparing
345.60
booths, etc. 308.60
744.20
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30.00
444.17
147.39
100.00
525.40
$9,159.36
Protection of Persons and Property
Police Department
:
Pay roll. Chief $1,620.00
Call men 635.75
Transportation 200.00
Equipment 2.85
Traffic Signal 166.43
Traffic signs and lines 20.88
Medical attendance, ambulance 34.35
Telephone
Fire Department
:
Pay roll. Clerk
Supt. of Fire Alarm 75.00
Call men 300.00
Fires 721.00
Equipment and upkeep 558.63
Oil, gas, freight 54.92
Fire Alarm System 233.50
Rent of Church Tower 50.00
Stationery, telephone 5.15
118.25
— 2,798.51
$ 75.00
Certification of Notes
Legal Claims
:
Town Counsel $436.37
Damage Claim 7.80
Planning Board
:
Association dues, postage,
stationery $ 20.49
Maps, blue prints, etc. 126.90
Town Hall
:
Repairs to roof, drains, etc.
Maintenance
Janitor $240.00
Labor and supplies 11.70
Fuel 91.50
Electricity and water 159.42
Repairs and upkeep 4.93
Telephone 17.85
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Buildings,
Repairs 74.34
Janitors 145.00
Fuel 187.23
Electricity and water 22.60
Moth Extermination
:
Superintendent $1,220.00
Labor 24.00
Teaming 50.00
Equipment 3.95
Insecticides 51.46
Tree Warden
:
Warden $510.00
Labor 288.00
Equipment, gas, oil 101.50
Sealer of Weights and Measures :
Salary $135.00
Transportation 45.00
Equipment 14.59
2,502.37
1,349.41
899.50
194.59
7,744.38
Health
Board of Health
:
Salaries $157.50
Milk Inspector 25.00
Inspecting hogs 7.60
Quarantine, posting 24.00
Medical treatment,
and medicines 106.40
Provisions 34.55
Rent and fuel 27.00
Tuberculosis,
Board and treatment 365.00
Hospital treatment 17.50
Burying dead animals 2.00
Printing, signs, telephone,
auto hire 29.82
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District Nurse
:
Salary $1,080.00
Substitute 80.00
Medicines and telephone 131.29
1,291.29
Medical Inspection of Schools 135.00
Inspection of Animals 135.00
Highways
Highways and Bridges
:
Labor $2,780.50
Road materials 634.99
Truck hire 430.49
Equipment and upkeep
Trucks, Roller, etc., upkeep
146.74
1,553.24
Oil and gas 269.31
Stationery, blue prints, tel..
mileage, freight 177.62
$5,992.89
Highways Surveyor, Salary 1,620.00
Oiling Highways
:
Labor $2,010.75
Road materials 2,256.95
Truck hire 533.15
Oil and gas 104.77
Equipment, tel., mileage 94.38
5,000.00
Chapter 90, Maintenance
:
Labor $4,944.00
Road materials 2,369.61
Truck hire 863.13
Gas and oil 333.67
Equipment 123.16
Signs, fence, posts 143.38
Telephone, auto hire 94.90
8,871.85
Railings
:
Labor $197.00
Materials 101.51
298.51
Sidewalks
:
Labor $150.00
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Materials 112.18
Truck hire 36.25
Snow Removal
:
Labor $2,387.69
Truck and team hire 1,013.66
Sand, gravel, gas 116.29
Equipment, mileage 117.08
Equipment Building, Maintenance
:
Repairs and upkeep $ 71.05
Fuel 113.50
Water and electricity 65.05
Street Lighting
Construction, Cochituate Road
from Legion Square
:
Road materials $2,386.03
Curb, inlets, catch basins, etc. 355.26
Fence 994.08
Sidewalks 174.10
J. Butler Claims Acct. 270.34
Tel., gas, grease, oil, etc. 258.70
Construction, Cochituate Road, State
Rd. to 500 ft. beyond Conn. Path
:
W. & L. Engineering Claims Acct.
Labor $ 75.00
Mass. Broken Stone Co. 4,846.40
Construction, Castle Gate, South
:
Labor $261.50
Truck hire 238.75
Materials 176.33
Excavation and fill 189.30
Legal service, plan of takings,
etc. 176.61
Construction, Cochituate Road from
MacKenna’s to Conn. Path :
Labor $2,958.83
Rent of trucks, steam shovel,
tractor 1,153.13
298.43
3,634.72
249.60
5,970.83
4,438.51
4,921.40
1,042.29
Gas and oil 137.46
Road materials 3,866.76
Blasting 118.16
Tools 25.75
Tel., note book, medical
treatment 17.93
Construction, Concord Rd., Sect. 2
:
Labor $1,872.13
Rent of trucks, steam shovel 1,435.00
Gas, oil, grease 57.71
Road materials
Tools
Tel., postage
2,431.88
31.00
1.92
Highways C. W. A.
:
Blue prints $6.02
Rent of trucks 430.50
Gas tax, grease 10.39
Equipment 49.68
8,278.02
5,829.64
496.59
56,943.48
Charities
Public Welfare
:
Sundry Persons, Cash $ 4,400.46
Provisions 10,676.55
Rents 3,300.00
Fuel 1,475.94
Clothing 197.48
Hospitals and auto hire 586.90
Medical attendance and
medicines 580.65
Moving household furnitures
and carfares 55.30
State Institutions 273.00
Relief by other Towns 270.75
Commissioners’ Salaries 100.00
Clerk and Investigator, Salary 500.00
Equipment, printing, postage 135.79
Old Age Assistance
:
Sundry Persons, Cash
.
$5,320.55
$22,552.82
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Medical attendance and
medicine 128.95
Rent 20.00
Equipment, printing, tel., etc. 96.16
5,565.66
Public Welfare Gift Fund
:
Provisions
Fuel
Clothing
Medical attendance and
medicines
Ambulance and auto hire
Public Welfare, C. W. A.
:
Oil and gas and gas tax
Carfares, tel., records, etc.
State Aid
:
Sundry Persons, Cash
Soldiers’ Benefits
:
Sundry Persons, Cash
Provisions
Rents and electricity
Fuel
Clothing, etc.
Medical attendance and
medicines
Town of Marshfield
City of Quincy
$ 6.78
48.00
10.53
49.98
31.00
146.29
$20.28
39.79
60.07
1,144.00
$2,519.25
270.24
537.54
198.18
37.01
63.60
162.55
177.00
3,965.37
33,434.21
Schools and Libraries
Schools
:
Salaries,
Superintendent $1,575.02
Teachers 29,816.40
Attendance Officers 54.00
School Nurse 540.00
Janitors 1,868.00
Transportation 7,531.01
Text and Reference books 793.69
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Pupils’ supplies, music,
binding books 1,536.99
Buildings,
Fuel and water 1,208.40
Gas and electricity 253.83
Supplies 220.54
Equipment 190.04
Repairs and upkeep 1,020.20
General,
Printing, postage, etc. 58.33
Telephone 70.66
Supt., traveling expense 91.36
Freight and express 12.85
Note : By estimate
High School cost $16,997.92
Elementary School cost 29,843.40
$46,841.32
$46,841.32
Vocational Tuition :
City of Boston $200.70
City of Newton 535.13
Libraries
:
Salaries, Librarians and
Assistant $1,827.15
Books 28.05
Periodicals 42.25
Catalogue supplies, postage,
express 23.30
Telephone 39.05
Carting books 78.00
Buildings,
Janitors 588.70
Upkeep, etc. 46.55
Fuel 504.10
Electricity and water 133.15
Rent of Reading Room 300.00
3,610.30
Recreation and Unclassified
Park Commission
:
Labor on grounds $207.00
51,187.45
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Materials and carting 112.61
Tools 15.58
Playground Equipment 14.27
Memorial Day
:
Band $210.00
Refreshments 125.00
Markers and flags 26.91
Plants and wreaths 59.62
Buses and autos 27.50
Programmes 13.00
Postage, express, etc. 2.58
Care of Town Clocks
Insurance :
Town Buildings $871.50
School boilers,
Wayland School 259.50
Highway Dept.,
trucks, roller, etc. 401.00
Fire Dept., engines 66.90
Sealer, equipment 62.63
Highway, Employers’ Liability 106.65
Pumping Station, burglary 56.25
Pay roll and collections 41.26
Surety Bonds
:
Treasurer $120.50
Tax Collector 241.00
Town Clerk 5.00
Water Board Clerk 5.00
Town Reports
:
Printing $320.48
Preparing 25.00
Distributing 28.00
$349.46
464.61
40.00
1,865.69
371.50
383.48
Unpaid Bills of 1932. Voted Jan. 11, 1933 :
Public Welfare,
Peck & Davieau $55.27
Napoleon Perodeau 96.41
Otto H. Kohler 33.62
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Benson’s Store 26.29
Ida J. Kenrick 8.37
The Great A. & P. Tea Stores 66.55
Lawrence Collins 11.70
Hiram Nisbet 29.65
Florence Randolph 12.00
Paul Courville 21.60
Mrs. E. M. Hersey 40.00
I. A. Lupien 40.00
R. C. Dean 20.00
Waltham Cooperative Bank 17.00
James F. Tobin 20.00
Mrs. Janet Young 40.00
Com. of Mass., State
Infirmary 183.00
Town of Natick 280.00
Town of Plymouth 120.00
Town of Marblehead 135.30
Earle F. Prior, M.D. 3.00
Benj. F. Johnson, Jr. 2.50
Leonard Morse Hospital 17.00
Hobbs & Warren 3.00
First National Stores 136.00
The Tillson Farm 10.08
Martin A. Holmes 30.77
A. W. Atwood 52.20
E. E. Sparks, M.D. 7.00
Metropolitan Ice Co. 8.00
S. J. McDonnell 3.00
Kerwin Shoe Store 6.41
Robinson & Jones Co. 35.40
Frank Piper 12.00
James Lamont 15.00
Margaret Morrell 16.00
John J. Cochran, M.D. 3.00
Loker Funeral Service 60.00
R. S. Campbell 27.60
— 1,705.02
Unpaid Bills of 1931 and 1932.
Voted Mar. 8, 1933 :
Town of Marblehead $ 48.00
Town of Holliston 258.97
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Com. of Mass., State
Infirmary 92.00
Town of Plymouth 201.00
Town of Marblehead 4.00
Dana H. Elkins 20.00
623.97
Soldiers’ Benefits,
City of Quincy 92.00
Board of Health,
City of Quincy 858.00
Assessors’ Salaries 84.00
Moth Extermination 21.45
Fire Department,
Rent of Church Tower, Cochituate 100.00
Vocational Tuition,
City of Boston $ 46.32
City of Newton 193.42
239.74
Unpaid Bills of 1932. Voted July 17, 1933 :
Welfare,
L. B. Rowe, M.D. $ 50.00
Leonard Morse Hospital 93.00
Town of Natick 306.50
449.50
Notices of Meetings
:
Printing, postage, etc. 148.38
7,796.80
Enterprises and Cemeteries
Water Department
:
Salaries,
Commissioners $135.00
Clerk 300.00
Assistant Clerk 100.00
Superintendent 1,532.82
Engineer (Pumping Sta.)
General,
1,434.96
Printing, postage, etc. 57.50
Recording liens 3.51
Telephone 44.91
Freight and Express 24.67
Labor and truck hire 512.00
Truck, upkeep, oil, gas, etc. 181.77
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Equipment 237.22
Pipe and fittings 426.52
Hydrant-fittings 90.40
Wells 1,000.00
Pumps 700.00
Standpipe 1,698.87
Pumping Station,
Labor 396.00
Equipment
Repairs and upkeep
46.19
20.47
Light and fuel 808.61
Lakeview Cemetery
:
Labor $675.90
Materials 10.45
Equipment 26.98
Oil and gas 26.25
Plants, seeds, etc. 9.00
North and Center Cemeteries :
Labor $682.70
Equipment 28.54
Oil and gas 12.26
Plants, seeds, etc. 25.00
Cemeteries, General Improvement
:
Labor $71.10
Trucking 26.55
Loam and gravel 28.86
Tools 18.92
Oil and gas 17.65
$9,751.42
748.58
748.50
163.08
Interest
Notes
:
Anticipation of Revenue $5,066.96
Anticipation of Reimburse-
ment 236.46
School-house-addition,
Cochituate 320.00
Water Main Extension 2,140.60
Interest on Library Funds 25.00
$7,789.02
11,411.58
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Funds’ Income
:
Poor Funds, Sundry persons $ 175.25
Library Funds, Books 1,266.58
Cemetery Funds,
Labor and materials 664.05
2,105.88
9,894.90
Maturing Debt
Notes
:
Anticipation of Revenue
Anticipation of Reimbursement
$100,000.00
12,000.00
School-house-addition, Cochituate 2,000.00
Water Main Extensions 5,390.00
Trust Funds—Investments
Library
:
Temporary loan, Town o f Wayland $3,000.00
Cemetery : Provident Inst. for Savings 300.00
Taxes
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
:
Income $7,020.00
Park 12.01
State Audit 53.52
Old Age Assistance 1,008.00
— $8,093.53
County of Middlesex
:
County Tax $7,048.88
Tuberculosis Hospital 2,328.72
Dog Licenses 760.40
10,138.00
Refunds
Taxes 1930 $ 24.20
1931 114.75
1932 126.55
1933 4.74
Motor Excise 1932 3.20
Motor Excise 1933 21.06
119,390.00
3,300.00
18,231.53
$294.50
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Interest on Taxes 25.13
Beer Licenses 166.64
Collector’s Fees
Treasurer’s Checking Acct.
.70
(Credited checks cashed) .85
487.82
Total Expenditures $331,339.1
7
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RECEIPTS 1933. Classified. Total $321,586.42
Taxes
Tax Titles, Redemptions, Deposits,
Partial Payments
$136,852.51
3,539.56
$140,392.07
Departmental Revenue 339.41
Licenses, Permits, Fines 4,116.60
Interest, Taxes, Tax Titles, Deposits 4,894.72
Grants and Gifts
:
Federal Unemployment Relief $4,358.06
State Income, Corp., etc., Taxes 11,575.87
County, Dog Licenses 701.87
State, Road Construction 5,668.5
7
State and County, Road Maintenance 5,981.23
Welfare Gifts from Individuals 150.28
28,435.88
Reimbursements
:
Welfare $5,929.02
Old Age Assistance 2,208.58
State Aid 1,200.00
Veterans’ Exemptions 82.19
Board of Health 210.00
Schools, State Wards 598.33
Vocational Tuition 342.47
10,570.59
Loans
:
Anticipation of Revenue $101,000.00
Anticipation of Reimbursement 15,000.00
116,000.00
Agency
:
Trust Funds, Reinvestment $3,000.00
Trust Funds, Bequests 300.00
Trust Funds, Income 2,235.58
Water Receipts 9,357.78
Sale of Cemetery Lots and Graves 175.00
School, Donation Fund 8.00
Treasurer’s Fees 21.00
Collector’s Fees 379.45
Dog License Receipts
Bal. Collector’s Checking Acct.
760.40
198.72
16,435.93
Cash Refunds 401.22
Total Receipts
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$321,586.42
PAYMENTS 1933. Classified. Total $331,339.17
Departmental Expenditures $143,469.96
Special Appropriations :
Castle Gate South, Road Construction $1,042.49
Cochituate Road, Sec. 3 and Concord
Road, Sec. 2, Reconstruction 6,000.00
7,042.49
Taxes
:
State $8,093.53
County 9,377.60
17,471.13
Indebtedness
:
Funded debt $ 7,390.00
Notes, Anticipation of Revenue 100,000.00
Anticipation of Reimbursement 12,000.00
119,390.00
Unpaid Bills of 1931. 1932:
Public Welfare $2,778.49
Board of Health 858.00
Soldiers’ Benefits 92.00
Vocational Tuition 239.74
Fire Department 100.00
Assessors’ Salary 84.00
Moth Extermination 21.45
4,173.68
Special Appropriations of 1931, 1932:
Cochituate Rd., Reconstruction Sec. 1 $4,921.40
Cochituate Rd., Reconstruction Sec. 2 4,438.51
9,359.91
Agency
:
Funds’ Income $2,105.88
Funds’ Investment 3,300.00
Collector’s Fees 379.45
Treasurer’s Fees 24.00
Dog Licenses (Collections) 760.40
Dog Licenses (Donated by the County) 701.87
Donation Fund (For School) 8.00
Welfare Gift Fund 146.29
Cemeteries, General improvement 163.08
Water Receipts for Maintenance 6,216.42
Water Receipts for Water Notes Interest 2,050.60
134
State and County Grants for Road
Maintenance
State & Discount (for County) for
Road Construction
Refunds
5,981.23
8,107.66
29,944.88
487.12
Total Payments $331,339.1
7
TAX BALANCES, DECEMBER 31, 1933
Taxes 1929 Real Estate
Moth
Taxes 1930 Real Estate
Motor Excise
Moth
Taxes 1931 Real Estate and Personal
Poll
Old Age Assistance
Motor Excise
Moth
$54.58
5.00
$ 3.65
51.45
.75
$594.52
46.00
19.00
420.15
9.50
Taxes 1932 Real Estate and Personal $25,318.80
Poll 340.00
Old Age Assistance 165.00
Motor Excise 1,631.97
Moth 66.50
Taxes 1933 Real Estate and Personal $84,442.75
Poll 900.00
Old Age Assistance 456.00
Motor Excise 3,179.38
Moth 178.50
$59.58
55.85
1,089.17
27,522.27
1933 Street Betterment Assessments
89,156.63
$117,883.50
582.00
Total $118,465.50
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$175,777.56;
$17,577.56
RESERVE
FUND
1933
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Cemetery
Funds
J.
M.
Parmenter
$5,000
Various
Perpetual
Care
13,200
Income
Poor
$175.25
Library
1,274.87
Cemetery
785.46
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$42,409.72
$42,409.72
EXCESS
AND
DEFICIENCY
1933
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$46,965.00
$46,965.00
BALANCE
SHEET,
DECEMBER
31,
1933
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Poor
175.25
Library
44.92
Cemetery
976.77
Sale
of
Cemetery
Lots
and
Graves
175.00
Com.
of
Mass.,
Old
Age
Tax
7.00
Temporary
Loans
64,000.00
Excess
and
Deficiency
39,224.11
Cochituate
Road
Sec.
2,
Recon-
struction
418.29
Castle
Gate
South,
Road
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ASSESSORS’ REPORT
For the Year Ending December 31, 1933
Real Estate April 1, 1933
Personal Estate April 1, 1933
Real Estate April 1, 1932
Personal Estate April 1, 1932
Loss in taxable value
December assessment
Polls assessed April 1
Old Age Assistance
Supplementary polls for 1932
Number of Horses assessed
Number of Cows
Number of Sheep
Neat cattle other than cows
Number of Swine
Number of dwelling houses
Number of fowl
Number of motor vehicles
Value of motor vehicles
Tax on motor vehicles
Moth tax
Tax rate on property
Tax rate on Motor Vehicles
$5,181,106
533,878
$5,714,984
$5,246,576
548,331
$5,794,907
$79,923
$8,100
$1,958
$991
$14
89
250
16
62
956
1,122
7,063
1,266
$267,129
$7,077.45
$27.10 per $1,000
$31.55
Assets
Tax on property
From Estimated Receipts
Polls
Available funds
$155,201.01
33,129.02
1,958.00
260.00
$190,548.03
144
Tax Levy 1933
State Tax $7,020.00
State Park 12.01
State Audit 53.52
County Tax 7,048.88
Town appropriations 173,721.50
Deficit overlay 1924 3.76
1925 4.42
1926 5.06
1927 4.42
1928 77.49
1930 115.04
1931 488.41
Overlay 1,408.77
$189,963.28
Cemeteries 260.00
Moths 324.75
-$190,548.03
DANIEL BRACKETT,
SIDNEY LOKER,
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS,
Assessors
,
Town of Wayland.
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REPORT OF THE WAYLAND PLANNING BOARD
FOR 1933
The members of the Planning Board regret the loss of their
beloved Chairman, Mr. Frank I. Cooper, who so suddenly
passed from among us on October 23rd. We have endeavored
to carry on the work of the Board with the same co-operative
spirit as that imparted by Mr. Cooper’s fine example and leader-
ship which has been an inspiration to us ever since the first
Board was formed seven years ago.
Our efforts have been directed toward the preparation of
plans for welfare projects similar to the Cochituate Drainage
proposal which we hope may be reconsidered at the 1934 annual
meeting. Other projects prepared are a landscape and grading
plan for the Town Hall lot approved by the Board of Park
Commissioners
;
also a Plan and Profile of the Hynes Brook
and of the Library Brook both in Wayland Center, and sug-
gested as C. W. A. Cleaning Projects by the Selectmen. The
prints were turned over to the Welfare Board.
The Planning Board endorses Zoning of the Town and has
lent its support to the Zoning Committee. We believe that the
Town should avail itself of the protection a proper zoning law
will aflford.
GILBERT SMALL, Chairman,
OTTO H. KOHLER,
JAMES BOLTON,
HOWARD S. RUSSELL, Clerk.
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE
For the Year Ending December 31, 1933
Assault
Abuse of female child
Rape and attempt
Breaking and entering and larceny
Larceny and attempt
Delinquency
Disturbing the peace
Drunkenness
Motor vehicle laws violating
Non-support
Stubbornness
Tramps
Runaway children
Neglected child
Arrested for other Departments
Immoral entertainment
Insanity
Wayland State
Police Police
8
1
12
2
8
12
12
5
1
1
4
1
2
13
1
1
1
4
3
12
31
1
83 53
HARRY W. CRAIG,
Chief of Police .
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REPORT OF THE FIRE ENGINEERS
The Wayland and Cochituate companies have answered 81
alarms the past year, as follows
:
Buildings 24
Chimney fires 6
Automobiles 3
Woods 21
Grass 16
Brush 3
Needless 1
False 7
81
Even though fewer alarms have been answered the fire loss
has exceeded that of any previous year being over $40,000.
The Fire Alarm System and present apparatus are inade-
quate to meet the demands continually being made upon them.
The Alarm System should be improved and extended to
cover Wayland Village.
The two Reo trucks purchased in 1919 should be replaced
at once as they have no value as fire fighting equipment. The
replacement of these old trucks would place the department in
a position to meet any demands which might be made upon it.
If the citizens of Wayland expect proper fire protection
they must provide their volunteer department with proper
apparatus.
THEODORE H. HARRINGTON,
ERNEST H. DAMON,
ALBERT J. REACH.
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REPORT OF MOTH SUPERINTENDENT
1933
Pay Roll
Daniel Graham $1,220.00
Roy Campbell 20.00
Charles Brackett 4.00
Schedule of Bills
Hoppers Products Co. $7.75
Bowker Chemical Co. 44.62
A. W. Hunt, team on sprayer 50.00
Wayland Motors, gasoline and repairs 3.95
$106.32
Private Work $324.75
Sale of Lead $30.00
DANIEL J. GRAHAM,
Moth Superintendent.
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SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Cochituate, Mass., January 24, 1934.
The Sealer of Weights and Measures submits the follow-
ing report for year ending November 30, 1933.
Sealed Not Sealed
Platform scales over 5,000 lbs. 2
Platform scales under 5,000 lbs. 9
Counter scales 11
Spring balances 32 1
Computing scales (platform) 8
Computing scales (hanging) 1
Slot weighing scales 2
Weights (avoirdupois) 74 3
Liquid measures 32
Gas pumps 32 1
Quantity stops on pumps 108
Kerosene pumps 10
Milk bottles tested 150
Yard sticks 1
Oil measuring pumps 61
Total 533 5
Trial Reweighing
Correct Over Under
Coke (in bags) 6 1
Wood (in bags) 5 1
Flour (in bags) 8
Coal (in bags) 7 1L
Fees Collected
—
$38.53.
Respectfully submitted,
ALBERT B. MARCHAND,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
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REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
Cochituate, Mass., January, 1934.
The Board of Health submits the following report for the
year of 1933.
Contagious Diseases
Scarlet Fever 9
Measles 3
Chicken Pox 31
Dog Bite 5
Whooping Cough 6
Lobar Pneumonia 1
Licenses Granted
Alcohol 11
The permits issued by the Board are as follows
:
Conduct Undertaking Establishment 1
Keeping swine 3
Building cesspool 2
The Board has investigated many complaints during the
year. All contagious diseases that were reported were taken
care of, but nothing can be done unless the case has been
reported by the physician in charge or by the head of the
family.
The Board wishes that everyone would realize the neces-
sity of knowing the General Laws governing contagious cases.
The State Board of Health recommends that all children
entering school be given the Antitoxin Test for the prevention
of diphtheria.
The Town of Natick assumed the responsibility of one of
our contagious cases and paid the bill to the hospital direct,
which enabled us to turn back to the Town the sum of $561.13.
WALDO L. LAWRENCE, Chairman
,
ERNEST H. DAMON, Clerk
,
JOHN J. LINNEHAN,
Board of Health.
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REPORT OF MILK INSPECTOR
December 31, 1933.
I herewith submit my report for 1933. There have been
twenty-six licenses issued to dealers to sell milk in the Town
of Wayland.
JOHN J. LINNEHAN,
Milk Inspector.
REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
January 1, 1934.
I herewith submit my report as Inspector of Animals for
the year 1933.
Number of Cows inspected 292
Number of Young Stock 70
Number of Pigs 609
Number of Goats 16
Number of Dogs quarantined 6
Respectfully submitted,
F. J. BIGWOOD,
Inspector of Animals.
REPORT OF WAYLAND DISTRICT NURSE
Madam President and Members of the
Wayland District Nursing Association:
I hereby submit my thirteenth annual report for the year
ending December 31, 1933.
The Pre-School Conference, conducted by the State Depart-
ment of Public Health, which was opened here in April, 1933,
is doing excellent work.
The examinations which it offers are in charge of a child
specialist, a nutritian worker, a dental hygienist and a state
nursing consultant.
I have made appointments for these examinations by visit-
ing the homes of pre-school children and consulting with their
parents. I have had splendid co-operation.
It is hoped that all parents of children entering school for
the first time in September, 1934, will have them examined and
have all defects corrected before school begins, for a child who
is physically handicapped by diseases fails to do good school
work.
I have made a great many social service calls and have
helped Mrs. Stone in the distribution of the Red Cross cloth-
ing. I want to take this opportunity to thank Mrs. Stone for
her support and assistance.
Cases carried 203
Nursing visits 841
Prenatal visits 31
Deliveries attended 6
Advisory visits 109
Friendly visits 36
Patients accompanied to hospitals 9
Pre-school visits 180
Respectfully submitted,
MARY E. McNElL.
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REPORT OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
To the Citizens of the Town of Wayland
:
Materials
The past year 40,098 gals, of bituminous material have
been used on our highways. Of this amount 33,193 gals, were
Tarvia and 6,905 gals, of Asphaltic oil.
14,476 gals, of Tarvia were used on Chapter 90 Mainten-
ance.
Railings
1,396 ft. of wood fence were erected on the Island Road
and 345 feet on various turn roads caused mostly by machines.
Culverts
7 stone culverts have been repaired and 128 feet of drain-
age pipe have been replaced.
Gravel
847 yards of gravel have been spread on our roads this
year. Shoulders have been cut back and 1,147 yards of waste
have been carried off and used to fill and widen narrow roads
where needed.
Sand
3,157 yards of sand have been used on Chap. 90 and oiling
work. Most of this was taken from the Town pit at Baldwin’s
Pond.
Stone Bridge
The old Stone Bridge on Stone Bridge Road is in very bad
condition. The abutments are working out of the place and
would be costly to replace. Two cars cannot pass, the bridge
being only twelve feet in width. The railing is absolutely use-
less other than being a guide.
Traffic has increased on this road to such an extent that
accidents are bound to come at this bridge.
This year there has been work given to 168 men of this
Town.
Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR H. DUDLEY.
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CIVIL WORKS ADMINISTRATION
January 1, 1934.
The Civil Works Programme was put into effect on Nov-
ember 20, 1933. The Work-relief Project that was being car-
ried on in Lakeview Cemetery was then transferred to a Civil
Works Project and carried on for the following two weeks.
Following is a summary of the Civil Works Programme
here in Wayland up to January 1, 1934.
Quota for Wayland, 67 men, $8,114.00
Number of projects approved 11
Amount allowed for labor $9,607.50
Amount allowed for materials 875.80
Trucking to be paid for by the town 1,416.00
Value of the donation of the town by use
of the town trucks 824.00
Total value of the projects $12,723.30
Cost to government $10,483.30
Cost to town $1,416.00
Expenditure for labor up to Jan. 1, 1934 $4,640.88
Respectfully submitted,
MARTIN A. HOLMES,
Civil Works Administrator.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
FOR THE YEAR 1933
The following is a summary of the number aided during
the past year :
Total number of cases aided 67
Representing adults 135
Representing children 166
Total 301
Number of persons settled here 140
Number of persons unsettled 161
Number of persons settled here, aided elsewhere 49
Number of persons aided under Mothers’ Aid law 4
Number of persons in State institutions 1
Number of cases dropped in December
on account of the C. W. A. 12
Respectfully submitted,
M. A. HOLMES, Chairman
,
R. S. CAMPBELL, Clerk
,
H. MOYSE.
Old Age Assistance
Total number of cases aided during 1933 24
Number of new cases
Number of deaths
Number of cases not allowed
Number of cases settled here 15
Number of cases settled elsewhere 7
R. S. CAMPBELL, Agent .
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REPORT OF PARK COMMISSIONERS
Appropriation for 1933 $350.00
Expense for 1933 349.46
Unexpended balance $ .54
Respectfully submitted,
FRANCIS R. GLADU,
CAMILE PERODEAU,
J. E. EINNEHAN,
Park Commissioners.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY EXTENSION SERVICE
Following is a general report of the work carried on by the
Middlesex County Extension Service in the Town of Wayland
for 1933.
Considerable time was spent in the Town assisting in the
development of the area test for the eradication of bovine tuber-
culosis. This was followed up with assistance on dairy replace-
ments and also much time was spent in attempting to improve
milk marketing conditions. Sectional, County, and State meet-
ings have been attended and it is hoped that some progress is
being made.
Local poultrymen have been given assistance in marketing
problems, disease control, housing, and flock management.
A local meeting of interest to market gardeners was held
during the winter and farm visits were made to fruit growers.
Joseph Decatur again made the State 300 Bushel Potato
Club with a record of 336.71 bushels.
A large and active Extension group in Wayland Center
carried the regular homemaker’s day program this year. The
leaders were Mrs. Leslie Reid, Mrs. T. P. Costello, and Mrs.
Nellie Curley.
The Cochituate Mothers’ Club of 50 members carries the
Extension program regularly. Mrs. Arthur Peck, Mrs. Mar-
garet Morrill, and Mrs. Stacia Celorier were leaders for this
group.
The Wayland Center group has also carried the program
in making children’s coats and hats, with Mrs. Flora Cody and
Mrs. Joseph Decatur as leaders.
The Parent-Teachers group in Cochituate has twice called
for help from the Extension Service. At one time an illustrated
158
nutrition talk was given and at another time a discussion of
storage space was presented.
For boys and girls 4-H Club work F. C. Benedict has
served as Town chairman. Leaders for the clubs in the Town
were Mrs. Joseph Decatur, Miss Doris Litchfield, Mrs. George
Lewis, Mrs. James Walker, Miss Muriel Moran, Stanley Hew-
itt, and Elmer Bigwood.
The Cochituate group held an exhibit in connection with
the P. T. A. meeting in June.
In the thrift class of County and State dress revues Muriel
Moran was a winner. Dorothy Decatur, Alice Cerastia and
Alice Cowern took part in the County revue. Ruth Decatur was
pianist for the State revue. She also broadcasted several selec-
tions during the music broadcast over Station WLEY.
Elmer Bigwood was awarded ten days at the State 4-H
Camp. A two-day trip to the State College was awarded to
Alice Cowern and Mary Carastia for excellence in clothing
work and to John Lindbohm for handicraft.
The Wayland canning club held a store-window exhibit
and later received an award on a group exhibit at Acton Fair.
John Lindbohm and Herbert Schleicher were winners in
the sectional handicraft contest in Ashland.
Tours to visit 4-H gardens were made by both garden clubs.
Wayland 4-H clubs entered a Town exhibit at the Lincoln
Fair.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
AND THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
OF THE
TOWN OF WAYLAND
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1933
SCHOOL DIRECTORY
School Committee
Mrs. Dorothy C. Stone
Llewellyn Mills
Cornelius J. Maguire
Term expires 1934
Term expires 1935
Term expires 1936
Organization
Llewellyn Mills, Chairman
Cornelius J. Maguire, Secretary
Frank H. Benedict, Superintendent
Ernest E. Sparks, M. D., School Physician
Mrs. Mary E. McNeil, School Nurse
Mrs. Mary E. McNeil, Supervisor of Attendance
School Calendar
1934
Schools close February 16
Recess of one week
Schools open February 26
Schools close April 13
Recess of one week
Schools open April 23
Elementary Schools close June 15
High School closes June 19
High School Graduation Exercises, June 20
Summer Vacation
Schools open September 5
Schools close December 21
Holidays
March 30 May 30 October 12
November 12 November 29, and 30
1935
Schools open January 2
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
To the Citizens of Wayland :
Following a time honored custom the School Committee of
Wayland presents its annual report for the year ending Dec-
ember 31, 1933. Incorporated in this report are the reports
of the Superintendent of Schools, Principal of Schools, the
School Physician, the School Nurse, and the Supervisor of
Attendance. These reports will be found to contain much of
interest and a careful perusal on the part of our citizens is
earnestly requested.
The year that has just come to a close has been a very
successful one in every way. All persons responsible for the
conduct of our schools from the Superintendent to the enter-
ing class teachers have devoted themselves unselfishly to the
work of maintaining that high standard which has characterized
the schools of Wayland.
Your Committee regards it as a paramount duty to provide
every means possible for the proper development of the pupils
to the end that they may become mentally, morally, physically,
and socially fit members of society.
We have been very fortunate in the matter of overturn
of teachers. The policy of the Committee in engaging the
services of local girls of outstanding ability has proven satis-
factory and is found to result in smaller overturn as time goes
by.
The unbearably crowded conditions in schools having been
thoroughly aired in special Town meetings, said Town meetings
having authorized the construction of a new building, we may
thus dismiss our major problem. The new structure, modern
in every way and ideal for the purposes for which it is to be
erected, will make future relief many years ahead.
In conclusion the School Committee desires to compliment
all in the school service on their commendable action in the
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present wages. The School Committee expresses its apprecia-
tion for the noble work of aiding the worthy poor and to each
boy and girl who has helped in any way to make life happier
for his little neighbor in this time of stress the Committee
extends its need of thanks.
May the year we are just entering upon be characterized
by the same untiring endeavor on the part of our teachers as
the year just closed. May the clouds of depression be dissipated
and the sunshine of prosperity again gladden the hearts of our
people.
Respectfully submitted,
CORNELIUS J. MAGUIRE,
DOROTHY C. STONE,
LLEWELLYN MILLS,
School Committee.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
1933
Mary Kerr
Eleanor Partridge
Florence I. Holmes
Evelyn Littlefield
Janet M. MacMamara
Drusilla Goodwin
Marjorie M. Lareau
Jane Noel Campbell
Ethelyn Morrill
Sulo A. Kempainen
Mabel S. Draper
Elizabeth Smith
Gertrude Macdonald
Julia B. Smith
Ernest W. Schleicher
Marguerite E. Peaslee
Doris Litchfield
Frank H. Benedict
David J. Allen
A. Marion Simpson
Maude E. Merrithew
Mildred A. Henderson
Francis R. Gladu
Margaret C. Robbins
Janie C. Foster
Alice Ashley
Thomas Metcalf
James Morton
Winnifred Blackmer
Mary E. McNeil
Mary E. McNeil
Salaries
$1,530.00
1.305.00
1
.
121.00
1.064.00
1.299.00
848.25
280.00
1.289.00
1.305.00
1.170.00
1.305.00
1,305.00
1.305.00
896.00
360.00
630.00
240.00
1,575.02
2.700.00
1.530.00
1.352.00
1.518.00
1.800.00
1,260.00
1,485.00
604.00
930.00
930.00
79.15
495.00
54.00
Substitutes
Elizabeth H. Partridge 14.00
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Mabel Hammond 28.00
Doris Litchfield 4.00
Alice Ashley 28.00
Helen R. DeMerritt 24.00
Richard M. Rogers 138.00
Holland M. Gage 8.00
Joanna E. MacCauley 45.00
Transportation
Blue Ribbon Garage $5,600.00
George N. Sherman 1,140.00
Frank |. Bigwood 342.00
Helen Carter Wheeler 380.00
*William S. Lovell 69.01
Books
Prentice Hall, Inc. 3.74
Silver, Burdett and Company 79.93
Allyn and Bacon 74.20
Ginn and Company 177.85
Iroquois Publishing Company
The Macmillan Company
39.55
28.77
Edward E. Babb and Company, Inc. 40.54
Scott, Foresman and Company 5.00
Houghton Mifflin and Company 5.00
American Book Company 87.60
The John C. Winston Company 56.87
Benjamin H. Sanborn and Company 53.37
Charles M. Lamprey 15.50
D. C. Heath and Company 114.85
Supplies
Burroughs Adding Machine Co. $1.50
Natick Printing Company 4.00
The Suburban Press 26.50
A. B. Dick Company 16.27
C. C. Birchard and Company 8.82
Edward E. Babb and Company, Inc. 572.46
F. S. Webster Company 2.25
Colby and Company 3.40
John C. Winston Company 3.92
$33,853.42
7,531.01
782.77
insurance, G. N. Sherman
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J. L. Hammett Company 144.10
Boston Music Company 9.80
Remington Rand Inc. 4.23
Central Scientific Company 22.32
D. C. Heath and Company 4.72
Ginn and Company 44.01
Harcourt, Brace and Company, Inc. 14.91
Milton Bradley and Company 96.71
Miscellaneous of Operation
New England Tel. and Tel. Company $60.51
Boston Consolidated Gas Company 34.80
The Edison Electric 111. Co. of Boston 219.03
Philgas Company 15.00
The Holmerden Company 9.75
Spaulding Moss Company 2.18
Andrews Paper Company 116.30
Fuel
City Fuel Company $1,172.90
George V. Evans 5.50
Thomas Metcalf 1.00
Maynard Porter 1.50
Repairs, Replacements, Upkeep
E. W. Marston and Son $17.65
Burroughs Adding Machine Co. 14.70
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 13.15
Thomas Metcalf 6.16
Edward E. Babb and Company, Inc. 2.02
H. L. Jones 3.50
Charles H. Smith 19.88
The Wayland Lumber Company 1.20
J. L. Hammett Company 21.14
Royal Typewriter Company 52.50
John C. Wright 4.80
The Fiske Corporation 20.44
A. W. Ames 16.37
S. J. McDonnell 92.38
Lockhart Hardware Company 29.78
Martin A. Holmes 1.85
Natick Plumbing and Heating Co. 120.96
979.92
457.57
1,180.90
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j. C. Massie
L. C. Smith & Corona Typewriter
80.75
Company, Inc. 46.05
Maynard Porter 12.50
C. Warren 63.71
Gordon F. Genthner 95.00
Kenney Bros, and Wolkins 1.90
A. F. French and Son Company 150.25
John Ploss 5.00
H. L. MacDonald 8.18
The Billings-Chapin Company 16.55
Alexander |. Lizotte 81.75
Heywood Wakefield Company 1.42
Dura Binding Company 111.16
Gledhill Bros. Inc. 13.85
Electric Equipment Company 73.85
Central Scientific Company 24.10
Underwood-Elliott Fisher Company 7.70
Andrews Express Company 1.50
D. W. Richardson 8.00
Remington Rand Inc. 65.00
Miscellaneous
The Wayland Water Board $30.00
C. B. Dolge Company 20.39
The Holmerden Company 29.25
Andrews Express Company .25
The Natick Bulletin Press 1.50
C. W. Fairbank 23.40
Howe and Company 9.60
Hercules Kalon Company 26.55
Gibbs Express .50
A. W. Atwood 49.00
J. L. Hammett Company 40.84
The Suburban Press 11.00
Boston Mill Ends Company 5.55
New Equipment
L. C. Smith & Corona Typewriter
Company, Inc. $70.50
Edward E. Babb and Company, Inc. 88.85
Gledhill Brothers, Inc. 117.90
1,306.11
247.83
277.25
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General Control
F. H. Benedict $107.65
D. J. Allen 10.75
Natick Printing Company 7.25
Library
The John C. Winston Company $1.92
Edward E. Babb and Company, Inc. 16.00
Building Alterations
Maynard Porter
Physical Education
Harold F. Fischer $18.00
J. W. Brine 15.83
N. E. Equipment Company 14.03
Union Lumber Company 1.30
Horace Partridge Company 12.72
Health
B. W. Johnson
Total
Special Appropriation
Ernest E. Sparks
Grand total
Recapitulation
Income
Town Grant $46,500.00
One-half Dog Fund 350.94
Income-Donation Fund 8.00
Boston and Albany Railroad
Reimbursement 1.56
Town Grant-Special
Total
Expenditures
Salaries $33,853.42
Transportation 7,531.01
Books 782.77
125.63
17.92
12.86
61.88
6.25
$46,841.32
135.00
$46,976.32
$46,860.50
135.00
$46,995.50
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Supplies 979.92
Miscellaneous of Operation 457.5/
Fuel 1,180.90
Repairs, Replacements, Upkeep 1,306.11
Miscellaneous 247.83
New Equipment 277.25
General Control 125.63
Library 17.92
Building Alterations 12.86
Physical Education 61.88
Health 6.25
School Physician 135.00
46,976.32
Balance $19.18
Income on Account of the School Department Credited
to Estimated Receipts Acccount
State—General School Fund, Part 1 $4,222.00
Tuition of State Wards 495.33
Transportation of State Wards 103.00
$4,820.33
Sale of Pump and Motor $20.00
Toll Collections 4.50
24.50
Total $4,844.83
Income from State-Reimbursement on Account of Voca-
tional Tuition for year ending August 31, 1932 $342.47
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the Wayland School Committee
:
My twenty- fourth annual report is herewith presented.
It is the thirty-seventh in the series from the office of the Union
Superintendent.
It is highly gratifying to record the fact that a new
high school building is all but assured the boys and girls of
Wayland. It may not be completed for occupancy another
September but before another winter we confidently hope to
see the high school students so housed.
The combination building that has served both High and
Elementary Schools so well until outgrown as to numbers the
last few years will be used for elementary grades alone. The
use of the rest room, School Committee office, Principal’s office,
the halls, and the inconveniently located attic rooms will be
abandoned in so far as class room service is concerned. The
eight legitimate class rooms will be available for the service
of the eight grades of the Center Elementary School. The
seven teachers now employed in the Elementary School at the
Center will take seven of the class rooms in place of the four
now used, supplemented by offices and halls. Five grades will
be assigned to five teachers and the three upper grades to two
teachers. This will leave one room for general school purposes
until such time as the number of children shall have increased
to the point where another teacher must be employed. Thus
the combination elementary and high school building will be-
come a simple elementary school building after thirty-seven
years of dual service.
The National Government has allotted the Town of Way-
land under the Federal Emergency Relief Administration,
Emergency Educational Program, the sum of $41.95 per month.
This sum has to be expended for certain projects not in any
way related to the regular educational program of the Town.
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The first object of these allotments is to furnish employment
to unemployed teachers. There are no funds available for hire
of rooms, heat, or janitor service, transportation, or for supplies
with the exception of 5% of the allotment for supplies. Miss
Emma M. fones has been engaged as Director of a Pre-School
Center, the work to be done in the home of the Misses Jones
at the corner of Main Street and Sunset Road. Pre-School
children will meet Miss Jones five mornings per week from 9
until 12. We are directed by the State Department of Educa-
tion to plan for this Government Aid through June of the
Current School Year.
Miss Dorothy Gallagher has been granted her request for
a second year of observation and practice teaching in the
Cochituate School. She gains her Normal School Practice
teaching requirement thereby. Last year Miss Gallagher
observed and worked with Miss Morrill. The current year
she is studying under the direction of Mrs. Campbell. We are
very glad to offer this service to resident student teachers.
Miss Ena Tillson, graduate of Boston University, has been
giving her services in the schools the current school year as
an apprentice in physical education. Miss Tillson is working
generously and vigorously for the betterment of the health of
our boys and girls. Her work is with all elementary school
children and with the young women of the high school who
elect physical education. Her work embraces instruction as
to employment of spare time through wholesome inexpensive
recreation. We hope that the experience Miss Tillson is getting
in our schools may assist her in realizing her desire to secure
work in some school system able to employ a salaried director
of physical education.
A few observations may be made that are worthy of record
in this report.
Football, hockey, and baseball have been carried on in a
very wholesome way through the efforts and forethought of Mr.
Gladu and Principal Allen. Mr. Gladu is referred to as our
“Coach". He holds a full time academic teaching place in
our High School Faculty. Principal Allen and Mr. Gladu
give of their services freely and furnish much transportation
for the teams most generously. In behalf of the boys of the
High School I am pleased to thank Mr. Gladu and Principal
Allen for their generosity in giving more than the required
service to the school. I also wish to thank the teachers for
their assistance in presenting entertainments to raise money to
support high school athletics. Some of our townspeople have
given money generously to this cause ; others have bought
tickets to games and entertainments
;
other have favored the
school by advertising through the school entertainment pro-
grams. I am sure that the students understand these contribu-
tions and are duly grateful to all. Equiping, maintaining equip-
ment, and paying officials for home games as well as transpor-
tation of the visiting team have been increasingly difficult to
finance as our squads of boys competing for places on the
teams or out for the health giving exercise have increased.
In June 1933 there was held in connection with the Schools
a Field Day of much merit. The Day will be long remembered
by the students as a bright spot in the school routine.
An exceptionally high grade school spirit has obtained in
all three schools. This fine spirit of fairplay and self direction
on the part of students is especially noteworthy in the much
crowded center building.
There are a large number of students in high school to-day
who would be at work were there work. The vision before
those who are fitting for college as teachers, or for other pro-
fessional lines or for those in the commercial classes is much
beclouded in these times. Hence a student body in high school
that maintains the morale maintained by our boys and girls in
Wayland High School is a compliment to the home, the com-
munity, and the students themselves and the teachers.
We have reason to be pleased with our transportation ser-
vice and our janitorial care of building.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK H. BENEDICT,
Superintendent of Schools.
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REPORT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Supt. Frank H. Benedict,
Cochituate, Mass.
Dear Mr. Benedict
:
I herewith submit to you my sixteenth annual report as
Principal of the Wayland High School.
The maximum enrollment of the school to date is 128
students. Of these 63 are boys and 65 are girls.
The enrollment January 3, 1934 is 117 students. Of these
53 are boys and 64 are girls.
The following tabulation shows the enrollment January 3,
1934, by classes:
Boys Girls Total
Freshman 25 22 47
Sophomore 16 16 32
Junior 10 15 ' 25
Senior 2 11 13
Total 53 64 117
The organization of the school is just about what it has
been for a number of years and I shall not go into detail about
it. In fact there are few topics that have not already been
taken up in earlier reports. Year by year the number of
students housed in the building has increased. This year in
addition to the 128 students of the High School, 14 students
of the 8th grade have had quarters on the second floor of the
building. This year 142 students have been housed in rooms
that should handle about 120 students. This has been accom-
plished by making use of rooms that should not be used for
class work.
I am glad that the citizens of the Town have taken steps
to provide more and better space for these students for the
future.
Sincerely yours,
DAVID J. ALLEN,
Principal.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
Mr. Frank H. Benedict,
Superintendent of Schools,
Cochituate, Mass.
Dear Mr. Benedict
:
I herewith have the honor of submitting to you my report
as School Physician of the Wayland Schools for the fiscal
year of 1933.
As in previous years each student has been carefully
examined and the defects if any have been duly recorded.
In the grades I found
169 who had defective tonsils
63 who had symptoms of adenoids
32 with enlarged cervical glands
91 showed poor posture
8 with heart murmurs
1 with questionable thyroid
232 children needing dental attention.
In the High School I found
14 tonsil cases
5 adenoid cases
18 with poor posture
6 with glandular symptoms
27 needing dental service
1 with thyroid 1
Skin diseases continue to appear but by excluding each
case as soon as discovered and not permitting them to return
until recovery is complete no serious trouble is experienced.
A very large percentage of the tonsils reported show only
minor defects. All abnormalities reported should in due time
consult their family physician for further advice.
The large number of poor teeth is rather of a disappoint-
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ment as in the preceding years there had been an improvement
in this line. Probably a yearly dental clinic is the only way to
keep pace with this condition.
There was no Toxin-antitoxin Clinic this year. If this
is allowed to lapse for a few years there will soon he enough
non-immune children to develop a diphtheria epidemic.
The State Department of Health now feels that there is
a real workable immunizing agent against scarlet fever. This
should be given careful consideration during the coming year.
I desire once more to extend to you, the School Nurse,
the teachers, and students my sincere thanks for assisting me
in this work.
Respectfully submitted,
ERNEST E. SPARKS.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
Mr. Frank H. Benedict,
Superintendent of Schools,
Cochituate, Mass.
Dear Sir:
I herewith submit my thirteenth annual report for the
year ending December 31, 1933. As in former years, I have
visited both school buildings daily unless outside work prevented
my doing so. Sight and hearing tests were given. Children
were weighed and measured every three months. Classroom
inspections were made at regular intervals. The school phy-
sician was assisted in making the annual physical examination
of pupils. A report of defects was submitted
;
notices of these,
signed by Dr. Sparks, were sent to the homes. A health history
is kept for each child.
During the summer vacation a number of children needing
Tonsil and Adenoid operations were cared for at the Fram-
ingham Hospital.
A number of cases of infection among the children during
the year were referred to the school physician, who advised
exclusion until the condition was corrected.
Quite a bit of social service work has been done among
the children.
Home visits to school children 269
Children accompanied home because of illness 21
Children excluded because of infection 65
First aid 33
Respectfully submitted,
MARY E. McNEIL.
REPORT OF THE
SUPERVISOR OF ATTENDANCE
Mr. Frank H. Benedict,
Superintendent of Schools,
Cochituate, Mass.
Dear Sir :
During the past year I have had tweny-three cases of
absence reported to me.
For my report of the school census, I refer you to the
figures on the following page, prepared for the annual state
returns.
Number having no excuse
Truants accompanied to school
Cases reported to the Boston School
23
5
Department 1
Respectfully submitted,
MARY E. McNEIL.
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CENSUS RETURNS
October 1, 1933
Number of boys five years of age and under seven 67
Number of girls five years of age and under seven 56
Total 123
Number of boys seven years af age and under fourteen 231
Number of girls seven years of age and under fourteen 177
Total 408
Number of boys fourteen years of age and under sixteen 47
Number of girls fourteen years of age and under sixteen 40
Total 87
Number of Children not Attending School
Five years old and under seven years of age
:
Boys 18
Girls 16
Total 34
Number of Children Attending Private Schools
Seven years old and under fourteen
:
Boys 3
Girls 1
Total 4
Fourteen years old and under sixteen years of age
:
Boys 2
Girls 2
Total 4
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Number of Children Instructed at Home
Children seven years old and under fourteen
:
Boys 2
Girls 4
Total 6
Children fourteen years old and under sixteen years of age
:
Boys ' 0
Girls 1
Total 1
Number of Children Attending Neighboring Public Schools
Children seven years old and under fourteen years of age
:
Bovs 5
Girls 3
Total 8
Children fourteen years old and under sixteen years of age
Boys 4
Girls 1
Total 5
Number of illiterate Minors 0
CURRENT REGISTRATION
Number Number
School Room Grade in Grade in Room Total
Cochituate 1 I 42 42
2 I 10
II 31 41
3 II 10
III 28 38
4 III 12
IV 26 38
5 IV 7
V 31 38
6 VI 35 35
7 VII 34 34
8 VIII 30 30 296
Center 1 I 29
II 26 55
2 III 27
IV 35 62
3 V 30
VI 23 53
4* VII 26 26
Office VIII 14 14 216
Total in Elementary Schools 512
High School Freshmen 48
Sophomores 41
Juniors 25
Seniors 13
Post Graduate 1 128
Total Registration 640
The enrolment is 37 more than last year.
* The Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Grades work in two rooms
under direction of two teachers.
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MEMBERSHIP BY AGE AND GRADE
OCTOBER i. 1933
BOYS
Age
Grade 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 Total
1 14 27 7 1 1 50
2 8 21 5 2 36
3 2 15 13 4 2 1 37
4 2 15 8 3 5 2 35
5 6 21 6 2 2 37
6 9 10 5 4 4 1 1 34
7 2 14 8 2 3 1 30
8 6 7 8 4 25
9 1 9 4 6 3 1 1 25
10 2 7 6 4 3 1 23
11 3 3 4 10
12 1 1 2
13 1 1
Total 14 37 45 34 21 35 24 30 28 22 25 14 10 5 1 345
GIRLS
Age
Grade 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Total
1 12 16 3 31
2 8 19 4 31
3 6 17 4 27
4 9 19 2 2 32
5 1 10 11 1 1 24
6 9 10 3 1 23
7 8 14 5 1 1 29
8 1 4 12 2 1 20
9 5 9 6 2 22
10 1 5 7 2 1 16
11 4 9 2 15
12 1 6 2 2 11
Total 12 24 28 31 33 22 22 22 23 17 21 19 4 3 281
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ROLL OF STUDENTS
PERFECT IN ATTENDANCE 1932-1933
**Lester Reed Gerald, Jr.
Robert Howe Scotland
***Benjamin Earl Sleeper
*Arthur Alphonse Therrien
Robert Connor Tillson
*Mary Barbara Reimer
Katherine Sullivan
***Dorothy Louise Kneeland
Leslie Brown
*Gertrude Raynor
*Louise Hutchings
*Edwin Hutchings
Edith Forbes
Virginia Webster
*Mary Sullivan
Mary Campbell
Eleanor Bemis
Ursula McEnroy
Jennie Fullick
Mary Garofalo
Phylis Perry
*Roy Hallenbrook
***Lawrence Neale
Robert Walker
*Charles Tillson, Jr.
*Florence Dunham
Orlane Heald
Mary Steele
*Marian Gaffey
*Esther Lawrence
***Norman Sleeper
*Perfect in attendance for two years.
**Perfect in attendance for three years.
***Perfect in attendance for four years.
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HIGH SCHOOL CLASS ROLL
1933
Grace Elizabeth Alward
Ruth Winslow Connelly
Barbara Almena Crowell
Lilia Symitha Fisher
Mildred Barbara Genthner
Henry Kerr Hardy
Edward Carter Wheeler
Samuel James Kentley
Alfred Joseph Perodeau
Agnes Elizabeth Sleeper
Charles Burritt Tillson, Jr.
Lois MacKenzie Treadwell
Bertha Caroline Tupper
ELEMENTARY CLASS ROLL
1933
Eleanor Bernice Baxter
Virginia Brannen Cadrain
Louis Dicola
George Charles Dunsford
Annette Goodell
Priscilla Mae Harrington
James Victor Jordan
William Francis Malloy
Thomas Lawrence McManus
Zigmont Raymond Pszola
George Alexander Smith
Percy Howard Steele, Jr.
Clifford Leroy Wedlock
William Paul Wesneska
George Frederick Wheeler
Robert Howe Scotland
Lester Reed Gerald, Jr.
Dorothy Louise Kneeland
Robert Mathews
Leslie Leon Brown
Louise Rose Hersey
Barbara Eleanor LeDrew
Hazel Allura Turner
Gloria Mae Heggen
Barbara Jane Taylor
Rita McGee
Lena Pauline McKay
Hazel Jeanette Moore
Ervin Wright Schleicher
Robert Connor Tillson
Katherine Anne Sullivan
William Joseph Bergin
Benjamin Earl Sleeper
Arthur Alphonse Therrien
Alexander George Hardy
Rita Ann Bennett
Francis Edward Derrick
Florence Virginia McMillen
Genevieve Frances Ward
Mary Barbara Reimer
Murray Alfred McKenney
Clifford Gerald Moore
Marion H. Hall
Albert Anzivino
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ORGANIZATION
OF
TEACHING
STAFF,
JANUARY
3,
1934
Names
School
Department
Elected
Education
David
J.
Allen
Prin.,
High
Mathematics,
Science
1918
Brown
University
Maude
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High
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State
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Names
School
Department
Elected
Education
Sulo
A.
Kempainen
Center
Grades
VII-VI
1930
State
College,
Fitchburg
Mabel
S
Draner
Center
Grades
VI-V
1921
State
College,
Framingham
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES
The annual report of the Librarian to the Trustees is
herewith presented showing the activities of the library during
the past year.
AMOS I. HADLEY, Chairman
,
ALFRED W. CUTTING, Clerk,
NELLIE RICE FISKE,
JAMES R. MARTIN,
J. SIDNEY STONE.
RICHARD AMES.
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Treasurer’s Report
Receipts
Total appropriation $3,300.00
One-half Dog Licenses 350.93
$,3650.93
Expenditures from Appropriation
Main Library $2,304.82
Cochituate Branch 1,-505.48
$3,610.30
Balance of Appropriation Unexpended 40.63
$,3650.93
Statement of Expenses for Main Library
Salaries
:
Margaret E. Wheeler, Librarian $1,130.00
Thomas Metcalf 395.50
Helen G. Wheeler 38.00
$1,563.50
Fuel and Light
:
A. W. Atwood, coal and wood $445.50
Edison Electric 111. Co. 86.10
531.60
Other Expenses
:
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. $39.05
F. J. Bigwood, transportation 78.00
Wayland Water Board 10.00
Repairs, J. C. Massie 25.55
Heater & Royal, typewriter repairs 8.00
Asa M. Foley 1.55
L. A. Wells Bindery 28.05
Margaret E. Wheeler, incidentals 19.52
209.72
Total from appropriation $2,304.82
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Statement of Expenses for Cochituate Branch
Salaries
:
Gertrude D. Bishop $659.15
Herbert Perry 96.00
Irven E. Martin 97.20
$852.35
Fuel and Light
:
Robinson & Jones $58.60
Edison Electric 111. Co. 37.05
95.65
Other Expenses
N. R. Gerald, rent $300.00
G. D. Bishop, incidentals 7.48
A. J. Lizotte 7.75
315.23
Books : N. R. Gerald magazines 42.25
Total from appropriation $1,305.48
From Income from Trust Funds
:
Old Corner Book Store $505.88
Charles E. Lauriat Co. 4.63
N. R. Gerald, magazines 40.50
551.01
$1,856.49
Fines received—Main Library $53.17
Fines received—Cochituate Library 16.11
Library Funds Income
Balance January 1, 1933 $36.63
Coupons and interest 1,274.87
$1,311.50
Expenditures
:
Old Corner Book Store $1,174.46
Charles E. Lauriat Co. 23.37
H. W. Wilson Co. 23.25
R. R. Bowker, Library Journal 5.00
N. R. Gerald, magazines 40.50
1,266.58
Balance on hand $44.92
J. SIDNEY STONE,
Treasurer of Library Funds.
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Librarian’s Report
The Librarian submit the following report for the year
ending December 31, 1933:
Number of volumes, Main Library:
Fiction 5,821
Non-fiction 12,699
Unclassified 63
18,583
Number of volumes, Cochituate Branch
:
Fiction 3,207
Non-fiction 1,180
4,387
Total 22,970
Number purchased, Main Library 318
Number presented, Main Library 72
Number replaced, Main Library 28
Number purchased, Cochituate Branch 242
Number presented, Cochituate Branch 34
Number replaced, Cochituate Branch 35
Circulation for the year
:
From Main Library 16,747
From Cochituate Branch 11,184
Sent to Cochituate Branch on cards 139
Juvenile from Main Library 4,007
Juvenile from Cochituate Branch 3,796
School deposits 463
Total 36,336
Classes of reading by per cent in Main Library
:
Fiction 76.23
General Works 1.81
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Philosophy .67
Religion .32
Sociology 2.21
Natural Science .84
Art 3.48
Literature 4.14
History 5.63
Biography 4.67
The following magazines are to be found regularly in the
reading rooms
:
Main Library
American Boy and Youth’s Companion
American Home
Atlantic
Country Life (English)
Flower Grower
Harper’s Monthly
Horticulture
House Beautiful
Ladies’ Home Journal
Literary Digest
London Illustrated News
National Geographic Magazine
Our Dumb Animals
Popular Mechanics
Scribner’s Magazine
St. Nicholas
Woman’s Home Companion
World’s Work
Cochituate Branch
American Boy and Youth’s Companion
American
American Home
Delineator
Flower Grower
Fortune
Good Housekeeping
Harper’s Monthly
Horticulture
House and Garden
Ladies’ Home Journal
Literary Digest
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London Illustrated News
National Geographic Magazine
Our Dumb Animals
Popular Mechanics
Scribner’s Magazine
Scientific American
Saturday Evening Post
St. Nicholas
Woman’s Home Companion
World’s Work
MARGARET E. WHEELER,
Librarian
.
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List of New Books
Biography
Adams. Adams, James T. Henry Adams. B AD134AD
Alexander, Grand duke of Russia. Always a
grand duke. B AL234A
Chamberlain. Garvin J. L. The life of
Joseph Chamberlain. 2 vols. B C354
Chapman, Frank M. Autobiography of a bird-lover. B C3674
Cleveland. Nevins, Allan. Grover Cleveland,
a study in courage B C597N
Clifton. Clifton, Violet. The book of Talbot. B C615
Dana. Perry, Bliss. Richard Henry Dana
1851-1931.
Drinkwater, John. Discovery.
Drinkwater, John. Inheritance.
Edward. Benson, E. F. King Edward VII.
Eliot. Romieu, Emilie and Georges. The life
of George Eliot.
Gordon. Wortham, H. E. Chinese Gordon.
Hay. Tyler, Dennett. John Hay.
Hoff. Patch, Carolyn. Grace W. Hoff.
Jusserand, J. J. What me befell.
Lawrence. Sherrill, Henry K., comp. A
harvest of happy years.
Lockhart, R. H. Bruce. British agent.
Longworth, Alice R. Crowded hours.
Macy. Braddy, Nella. Annie Sullivan Macy.
Marlborough. Churchill, Winston S.
Marlborough, his life and times. 2 vols.
McCullock, John H. A million miles in sail.
MeKenna, Marthe. I was a spy.
Mitchell, Pryce. Deep water.
Serra. Repplier, Agnes. Junipero Serra.
Rhodes. Millin, Sarah G. Cecil Rhodes.
Sutherland, Halliday. The arches of the years.
B D193
B D836D
B D836I
B ED918
B C884R
B G654W
B H322D
B H675
B J936
B L437H
B L814
B L867
B M255B
B M343CH
B D647
B M193
B M6934
B SE66
B R346MI
B SU84
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Von Rintelen, Franz. The dark invader. B R476
Young. Tarbell, Ida M. Owen D. Young. B Y86
History
Boston Tercentenary Committee. Fifty
years of Boston.
Botkin, Gleb. The real Romanovs.
Harbord, James G. America in the world war
Maurois, Andre. The Edwardian era.
Phillips, James D. Salem in the seventeenth
century.
Powell, E. Alexander. Slanting lines of steel.
Seldes, Gilbert. The years of the locust.
Seldes, George. World panorama 1918-1933.
Simonds, Frank H. The A. B. C. of war debts.
Turner, F. J. The significance of sections
in American history.
974.4 B655
947 B65
940.9 H21A
942 A 144
974.4 P54
940.9 P87S
973.8 SE4
909 SE4
940.9 S15A
973 T85
Description and Travel
Batsford, Harry. The face of Scotland.
Benson, E. F. As we are.
Borland, Beatrice. Passports for Asia.
Brooks, Charles S. An Italian winter.
Chater, Melville. Two canoe gypies.
Curtis, N. C. New Orleans, its old houses,
shops and public buildings.
Dunn, Edward D. Double-crossing America
by motor.
Gordon, Jan and Cora. We explore London.
Hedin, Sven. Jehol, city of emperors.
Hedin, Sven. Riddles of the Gobi desert.
Iskes, Anna W. Mesa land.
Jacks, L. P. My American friends.
Knowlton, Elizabeth. The naked mountain.
Longstreth, T. Morris. Quebec, Montreal
and Ottawa.
Mais, S. P. B. The unknown island.
Merrick, Elliott. True north.
Miller, Janet. Jungles preferred.
Morton, H. V. In Scotland again.
Philby, H. St. J. B. The empty quarter.
Pinchot, Gifford. To the South Seas.
Robinson, William A. 10,000 leagues over the sea.
914.1 B32
914.2 B43A
915 B64
914.5 B79
914.4 C39
917.63 C94
917 D92
914.2 G65
915.1 H35
915 H35R
917.8 IC5
917.3 J 122
915.4 K76
917.1 L686O
914.2 M2&
917.1 M55
916.7 M61
914.1 M84S
915.3 P53
919.6 P65
910 R56
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Seabrook, William B. Air adventure. 916.6 SEl
Sinclair, Gordon. Foot-loose in India. 915.4 S16
Trinity Church in the city of Boston,
Mass. 1733-1933. 917.44 T73
Tschiffely, A. F. Tschiffely ’s ride. 918 T78
Villiers, Alan. Grain race. 910 V71C
Sociology
Beard, Charles A. The future comes.
Drury, S. S. School, home & Co.
Fitch, Herbert T. Traitors within.
Heaton, Rose H. The perfect Christmas.
Kimble, Ralph A. How to collect stamps.
Luff, John N., ed. Scott’s standard postage
stamp catalogue.
Nadler, Marcus. The banking crisis.
Niel, Arthur F. Man-hunters of Scotland Yard.
Phillips, Stanley. Postage stamps and their stories.
Roosevelt, Franklin D. Looking forward.
Sly, John T. Town government in Massachusetts.
Smith, F. Russell. North America.
Stoddard, Lothrop. Lonely America.
330 B38
370 D84
352 F55
394 H35
383 K56
383 L96
382 N12
352 N31
383 P54P
330 R67
353.9 SL9
330 SM5
327 ST6L
Literature
Coward, Noel. Cavalcade.
Eaton, Walter P. On Yankee hilltops.
Everett, Elizabeth L. Impossible things.
Homer. Odyssey translated by T. E. Shaw.
MacLeish, Archibald. Conquistador.
Mantle, Burns, ed. The best plays of
1909-1919.
Mantle, Burns, ed. The best plays of
1932-1933.
Nichols, Beverley. A thatched roof.
O’Neill, Eugene. Ah, wilderness!
Paine, Virginia L. So loved the world.
Phelps, William L. What I like (in prose).
Robinson, Edwin A. Talifer.
Woolf, Virginia. Flush, a biography.
Wylie, Elinor. Collected poems.
822 C83C
814 EA8Y
814 EV2
883 H75S
811 M22
812 M31AA
812 M31L
824 N51
812 ON2A
811 P16
808 P51
811 R564TA
828 W88
811 W97
Gardening
Beard, Patten. Adventures in dish gardening 716 B38
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Cary, Katharine T. Arranging flowers
throughout the year.
Harding, Alice. Lilacs in my garden.
Houghton, A. D. The cactus book.
Ortloff, H. Stuart. Informal gardens.
Phillips, George A. Delphiniums, their
history and cultivation.
Stevens, G. A. Climbing roses.
Stevens, G. A. Garden flowers in color.
Svmons-Jeune, B. H. B. Natural rock gardens.
Amusements
Beatty, Clyde. The big cage.
Culbertson, Ely. Contract bridge blue
book of 1933.
Ditmars, Raymond L. The forest of adventure.
Jacobs, Helen H. Modern tennis.
Phillips, John C. A sportman’s scrapbook.
Phillips, John C. A sportman’s second scrapbook.
Proctor, Charles N. The art of skiing.
Vanderbilt, Harold S. Contract by hand
analysis.
Wightman, Hazel H. Better tennis.
Useful Arts
Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce. The
aircraft year book for 1933.
Bennett, A. G. Whaling in the Antarctic.
James, Alice L. Catering for two.
John, Rowland. Our friend, the German
Shepherd dog.
Ivallet, Arthur. 100,000,00 guinea pigs.
Miner, L. M. S. The new dentistry.
Skinner, Constance L. Beaver, king and cabins.
Supf, Peter. Airman’s world.
Natural Science
Gleeson, Gertrude. London Zoo.
Jeans, James. The new background of science.
Leavitt, Robert G. The forest trees of
New England.
Miscellaneous
Babson, Roger W. Finding a job.
716 C25
716 H21L
716 H81
716 OR8I
716 P54
716 ST4C
716 ST4G
716 SY6
791 B38
795 C89C
799 D63
796 J 15
799 P54
799 P54S
796P94
795 V28H
796 W93
629 AE8C
639 B43
641 J23
636.7 J62
614.3 K12
617 M66
639 SK3
629 SU7
590 G47
530 J34N
582 L48
174 B 1
1
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Cabot, Richard C. The meaning of right
and wrong. 170 C11M
Forman, Henry J. Our movie made children. 136F76
Fosdick, Harry E. The hope of the world. 252 F78
Gilkey, James G. What can we believe? 230 G39
Newcomb, Rexford. The colonial and federal house. 728 N43
Pickard, R. O. Your job. 174 P58
Pitkin, Walter B. Life begins at forty. 170 P68
Pitkin, Walter B. More power to you. 170 P68M
Fiction
Aldrich, Bess S. Miss Bishop. AL26MI
Austin, Frank. The return of the rancher. AU754R
Bailey, Temple. Enchanted ground. B152E
Bacheller, Irving. Uncle Peel. B124U
Baldwin, Faith. Beauty. B192B
Baldwin, Faith. Loves a puzzle. B192L
Baldwin, Faith, White collar girl. B192W
Barnes, Margaret A. Within this present. B263WI
Bassett, Sara W. Shifting sands. B296S
Beeding, Francis. The emerald clasp. B392E
Beith, Janet. No second spring. B397N
Bennet, Robert A. The haunted wolf. B435H
Bentley, Phyllis. Carr. B448C
Berkeley, Anthony. Dead Mrs. Stratton. B457D
Bindloss, Harold. Fenwick’s trail. B516FE
Bottome, Phyllis. The advances of Harriet. B655A
Bower, B. M. Open land. B6730
Bower, B. M. Trails meet. B673TR
Bower, B. M. The Whoop-up trail. B673W
Brand, Max. The longhorn feud. B735L
Brand, Max. The outlaw. B7350
Brand, Max. Slow Joe. B735SL
Bromfield, Louis. The Farm. B785F
Buchan, John. The massacre of Glencoe. B853MA
Buchan, John. A prince of captivity. B853PR
Burr, Anna R. Wind in the east. B943WI
Canfield, Dorothy. Bonfire. C164BO
Carroll, Gladys H. As the earth turns. C232A
Chase, Arthur M. Danger in the dark. C385D
Christie, Agatha. 13 at dinner. C464T
Cobb, Irvin S. One way to stop a panic. C6340
Colin, Galem C. Storm King rides again. C685S
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Connington, J. J. Gold Brick Island.
Coolidge, Dane. Jess Roundtree, Texas ranger.
Corbett, Elizabeth. A nice long evening.
Crofts, Freeman W. The strange case of Dr. Earle
Cunningham, Eugene. Buckaroo.
De La Roche, Mazo. The master of Jalna.
Dell, Ethel M. Dona Celestis.
Denbie, Roger. Death on the limited.
Douglas, Lloyd C. Precious jeopardy.
Edmonds, Walter D. Erie water.
Farjeon, J. J. Ben sees it through.
Farnol, Jeffery. The way beyond.
Fletcher, J. S. Murder of a banker.
Fletcher, J. S. Murder of the only witness.
Freeman, R. Austin. Dr. Thorndyke intervenes.
Frome, David. The Eel Pie murders.
Frome, David. Scotland Yard can wait.
Galsworthy, John. One more river.
Gill, Thomas E. Guardians of the desert.
Gray, Westmoreland. Danger range.
Gregory, Jackson. A case for Mr. Paul Savoy.
Gregory, Jackson. Ru the conqueror.
Gregory, Jackson. The shadow on the mesa.
Grey, Zane. The Hash Knife outfit.
Hare, Martin. The enchanted winter.
Hueston, Ethel. That Hastings girl.
Hart, William S. Hoofbeats.
Hauck, Louise P. The pink house.
Hendryx, James B. Raw gold.
Hichens, Robert. The Paradine case.
Hobart, Alice T. Oil for tbe lamps of China.
Horgan, Paul. The fault of angels.
Horler, Sydney. Tiger Standish.
Hutchinson, A. S. M. The soft spot.
James, Will. The three mustangeers.
Jenkins, M ill. Mexican trail.
Johnson, George M. Spyglass range.
Johnson, George M. The Texan range rider.
Keating, Lawrence A. The deputy of San Riano.
Keyes, Frances P. Senator Marlowe’s daughter
Kyne, Peter B. Comrades of the storm.
La Farge, Oliver. Long pennant.
Lincoln, Joseph C. Back numbers.
C762B
C777J
C813N
C875S
C916B
D375M
D382D
D413D
D7465P
ED54E
F225B
F236W
F634MK
F634MR
F876DI
F925E
F925S
G137R
G412G
G797D
G864CA
G864RU
G864SH
G867H
H2272E
H873T
H2513H
H294P
H388R
H522P
H653
H781F
H782T
H973S
J235T
J419M
J6232S
J6232T
K224D
K524S
K996C
L132LO
L635BA
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Loring, Emilie. Hilltops clear.
MacDonald, Philip. Mystery of the dead police.
MacDonald, William C. Law of the forty-fives.
MacDonald, William C. Six-gun melody.
Mann, E. B. Killer’s range.
Marshall, Edison. The light in the jungle.
Masefield, John. The bird of dawning.
Mason, A. E. W. The sapphire.
McNeile, H. C. Bulldog Drummond returns.
McNeile, H. C. Bulldog Drummond strikes back.
Milne, A. A. Four day’s wonder.
Montgomery, L. M. Pat of Silver Bush.
Morrow, Honore W. Argonaut.
Mowery, William B. Forbidden valley.
Mulford, Clarence E. The round-up.
Mundy, Talbot. C. I. D.
Norris, Kathleen. The Angel in the house.
Norris, Kathleen. Walls of gold.
Onions, Berta Ruck. Sudden sweetheart.
Oppenheim, E. Phillips. Crooks in the sunshine.
Oppenheim, E. Phillips. The ex-detective.
Oppenheim, E. Phillips. Murder at Monte Carlo.
Orcutt, William D. Changing patterns.
Packard, Frank L. The hidden door.
Packard, Frank L. The purple ball.
Page, Evelyn. -(Roger Scarlett) In the first degree
Parmenter, Christine W. The long quest.
Parmenter, Christine W. Shining palace.
Pedler, Margaret. The greater courage.
Phillpotts, Eden. Bred in the bone.
Phillpotts, Eden. Witch’s cauldron.
Pollock, Channing. Star magic.
Poole, Ernest. Great winds.
Priestley, J. B. Wonder hero.
Priestley, J. B. Dangerous corner.
Raine, William MacL. The broad arrow.
Raine, William MacL. For honor and life.
Rees, Arthur J. Adringham’s last chance.
Rees, Arthur J. Mystery at Peak House.
Rice, Alice H. Mr. Pete & Co.
Rinehart, Mary R. The album.
Rister, Claude. Forbidden ranch.
Roberts, Kenneth. Rabble in arms.
L8934H
M146MY
M148L
M148S
M313K
M3545LI
M375B
M384S
M235BR
M235S
M634F
M762P
W686A
M874F
M896R
M926CI
N795A
N795W
ON44SU
OP55C
OP55EX
OP55MU
OR13C
P123H
P123P
P142I
P243L
P243S
P346GR
P544BR
P544WI
P767S
P787G
P934W
P934D
R136BR
R136FO
R258A
R258MY
R362MP
R473AL
R496F
R544R
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Robertson, Frank C. Freewater range.
Rolvaag, O. E. The boat of longing.
Rosman, Alice R. Protecting Margot.
Sabatini, Rafael. The stalking horse.
Scott, Jack. The black horseman.
Seltzer, Charles A. Clear the trail.
Smith, Maxwell. The last brand.
Spearman, Frank H. Hell’s desert.
Stanley, May. Blue meadows.
Swanson, Neil H. The Judas tree.
Tarkington, Booth. Presenting Lily Mass.
Titus, Harold. Code of the north.
Tomlinson, H. M. The snows of Helicon.
Train, Arthur. No matter where.
Tuttle, W. C. The Silver Bar mystery.
Undset, Sigrid. Ida Elizabeth.
Van Dine, S. S., pseud. The dragon murder case.
Walpole, Hugh. Vanessa.
Wharton, Edith. Human nature.
White, Stewart E. Ranchero
Williams, Ben A. Mischief.
Williams, Ben A. Pascal’s mill.
Williams, Valentine. The clock ticks on.
Williams, Valentine. Fog.
Wodehouse, P. G. Heavy weather.
Wodehouse, P. G. Mulliner nights.
Wynne, Anthony. The cotswold case.
Yore, Clem. Rider of the red ranges.
Young, E. H. Jenny Wren.
Young, Gordon. Red Clark rides alone.
R547F
R658B
R736P
SA13SH
SC0833B
SE45C
SM65L
SP32H
ST22B
SW233J
T174PR
T546C
T596S
T685NO
T888S
UN741
V282D
W164V
W554HM
W5845RA
W671MI
W671PA
W6722CR
W6722E
W814HE
W814MU
W992C
Y855R
Y86J
Y88R
Books for Boys and Girls
Abbott, Jane. Dicket. jAB27D
Allee, Marjorie H. Ann’s surprising summer jAL52A
Armer, Laura A. Dark circle of branches. jAR53M
Barbour, Ralph H. The crew of the “Casco”. jB236CR
Barbour, Ralph H. Goal to go. jB236GO
Bartlett, Arthur C. Skipper, the guide dog. jB282SK
Bianco, Margery W. The hurdy-gurdy man. jB473H
Brock, Emma L. The hen that kept house. jB783H
Brown, Irving. Romany road. jB8143R
Burglon, Nora. Children of the soil. jB918C
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Butler, Ellis P. The young stamp collector’s
own book.
Carter, Russell G. The crimson cutlass.
Carter, Russell G. A patriot lad of old New
Hampshire.
Casner, Mabel E. Exploring American history.
Charlton, Moyra. Three white stockings.
Collins, A. F. Motor boating and all about it.
Craine, E. J. The victors.
Crump, Irving. The boys’ book of fisheries.
Curtis, Alice T. A little maid of Boston.
Darling, Esther B. Luck.
Davis, Mary G. The handsome donkey.
Disney, Walt. Three little pigs.
Dudley, Albertus T. A spy of ’76.
Field, Rachel. Just across the street.
Flack, Marjorie. The story about Ping.
Gag, Wanda. The ABC bunny.
Geijerstam, Gustav af. My boys.
Grant, George H. The half deck.
Grey, Katharine. Hills of gold.
Hacler, Berta and Elmer. Chuckaluck and
his reindeer.
Hamilton, Edwin T. The boy builder.
Hamsun, Marie. A Norwegian farm.
Hawthorne, Hildegarde. Romantic Rebel.
Hewes, Agnes D. Glory of the seas.
Heyliger, William. Ritchie of the News.
Irving, William. The North Woods.
Jean-Javal, Lily. Fortune’s caravan.
Kent, Louise A. The red Rajah.
Keyes, Mary W. Juniper Green.
Knox, Rose B. Marty and company.
Le Varre, Andre and William. Johnny
around the world.
Lippincott, Joseph W. The wolf king.
Lisitzky, Gene. Thomas Jefferson.
Lofting, Hugh. Doctor Dolittle’s return.
Mathiews, F. K., ed. The Boy Scouts’ year
book of ghost and mystery stories.
Meek, S. P. Frog.
Meigs, Cornelia. Invincible Louisa, the
story of the author of Little Women.
j 383 B97
jC245CR
jC245PN
j973C27
jC3845
j623 C69
j C846
V
j639 C88
jC944BO
jD247L
jD292H
j398 D63
jD867SP
j F457J
jF594P
jG123A
jG275M
j910 G76
jG8657H
jH114C
j790 H18B
jH186N
jB H314HA
j H493G
jH512R
jIR86N
jJ343F
jK414R
j K526J
jK778M
j910 L38
jL663W
jB J354L
j L826R
jM426GH
jM474F
jB AL17ME
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Morrow, Elizabeth. Beast, bird and fish.
Morrow, Honore W. Ship’s monkey.
O’Brien, Jack. Silver Chief, dog of the north.
Parton, Ethel. Tabitha Mary.
Perkins, Lucy F. The Norweigian twins.
Petersham, Maud and Mi ska. Auntie,
and Celia Jane and Miki.
Petersham, Maud and Miska. The story
book of things we see.
Pinchot, Gifford B. Giff and Stiff in
the South Seas.
Potter, Edna. Christopher Columbus.
Rackham, Arthur. The Arthur Rackham
fairy book.
Ransome, Arthur. Peter Duck.
Rugg, Harold. Changing civilization in
the modern world.
Rugg, Harold. Changing governments
and changing cultures.
Rugg, Harold. A history of American
civilization.
Rugg, Harold. A history of American
government and culture.
Rugg, Harold. An introduction to
American civilization.
Rugg, Harold. An introduction to
problems of American culture.
Sabin, Edwin L. Mississippi river boy.
Schultz, James W. Friends and foes
in the Rockies.
Smith, B. Webster. Pioneers of
mountaineering.
Stevenson, Burton, ed. My country.
Theiss, Lewis E. Flying the U. S. mail
to South America.
Wallace, Archer. Adventures in the air.
Webb, Clifford. Butterwick Farm.
West, James E. The 1933 Scout jamboree book.
White, Eliza O. Where is Adelaide?
Whitney, Elinor. The mystery club.
Willis, Vera. Embroidery stitches.
j811 M83
jM837S
jOB67S
jP256T
jP416N
j P443
A
j600 P44
j919.6 P652
jB C724P
j 398 R114
jR175P
j 380 R84C
j940 R84
J973 R84C
j973 R84G
j380 R841
j973 R84I
jSA12M
JSCH83F
j910 SM5
j 808.1 ST4
jT345M
j629 W15
jW382B
j 369.4 W52jW582WA
jW617M
j 746 W67E
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REPORT OF THE WAYLAND WATER BOARD
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Wayland
:
The Board organized with Walter Bigwood chairman,
Alfred C. Damon Secretary and Collector, Alfred A. Lamarine
was reappointed Supt. and Louis Pettigrew reappointed
Engineer.
The Board wishes to call your attention to rules 1 & 2 on
your water bill, namely: (1). All water rates shall be due
and payable at the Commissioner’s office semi-annually in
advance on the twentieth day of February and August. (2).
The Superintendent has been instructed and is required to shut
off the water from all services not paid on or before these dates.
Owing to the financial condition of the Water Department
these rules will have to be enforced.
The Board let the contract for a new six inch well to the
Continental Concrete Well Company. This well was driven
last August and delivers approximately 388 gals of water per
water per minute.
The contract for painting the inside of the Stand pipe was
let to the R. O. Leonard Company of Framingham.
After the water was drained from the standpipe we found
it necessary to sand blast the inside of the standpipe before it
could be painted. A ladder was installed on the inside and a
ventilater was installed on the roof to eliminate the condensa-
tion which takes place in the inside also a hanhole was installed.
During the past year there were twenty leaks all of which
occured in the wooden mains along Old Connecticut Path and
Sycamore Road.
The Board feels that the time has come when these water
mains must be replaced.
The Board installed the following water mains with C. W.
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A. labor : 4 inch main on Stanton St., Harrison St. and Dun-
ster Avenue. By these installations 4 dead ends were eliminated.
WALTER S. BIGWOOD, Chairman,
ALFRED C. DAMON, Clerk
,
FRANCIS K. IRWIN.
Report of Superintendent of Water Works
for the year 1933
New Services installed
Services renewed, main to property
14
2
Mains installed
:
Stanton Street 4-inch C. W. A. 272 feet
Harrison Street 4-inch C. W. A. 360 feet
Dunster Street 4-inch C. W. A. 308 feet
Beechwood Point ^2-inch 90 feet
Main Gate Valves installed :
Stanton Street 4-inch 1
Harrison Street 4-inch 2
Dunster Street 4-inch 1
Hydrants
:
Hydrant at Castle Gate South was moved back and gate
valve put in. Hydrant on West Plain Street near Schmeltz
property was broken and a new Ludlow hydrant was put in with
gate valve. Three hydrants on Cochituate Road were raised.
Two hydrant drains were cleared.
Leaks
:
Service
Gate valve
Main
The Main leaks included 15 Connecticut Path,
4 Sycamore Road, 1 Castle Gate South.
Pumping Station
:
Gallons of water pumped 1933 111,335,185
1932 98,023,547
1931 83,418,371
1930 75,533,279
3
4
20
ALFRED A. LAMARINE.
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REPORT OF THE CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
FOR JANUARY, 1934
During 1933, Perpetual Care Funds were received as follows
:
$100 received from Louise A. Bullard, Nashua, New
Hamshire from the estate of Louise E. Hay-
den to establish “The Louise E. Hayden
Fund”.
$100 received from Christina Anderson to establish
“The Soloman Anderson Fund”.
$100 received from Mary A. Metcalfe, Alice M.
Metcalfe and Rose G. Shaw to establish “The
Metcalfe Fund”.
The above $300 added to the invested funds as of January
1, 1933 makes a total of $18,200, income from which is used
in the care of Funded burial lots.
By the sale of burial lots during 1933 $175 was turned
over to the Town Treasurer.
The Civic Works program of the Federal Government
provided about $650 for driveway improvement in the Lake
View Cemetery.
The Cemetery Commissioners have ruled that no work
shall be done on any burial lot in any of the Town Cemeteries
by any one who is not employed through the Superintendent
of said Cemeteries and whose wage is not paid by the Town
Treasurer, execept the owner of said burial lot, or by a member
of said owner’s immediate family.
Having their attention called to Chapter 44, Section 53 of
the General Laws of Massachusetts, which states “All monies
received by any town officer or department—shall be paid by
such officer or department upon their receipt INTO THE
TOWN TREASURY
— ,
the Cemetery Commissioners request
that owners of burial lots who desire special care given their
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lots, during the year, communicate directly with the Clerk of
the Cemetery Commissioners and make all payments for such
care to said clerk. The monies received from lot owners will
be turned over to the Town Treasurer to repay the Town for
the appropriation made in advance for this purpose. A standard
scale of charges has been established which may be obtained
from the Clerk of Cemetery Commissioners.
All monies paid for burial purposes, making foundations
for grave stones or monuments, building of tombs or vaults,
or for any other work upon a burial lot must be paid to the
Clerk of the Cemetery Commissioners, to be turned over to
the Town Treasurer. A uniform set of charges has been
decided upon for opening and closing of graves, decorations,
etc. to include all necessary charges for a burial except the
undertaker’s charges.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES MADISON BENT, Chairman,
PAUL B. DAVIS,
WILLIAM READ, Clerk.
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INVENTORY OF TOWN PROPERTY
Inventories of property from all departments, taken at the
close of the year 1933, are in the hands of the Treasurer and
may be inspected by any interested voter of the Town.
F. G. MacKENNA,
Treasurer.
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REPORT OF WAYLAND ZONING COMMITTEE
Zoning is a means of securing order and good arrangement
within the Town. Here are some of its objects:
(1) To protect a home owner from having his investment
impaired by an undesirable business or building on an adjoining
lot.
(2) To protect the Tpwn and the home owners in it from
speculative land development schemes. Such developments
often result in cutting up desirable building land into lots too
small to build a house and garage on, and leave no land for gar-
den and lawn. These developments prove unsatisfactory to lot
buyers and a poor investment for the Town.
(3) To serve as a guide to proper division of unoccupied
land, and to make the Town attractive to those who desire per-
manent homes.
(4) To provide adequate set-backs and yard widths so
that buildings cannot be built so near the street as either to cut
off the view, or to prevent future street widening
;
or be placed
so close together as to constitute a fire menace.
(5) To protect our townspeople who own or operate road-
side stands from the competition of hucksters who purchase
produce elsewhere for resale. Zoning will not, however, pre-
vent the establishment of such stands within business districts.
This is one reason for keeping the business districts relatively
small.
In order to prevent misunderstanding let us mention a few
of the things which the proposed by-law does not do
:
(1) It does not change any existing building or alter the
present use of any property or land. What ever is being done
now may be continued regardless of the district in which the
building or property is located.
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(2) It does not impose any limit upon the cost of a house
or other building whether it be large or small.
(3) It is not a building code and does not put any restric-
tion upon the type of construction of any building.
(4) It does not prevent growth of business in the Town.
Plenty of room has been provided in districts designated for
business for many years to come.
(5) It is not a regulation which cannot be changed. It
may be amended before adoption. It may also be amended at
any regular meeting of the Town by a two-thirds vote after a
hearing.
Wayland is one of only two towns left within twenty miles
of Boston without a zoning by-law. This fact has already had
an adverse effect upon the Town. Its results are likely to be-
come more pronounced as time goes on. Any town without a
zoning by-law offers an invitation to the land speculator.
On the other hand, real estate agents tell us that desirable
customers decline to buy property in Wayland because of lack
of zoning protection and choose to locate in surrounding towns
which are thus protected. Builders tell us that banks hesitate
to make mortgage loans on new buildings in Wayland for fear
that their investment may be jeopardized by undesirable future
development.
The Committee has met regularly for many months. By
hearings and personal conversation we have attempted to secure
the opinion of the people. In preparing this by-law the Com-
mittee has endeavored to make it fit the Town, and not have the
Town compelled to fit into an artificial scheme.
Not all citizens will agree with the Committee on every
point. Some, for instance, may think that two family houses
should be provided for. The fact is, however, that none have
been built in Town in recent years. Most people moreover re-
gard them as tending to raise the Town’s expenditures without
an equivalent increase in taxes. Towns with many such build-
ings are handicapped by a drifting population. We have pro-
vided, however, that any existing dwelling may be divided to
accommodate two families under a permit granted by the Board
of Appeal, so as to prevent hardship to people who own large
dwellings.
Some may feel that light manufacturing ought to be per-
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mitted in other areas. Manufacturers, however, have shown no
tendency to locate here in recent years. Moreover every place
suggested as a proper district for manufacturing has encoun-
tered objections. The area zoned in Wayland Center is already
used for the types of business permitted in light manufacturing
districts.
The Committee wishes to remind the Town that it was
given no money to work with although a job of this character
ordinarily requires professional services costing many hundred
of dollars. If any errors are found, therefore, we must ask
your indulgence.
Through the courtesy and co-operation of the Planning-
Board we have been enabled to prepare the zoning map. We
wish to extend our heartfelt thanks to the Chairman, Mr. Gil-
bert Small, and to the other members of the Board, as well as
to the many other town officials who have assisted in various
ways.
The proposed by-law is necessarily quite lengthy and uses
much legal terminology. This cannot be avoided if the work is
to prove adequate and legal. The proposed law is very similar
to laws adopted in other small suburban communities such as
Lincoln and Sharon. It represents the best thought of this
Committee and we earnestly hope that it may be adopted.
HOWARD S. RUSSELL,
CHESTER H. HOBBS,
CHARLES L. FULLICK,
THEODORE H. HARRINGTON,
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS.
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PROPOSED ZONING BY-LAWS OF THE TOWN
OF WAYLAND
preamble
Section 1. In order to promote the health, safety, con-
venience, morals, and general welfare of the inhabitants, to les-
sen the danger from fire, and to improve and beautify the Town,
the use, construction, height and area of building and structures
and the use of premises are hereby restricted and regulated as
herein provided.
DEFINITIONS
Section 2. In this by-law, the following terms shall have
the meanings hereby assigned to them
:
(a) A one-family dwelling is a detached dwelling in-
tended and designed to be occupied by a single family.
(b) An accessary use or building is a use of, land or
building customarily incident to and located on the same lot with
the use or building to which it is accessory.
(c) A non-conforming use of land or building is an ex-
isting use of land or building which does not conform to the
regulations for the district in which such use of land or build-
ing exists.
(d) A street, as used in this by-law, shall be interpreted
to mean any public way for vehicular traffic or any private way
laid out for or used as a public way for such traffic.
(e) A lot is that area of land described in an application
for a permit.
DISTRICTS DEFINED
Section 3. For the purpose of this by-law the Town of
Wayland is divided into three types of districts designated as
:
1. Single residence districts.
2. Business districts.
3. Light manufacturing districts.
Said districts are as shown defined and bounded on the
map accompanying this by-law entitled “Zoning Map, Town of
Wayland, Mass., February 18, 1934,” signed by the Zoning-
Committee and on file with the Town Clerk, and said map and
all explanatory matter thereon are hereby made a part of this
by- law.
In such districts new buildings or structures, and altera-
tions, enlargements, or extensions of existing buildings or struc-
tures may be designed, arranged, or constructed, and land, build-
ing, or structures or parts thereof may be used as specified for
each type of district in Sections 4 and 5. No other uses shall
be permitted in such districts.
Section 4. Existing Buildings. Any building or part of a
building which at the time of the adoption of the Wayland Zon-
ing By-Law was and still is being put to a non-conforming use,
may continue to be used for the same purpose or for purposes
not substantially different, and may be repaired or structurally
altered, but no such building, if destroyed to the extent of
seventy-five per cent of its insurable value, shall be rebuilt, nor
shall such buildings be extended or enlarged except after a pub-
lic hearing by the Board of Appeal following a seven day public
notice, as provided in Section 5 (r), and then only upon order
of the Board of Appeal, and otherwise subject to the terms and
provisions set forth.
In Residence Districts
Section 5. No building or premises shall be used and no
building or structure shall be erected which is intended or de-
signed to be used in whole or in part for any industry, trade,
manufacturing or commercial purposes except as provided in
Section j, or for other than the following specified purposes.
(a) A single detached dwelling for not more than one
family.
(b) The office of a doctor, dentist, or other member of a
recognized profession, a teacher or musician or real estate agent
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residing on the premises, provided there is no display or adver-
tising except for a small professional name plate.
(c) Customary home occupations, such as dressmaking,
or millinery, or tea-rooms, or the leasing of rooms, or the taking
or boarders, or sale of antiques conducted by resident occupants
only; provided there is no display or advertising visible from
outside except for an announcement card or sign of not more
than two square feet area, (and that such uses be confined to
not over one-third of the total floor area of the residence build-
ing). But no dwelling so used shall be constructed or enlarged
for the purpose unless specially permitted under provisions of
paragraph (r).
(d) Schools, public libraries, fire stations, art museums,
churches, parish houses, and Sunday school buildings, the build-
ings of membership clubs devoted to outdoor sports and social
and recreational buildings and premises, except those a chief
activity of which is one customarily carried on as a gainful
business ; telephone buildings, parks, water supply reservations,
soldiers’ or sailors’ memorial buildings.
(e) Real estate signs, referring only to the premises 01-
tract on which they are located, and having an area not exceed-
ing six square feet.
(f) Nurseries, truck gardens, farms, and greenhouses;
provided that any greenhouse heating plant, and any building-
in which farm or pleasure animals are kept shall be distant not
less than twenty feet from any lot line.
(g) Hospitals, not for the insane or feeble-minded, pro-
vided that no building be within thirty feet of any street or
lot line.
(h) Public or charitable institutional buildings not of a
correctional nature, provided that no building thereon be within
thirty feet of any street or lot line.
(i) Accessory uses customary with or incident to any
aforesaid permitted use and located on the same lot therewith,
including garages, and stables under conditions specified.
(j) The term accessory use shall not include any activity
conducted for gain or any walk or driveway giving access
thereto, or any billboard advertising sign or poster, except for
small bulletin boards
;
provided, however, that a builder, car-
penter, mason, plumber, painter, roofer, tinsmith, upholsterer.
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or machinist, who lives and maintains a home on the premises,
may use an accessory building in connection with his trade under
a yearly permit from the Board of Appeal on condition that no
manufacturing or other business requiring substantially con-
tinuous employment be carried on therein, and that the other
conditions of section (r) be complied with.
(k) No accessory building shall be occupied for residence
purposes, except that an upper floor of a garage or stable may
be occupied by an employee of the owner or tenant of the
premises.
(l) Railroad passenger stations or rights of way includ-
ing customary accessory services therein
;
not including switch-
ing, storage or freight yards or sidings.
(m) Cemeteries, including any crematory therein.
The Board of Appeal may under restrictions which will
carry out the provisions of this by-law and tend to protect and
improve the neighborhood issue the following permits
:
(n) Boat or canoe livery, subject to provisions of section
(0 -
(o) For yearly terms only a roadside stand for the sale
of the produce of the land of the owner and of other land within
the Town, provided that the front yard regulations and all other
conditions imposed by the Board of Appeal are complied with.
(p) Private garages for more than three cars, and stables
having horses for hire.
(q) The removal of sod, loam, sand, gravel, or quarried
stone for sale except when incidental to and in connection with
the construction of a building for which a permit has been issued
shall be permitted only if permission of the Board of Appeal be
obtained in accordance with the procedure provided in para-
graph (r) and only under such conditions as the Board may
impose, but nothing contained in this section shall prevent the
continued use of any land for the purpose for which it is used
at the time this section takes effect or prevent the use of any
land for farms, gardens, nurseries, cemeteries, parks, play-
grounds, and such purposes as are incidental to or usual in con-
nection with any of said purposes.
(r) Permits by Board of Appeals Required
Where special permits by the Board of Appeals are required
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under this and other sections, the building inspector or other
person designated by the Selectmen to issue permits as herein-
after provided shall issue no permit until so directed in writing
by the Board of Appeals. Upon application for such a permit
the Board shall give not less than seven (7) days’ public notice
by publication in a newspaper and by mail to the applicant and
to the owners of all property deemed by the Board as affected
by such a permit, and shall hold a hearing and render a decision.
The applicant shall show to the satisfaction of the Board that
the use of the premises for which application is made shall not
constitute a nuisance because of noise, vibration, smoke, gas,
fumes, odor, dust or other objectionable features, and that such
use shall not otherwise be injurious to the inhabitants or their
property, or dangerous to the public health or safety. When
not so satisfied the Board shall refuse a permit. When, in the
opinion of the Board, such a permit may be granted if accom-
panied by conditions specially designed to safeguard the district
and the Town, it shall impose such conditions and make them a
part of the decision, and they shall be made a part of the permit
issued by the building inspector.
Business Districts
Section VI.
(a) Any use permitted in a residence district.
(b) Dwelling, including apartment house or tenement
house and hotel.
(c) Bank or office.
(d) Place of amusement or assembly.
(e) Public building.
(f) Gasoline filling stations and oil stations, salesrooms
for motor vehicles, garage repair shops and stables. Every gaso-
line filling station shall hereafter be located so that no filling
shall be done except into cars standing on the property of the
filling station.
(g) Any other retail business or service not involving
manufacture on the premises, except of products the major por-
tion of which are to be sold at retail by the manufacturer to the
consumer, and provided further that not more than five opera-
tives shall be employed in such manufacture, but this section
shall not be interpreted to include an airplane landing field.
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Light Industrial Districts
Section VII.
(a) Any purpose permitted under Sections V and VI.
(b) Lumber, fuel, feed and ice establishments, contrac-
tors’ yards.
(c) Light manufacturing, employing electricity and/or
other unobjectionable motive power, utilizing hand labor and/or
unobjectionable machinery and/or processes and free from
neighborhood disturbing odors and/or other agencies.
(d) No permit shall be granted under (b) and (c) of this
section except with the written approval of the Board of Ap-
peals and subject to the provisions of Section V (r).
HEIGHT REGULATIONS
Section VIII.
a—Residence districts
(1) The limit of height of all buildings in residence dis-
tricts shall be two and one half stories, not to exceed thirty-
five feet, except that schools and on lots of five acres and over
dwellings may be three stories high.
(2) The limitations of height in feet shall not apply to
chimneys, ventilators, skylights, tanks, bulkheads, pent-houses
and other necessary features usually carried above roofs, not
to towers or spires of churches and other buildings, if such
features are in no way used for living purposes.
b—Business and Light Industrial districts
(1) The limit of height in business and light industrial
districts shall be three stories, not to exceed forty feet.
AREA AND YARD REGULATIONS
Section IX.
(a) No building or structure in any district shall extend
within thirty feet of any street line, except that ground story
porches or projections may extend within twenty feet of any
street line and a two story porch, unenclosed at least half of
the year, may project six feet into the front yard.
(b) And further, no building or structure in any district
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shall extend within fifty feet of centre line of said street,
whether accepted or not except as herein before provided.
(c) In residence districts where there are two or more
then existing buildings between two intersecting streets and
within two hundred feet of the lot in question, any building or
structure on the lot may extend as near the street line as the
average alignment of such then existing buildings except that
when such existing buildings are more than thirty feet from
street line, a new building shall extend only as near the street
line as the average setback of the existing buildings.
(d) On a corner lot no planting, structure, or part of a
building shall extend within twenty feet of any corner street
line intersection so as to interfere with the traffic visibility
around the corner.
(e) Any building lot hereafter laid out in a residence dis-
trict shall contain a minimum of ten thousand square feet, and
shall have a frontage of not less than eighty feet on any street
line.
(f) Dwellings hereafter erected on land not fronting on
a street shall have not less than the minimum lot area as pro-
vided.
Back Yards
(g) Behind every dwelling there shall be provided a back
yard between the rear line of the house and the rear lot line, not
less than thirty feet in depth. A back yard may contain acces-
sory buildings not over one and one-half stories high and cover-
ing not over thirty per cent of its area.
Side Yards
(h) At each side of every dwelling there shall be a side
yard not less than fifteen feet in clear width, between the side
of the house and the side lot line, except in specific cases when
existing lots are less than the minimum width prescribed in this
by-law. In such cases a side yard not less than ten feet in
width may be permitted by the Board of Appeals.
Yards for Non-Residential Buildings
(i) Any use, not residential or accessory, shall observe all
provisions of this by-law in regard to depth and width of yards
as applied to dwellings.
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Percentage of Lot Covered
(j) The percentage of lot which may be covered by any
building shall in no instance exceed the following
:
1. In residence districts 20%.
2. In business districts 70% of a corner lot and 75%
of an interior lot, providing that no rear yard of a building
hereafter erected shall be less than fifteen feet in depth. The
open space required in this paragraph shall be located in such a
way as, in the opinion of the building inspector or other permit
issuing officer as hereafter provided to properly light and ven-
tilate the building, and to provide access in case of fire.
BOARD OF APPEAL
Section X.
a—A Board of Appeal of three members to be appointed
by the Selectmen is hereby created under provisions of Chapter
40 and amendments thereto to assume the duties and powers
given to such Board hereinbefore stated and further powers as
follows
:
1. To adapt the requirements of this by-law to irregular,
narrow, or shallow lots or those unusual either in shape or
topography, provided that the spirit and intent of this by-law
with regard to open spaces is preserved.
2. To permit a substitution for or an extension or alter-
ation to an existing building whether conforming or non-con-
forming in accordance with provisions on use.
3. To grant temporary and conditional permits of lim-
ited duration for non-conforming uses and buildings incidental
to development operations.
4. Permit conversion of a one-family house existing at
the time this by-law is adopted into a two-family house.
5. Permit enlarging an old or locating a new ice house
as needs may require, with such conditions as will protect the
community.
ENFORCEMENT
Section XI.
Until such time as the Town may adopt by-laws providing
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for a building inspector, upon the adoption of which the duties
of issuing permits under this by-law shall automatically devolve
upon him, the Board of Selectmen may designate a suitable per-
son to issue permits under this by-law, and to administer its
provisions.
He shall approve no application of any kind, plans and
specifications and intended use for which are not in all respects
in conformity with this by-law.
Applications for permits shall be accompanied by an ade-
quate description of lot, present buildings thereon, and location
of proposed building on the lot, together with plans for pro-
posed buildings, and shall in all cases comply with the provisions
of this by-law.
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